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Abstract

Computation is a powerful medium for art creation. Procedural art, or artwork defined by a computation-

ally represented system of rules, relationships, and behaviors, enables creation of works that are flexible,

adaptable, and capable of systematic revision. Yet the medium for creating procedural art, computer pro-

gramming, can pose significant barriers for manual artists. Programming can be challenging to learn, and

programming tools can restrict the concrete practices of manual art. An analysis of the creative opportu-

nities of procedural art and the conflicts programming poses for manual artists raises these questions: (1)

How can we create procedural art systems that are accessible and expressive for manual artists? (2) How

can we support different ways of thinking and creating with representational mediums? (3) How can pro-

cedural art systems contribute to the process of learning and understanding representational mediums?

This dissertation explores these questions through two new systems that integrate manual and proce-

dural creation. Para is a digital illustration tool that enables artists to produce procedural compositions

through direct manipulation. Dynamic Brushes is a system that enables artists to create computational

drawing tools that procedurally augment the process of manual drawing. Para and Dynamic Brushes were

informed through interviews with artists and evaluated through multi-week open-ended studies in which

professionals created polished artwork. These evaluations provided a framework for developing creative

tools through extended work with creative professionals. Comparison of artwork produced with Para and

Dynamic Brushes revealed specific trade-offs in expressiveness, ease of entry, and working style for direct

manipulation and representational procedural tools. Overall, this research demonstrates how integrating

manual and procedural creation can diversify the kinds of outcomes people can create with procedural

tools and the kinds of people who can participate in procedural art.
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1

Introduction

Art, in the only sense in which one can separate art from technics, is pri-

marily the domain of the person; and the purpose of art, apart from various

incidental technical functions that may be associated with it, is to widen

the province of personality, so that feelings, emotions, attitudes, and values,

in the special individualized form in which they happen in one particular

person, in one particular culture, can be transmitted with all their force and

meaning to other persons or to other cultures.

-Lewis Mumford

Figure 1.1: Vera Molnar, No Title, 1968,
computer graphic, from the collection of
the Digital Art Museum.
dam.org

The computer is a powerful creative medium. Initially applied to the task

of performing complex mathematical calculations for specialized tasks,

computers have since become integrated into nearly every aspect of mod-

ern human culture. Not long after their development, electronic pro-

grammable computers were applied to the creation of images, and shortly

after this, people started to use them to make art (fig: 1.1). In 1968 the cura-

tor Jasia Reichardt assembled an exhibition entitled Cybernetic Serendipity

(fig: 1.2). The show was one of the first to exhibit works produced with

computers. These early experiments in computational art anticipated an

on-going effort to integrate art and computing that has continued into the

present. Today, emerging computational technology is rapidly adapted

for artistic purposes as soon as it emerges. To date, artists have applied

computer graphics, parametric design (Rosenkrantz and Louis-Rosenberg,

2015), robotics (Hughes, 2017), computational simulation (Bader et al.,

2016), digital fabrication (Azzarello, 2017), artificial intelligence (McMullan,

2017), and perhaps most recently, computational biology (Sterling, 2015) as

tools for art creation.

Making art is one of the things that defines what it means to be human (Mum-

ford, 1952). In addition to creating tools for basic survival, there is evidence

dam.org
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that our earliest ancestors also took time to engage in decorative and sym-

bolic forms of making. Similarly, modern humans invest a great deal of

time and energy in developing practical tools and technologies to improve

our lives, but we also take time to create artifacts that are beautiful, critical,

provocative, and self-reflective. The adaptation of computers to art-making

corresponds with humanity’s longstanding impulse to adapt tools and

materials as means for creative expression.

Figure 1.2: Exhibition poster from the
Cybernetic Serendipty Exhibition by Fran-
ciszka Themersonr, from the Cybernetic
Serendipity Archive.
cyberneticserendipity.net

When viewed through the lens of human creativity, it’s not surprising that

people have applied computers to art. What is perhaps surprising are the

ways in which computers have changed how we make art. The works in

Cybernetic Serendipity were notable because they were not created by hu-

man artists. Instead, they were generated independently by machines and

algorithms. It’s true that humans have often relied on technological tools

to execute work; however, computer-generated art is different. Early com-

puters enabled artists to describe procedures that could be autonomously

executed by a machine, independent of the artists’ control. As a result, ma-

chines could produce works that were not manually executed by human

hands, nor explicitly conceived of by human minds (Reichardt, 1969).

Corresponding with the growth and diversification of computational tech-

nology, procedural art now encompasses a wide range of practices and

possibilities for artistic creation. Most procedural art is created through

computer programming. Describing work through code enables artists to

manage complex structures, automate processes, and generalize and reuse

operations (Reas et al., 2010). Procedural art has also resulted in new kinds

cyberneticserendipity.net
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of artworks. Art created with programming can be autonomous(fig 1.3),

interactive (fig 1.4), parametric (fig 1.5), and generative (fig 1.6). In ad-

dition to enabling new forms of expression, the act of programming in

itself supports specific ways of thinking about making art. Rather than

produce discrete artifacts, artists can conceive of works as systems that

contain numerous, or even infinite variations of an idea (Mitchell, 1990).

Programming offers new forms of documentation, by enabling artists to

describe their creative process as a series of unambiguous actions that can

be executed in different contexts or scales (Reas et al., 2010). Program-

ming affords new forms of artistic collaboration, as artworks described as

programs can be shared with large groups of people, who can reproduce,

remix, and redistribute them with no perceptible loss of quality (McCul-

lough, 1996). Finally, just as manual art supports distinct forms of thinking

and reflection, the process of programming offers opportunities for en-

gaging with powerful ideas (Papert, 1980), and seeing the world in new

ways (Kay, 1990).

Figure 1.3: Entropic Order by Laleh
Mehran, interactive installation com-
prised of a 2-axis “drawing” machine and
2,000 pounds of Black Beauty sand.
lalehmehran.com

Figure 1.4: Mimus by Madeline Gannon,
Julián Sandoval, Kevyn McPhail, and Ben
Snell, interactive installation featuring
an industrial robot arm that responds to
human movement and gesture.
atonaton.com/mimus

Figure 1.5: Nervous System Kinemat-
ics Dress by Jessica Rosencrantz and
Jesse-louis Rosenberg. Dress variations
produced using a parametric model and
procedurally generated pattern of inter-
locking 3D forms.
n-e-r-v-o-u-s.com/projects/sets/

kinematics-dress

Figure 1.6: Selection from Clouds, series of
generative prints by LIA.
liaworks.com/

Yet, despite the creative opportunities of procedural art, it imposes bar-

riers for practitioners of more traditional art forms. While art alludes to

symbolic concepts, the act of producing art has traditionally involved man-

ual manipulation of concrete media. As Mumford described it: “art uses a

minimum of concrete material to express a maximum of meaning” (1952).

Concrete artworks act as both the “interface” for art production, as well as

constituting the work itself. Goodman illustrated this idea by distinguish-

ing the notional nature of musical scores from the concrete qualities of

sketches and paintings:

Unlike the score, the sketch does not define a work, but rather is one...No

pictorial respects are distinguished as those in which a sketch must match

another to be its equivalent, or a painting match a sketch to be an instance

of what the sketch defines (1968).

Like musical notation, computer programs act as a description of an art-

work, with the key difference that programs are designed to be executed

by machines, not humans. Computer programming therefore, is a rep-

resentational practice where artists edit a description of the work, rather

than the work itself (Victor, 2011). As a result programming imposes a sep-

aration between the human author and the artwork thereby restricting

the ability for manual creation. This poses a limitation for many creative

practitioners. Manual engagement offers unique and rich forms for indi-

vidual expression. Mumford stated that through the subtleties of the lines

and forms created by different artists, we are able to experience significant

impulses that can come forth in no other way (Mumford, 1952). In addition

to enabling unique aesthetics, manual creation supports distinct forms

lalehmehran.com
atonaton.com/mimus
n-e-r-v-o-u-s.com/projects/sets/kinematics-dress
n-e-r-v-o-u-s.com/projects/sets/kinematics-dress
liaworks.com/
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of thinking. Through analysis of designers in action, Schön demonstrated

how manual and physical engagement played a key role in the process

of generating new ideas (1992). Klemmer et al. document how gestural

expression and epistemic action enable distinct forms of learning and

understanding (2006). Overall, artists accustomed to working and think-

ing in terms of concrete media and manual engagement can encounter

significant barriers when working with procedural tools.

Procedural tools also pose distinct learning barriers. Programming lan-

guages can restrict incremental forms of learning by requiring people to

learn many concepts before accomplishing even simple tasks (Ko et al.,

2004). Furthermore, while manual artists often learn through observation

and action of tacit manual skills (McCullough, 1996), programming educa-

tion often emphasizes a structured top-down approach of learning formal

principles for application to concrete, predefined tasks (Harvey, 1991).

Artistic disciplines are shaped by their tools. The primary tools for pro-

cedural art, namely existing programming languages and programming

environments, determine the kinds of creative practices that are supported

or closed off when making procedural art. Programming, as it currently ex-

ists, has proven to be a remarkably powerful and expressive tool for many

artists by enabling new kinds of artwork and encouraging new creative

processes and mindsets. Yet programming also imposes barriers for people

who are also invested in manual creation. Given that human cognition

incorporates a variety of mentalities, including visual, kinesthetic, and

symbolic, Kay argues that computational interfaces should support multi-

ple ways of thinking because “no single mentality offers a complete answer

to the entire range of thinking and problem solving” (1990).

The creative opportunities of computation; contrasted with the restrictions

existing programming tools place on artists accustomed to visual, physical,

and concrete working and thinking; suggest an opportunity for developing

alternative programming tools that integrate procedural and manual

creation. This objective raises the following research questions:

1. How can we create procedural art systems that are engaging, accessible

and expressive for people with experience in manual art?

2. How can we support different ways of thinking and creating with repre-

sentational mediums?

3. How can procedural art systems contribute to the process of learning

and understanding representational mediums and tools?
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To explore these questions, I developed two new tools for integrating

manual and procedural art: Para and Dynamic Brushes. Para is a direct-

manipulation procedural tool developed with the goal of supporting acces-

sible but expressive procedural graphic art through a direct-manipulation

interface. Dynamic Brushes is a system for enabling artists to create tools

that extend manual drawing with procedural transformation, repetition,

and automation. Dynamic Brushes builds on lessons gained through eval-

uating Para to combine drawing by hand with procedural manipulation

and automation. The development of Para and Dynamic Brushes is in-

formed through analysis of professional artwork produced through proce-

dural and parametric methods, and through in-depth interviews with pro-

fessional artists from a variety of domains. I use these tools as a platform to

investigate methods and design principles for providing approachable en-

try points into procedural art, while retaining forms of expressiveness that

are important to manual artists. I evaluated Para and Dynamic Brushes

through a series of open-ended studies where professional artists created

their own artwork and talked about their experiences.

1.1 Terminology

Throughout this dissertation, I describe distinctions and similarities be-

tween procedural and manual forms of art. Here I define a set of terms

that I use to classify different forms of art practice in the remainder of this

document:

• Tool: A device for making something.

• Medium: A domain or paradigm that affords distinct approaches to

making. Mediums are often associated with specific tools. Computation

and painting are mediums. Respectively, an integrated development

environment (IDE) and a paintbrush are tools contained within these

mediums.

• Digital creation: Works created using a computer. This includes both

manual direct manipulation systems and programming.

• Manual creation: Works produced through human labor using concrete

mediums and tools and hand-driven engagement. Painting, throwing a

pot, and using a mouse to draw with direct-manipulation software are

all examples of manual creation.

• Procedural creation: Works produced through a series of instructions
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or a systematic representation. Common examples of procedural cre-

ation include works described with a computer program or works cre-

ated using a parametric model. Procedural creation also encompasses

manual human execution of instructions (Obrist, 2013). For the pur-

poses of this dissertation, however, the focus is primarily on procedural

works that involve unambiguous programs compiled and executed

by a computer. I contrast manual and procedural processes as differ-

ent modes of production, however it is possible for a single artwork to

integrate both approaches.

• Dynamic tools: Digital tools that actively respond and change in re-

sponse to actions and experiments by the artist. This definition refer-

ences Kay and Goldberg’s concept of Personal Dynamic Media (1977).

Programming environments fit this description, however dynamic tools

also encompasses systems that do not have an explicit procedural rep-

resentation like a programming language, but still enable the artist to

make systematic changes or describe procedural relationships. The

most prominent examples include parametric CAD systems like Das-

sault Systèmes’ SolidWorks or Autodesk’s Fusion 360 .

1.2 Contributions

This dissertation makes the following contributions:

• A summary of the tensions and opportunities in integrating procedural

and manual art creation, based on themes from interviews with profes-

sional artists.

• The introduction of two new systems for integrating manual and proce-

dural creation: Para, a dynamic direct-manipulation tool that supports

procedural art through live, non-linear, and continuous manipulation,

and Dynamic Brushes, an integrated tablet and stylus drawing system

and visual programming environment that enables artists to create and

apply their own dynamic drawing tools.

• The demonstration of two expressive procedural models that are com-

patible with manual art practice. Para’s model is comprised of declar-

ative geometric and stylistic constraints, visually represented ordered

lists that can be used to specify how constraints map to collections of

objects, and declarative duplication to enable dynamic copying. Con-

straints, lists, and duplication can be combined in different ways to

produce different outcomes. The Dynamic Brushes model enables

artists to describe procedural brushes using a combination of a state
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machine with event-driven transitions, and declarative constraints on

brush properties. This structure supports brush behaviors that operate

both in-response to and independent of manual drawing by the artist.

• An evaluation methodology that examines the expressiveness of pro-

totype art-creation systems in extended, open-ended practice with

professional artists. This methodology is applied to the evaluation of

both Para and Dynamic Brushes to examine how professionals work

with both systems, and what kinds of artifacts they produce.

• A set of recommendations for building expressive procedural tools for

manual artists, and a comparison of the creative trade-offs between

representational and concrete dynamic systems, as determined

from evaluation.

1.3 Dissertation Roadmap

Chapter 2 Compares different dimensions of manual and procedural art

creation by synthesizing interviews with manual and procedural artists

with prior research on learning, computational design, and traditional

art and craft practice. In this chapter, I describe different tensions and

opportunities that emerge when integrating manual and procedural ap-

proaches through three dimensions of creative practice: learning, process,

and expression.

Chapter 3 surveys existing systems for procedural creation. I begin by

looking at textual and visual programming languages developed for art and

design applications. I then discuss dynamic direct manipulation systems—

tools that enable people to create and manipulate procedural relationships

by selecting and manipulating icons and images rather than writing code.

I look at a variety of approaches to inference-based design including pro-

gramming by example, and artificial intelligence and machine learning-

based approaches that automatically produce designs based on a set of

examples or parameters. Finally, I look at systems that are aimed at helping

people to learn programming by making personal creative projects.

Chapter 4 describes the procedural direct manipulation software Para. I

outline Para’s design guidelines and describe the iterative design process

that led to Para’s procedural model of constraints, lists, and duplicators. I

then describe Para’s interface and functionality and demonstrate sample

applications. I describe Para’s evaluation in a breadth-based short-term

workshop with multiple artists. I follow by describing an alternative study
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method where a single professional artist used the software over an ex-

tended period of time. I conclude by describing how a small number of

procedural constructs can provide value to professionals while reducing

the learning threshold of procedural tools.

Chapter 5 describes the development, functionality, and evaluation of

Dynamic Brushes. I begin by discussing how Para’s success in engaging

manual artists, combined with its limitations in supporting physical draw-

ing motivated the development of a procedural tool specifically designed

for drawing. I describe the process of prototyping and refining Dynamic

Brushes’ states and constraints-based model through preliminary tests

with artists and sample brush behaviors. I follow with a detailed descrip-

tion of the Dynamic Brushes programming model and demonstrate its

expressiveness through different brush behaviors. Finally, I describe the re-

sults of an extended study with two professional manual artists that builds

on the methodology I piloted in the Para study.

Chapter 6 compares Para and Dynamic Brushes and examines the results

of both evaluations through the lens of my original research questions. I

use observations of the learning process of the artists in my studies and the

stylistic diversity of the work they produce to describe the different ways in

which direct and representational procedural tools enable accessible entry

to procedural art creation, and how they support different forms of expres-

sion. I build on the experience of prototyping, developing, and evaluating

both Para and Dynamic Brushes to recommend general approaches for

designing procedural tools for manual artists.

Chapter 7 concludes by reflecting on ways to extend this research to new

domains and new forms of computational creation. It begins by looking

at future work suggested by Para and Dynamic Brushes. This is followed

by a discussion of the implications of artificial intelligence for artists.

The chapter concludes by demonstrating the value of multidisciplinary

knowledge in developing creative tools and the importance of supporting

people from non-traditional computer science backgrounds in developing

their own computational systems.
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2

Dimensions of Manual and Procedural Practice

In procedural and manual art disciplines, different mediums have pro-

duced distinct communities of practitioners, each with their own values,

practices, and attitudes. In addition, individual creators within a disci-

pline often have their own approaches and possess unique perspectives

drawn from their personal creative process. My own transition from draw-

ing, painting, and manual animation, to programming highlighted the

contrasts between manual and procedural art practice, and the differ-

ent creative opportunities offered by both domains. Programming also

changed how I thought about making art; I began focusing on systems that

could create multiple outcomes as opposed to my prior focus on specific

artifacts. At the same time, I encountered tensions when transitioning to

procedural tools. My technical drawing and painting skills were irrelevant

when working with code, and I had difficulty maintaining the style of my

manual illustrations to my procedural work.

As I transitioned from creating art to researching the development of cre-

ative tools, I began to talk with other artists. I was curious about how their

perspectives on procedural or manual art differed from my own, and what

they perceived to be the primary opportunities or challenges of

both mediums.

I formalized these conversations into a series of in-depth interviews with

procedural and manual artists. I spoke with four artists who worked ex-

clusively with manual tools and three artists who incorporated program-

ming into their work. In this chapter, I describe the primary themes that

emerged from these interviews, organized into three dimensions of artistic

practice: learning, process, and expression. In each dimension, I compare

the experience of my interview subjects to previous examinations of cre-

ative practice in computer science, human-computer-interaction research
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and studies of traditional art and craft practice. The learning section high-

lights the importance of physical engagement and transparent tools for

manual learning, and demonstrates the steep learning thresholds of textual

programming. The process section illustrates how both procedural and

manual artists rely on exploration at different points in their process and

reveals how manual artists place special importance on being able to work

concretely. The expression section describes how procedural artists are

drawn to programming because it enables them to create dynamic arti-

facts, and how manual artists are hesitant to use programming because it

restricts their ability to create human aesthetics.

2.1 Learning

Learning is a core aspect of art creation, both for students and profes-

sionals. As professional artists take on new projects, they must often learn

new techniques and work to refine existing skills. Many artists aspire to

reach a point in their practice where their tools become transparent, mean-

ing their methods of creation no longer interfere with achieving creative

goals (McCullough, 1996). Artistic mastery is relevant to both manual and

procedural art; however, the process through which skills are learned, and

mastery is obtained is often different for manual and procedural artists.

Figure 2.1: Dance Everyday by Shantell
Martin, 2017.
shantellmartin.art

2.1.1 Physical learning

Manual artists often focus on learning physical skills. This generally in-

volves learning how to effectively manipulate a material, (ink, paint, clay,

or wood for example), with one’s hands or with manual tools, to produce

a desired result. Manual manipulation itself can support specific forms of

learning and understanding. Holding and manipulating a physical object

can improve someone’s ability to think about 3D space in general (Sennett,

2008). Physical and gestural engagement can also play a role in learning.

Sennett describes how many traditional crafts lack abstract concepts al-

together. There is no separation between understanding and practice.

When translated to learning, rather than explicitly learning new concepts,

manual artists refine skills and develop tacit knowledge through extended

practice over time (Roedl et al., 2015). In many cases, instructors find it

difficult to teach manual techniques through verbal instructions. Instead,

they encourage students get a physical sense of a technique through direct

material engagement (Needleman, 1979).

shantellmartin.art
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The manual artists I spoke with repeatedly described the role of manual

engagement in learning. Shantell Martin is an artist who draws large free-

form drawings with acrylic markers (fig: 2.1). Shantell started drawing as

a child and transitioned to drawing as form of live performance early in

her art career. Today, she draws “on everything”, from walls, to clothes, to

people. In our conversation, Shantell described how the process of drawing

helped her learn to trust her physical actions and her intuition. Shantell

favors working with permanent drawing tools because she sees learning

opportunities in her mistakes:

I like drawing with inks, because you can’t erase what you do..if you’re trying

to learn from [your mistakes], you have to live with them. And if it’s very easy

for you to undo them or erase them you don’t have that time to sit with them

and realize what you’ve done wrong.

Shantell also spoke about working in pencil and how the tactile experience

of manually erasing mistakes acted as a learning opportunity:

To physically undo something you would have to erase it. You would have to

go back over what you’ve done and be like, “Uh, that didn’t feel right.” And

you physically have to undo what you did. I think that tactile, more physical

experience lent for a [gradual] learning curve.

Figure 2.2: too much by Michael Salter,
installation image, Rice Gallery, 2008.
michaelasalter.com

Michael Salter is a studio artist who creates illustrations, animations and

sculptures with a strong graphic style (fig: 2.2). His practice is a combina-

tion of manual drawing, digital design, and sculpture. In addition, Michael

is a college professor and teaches courses in digital illustration for fine-art

students. Like Shantell, Michael described a strong connection between

physical drawing and developing an understanding of style, composi-

tion, and proportion. When introducing his students to digital illustration,

michaelasalter.com
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Michael encourages them to first focus on building up their manual draw-

ing abilities because he believes that jumping straight to the computer

without manual skill negatively affects an individual’s style:

When I’m teaching people how to draw on a computer they skip that part.

They just want to go to the computer. And what they’ve done is they’ve di-

luted and changed their idea. . . they’ve inhibited it, because they don’t know

the program as fluidly as their hand can draw. . . That’s when the computer

to me is bad for drawing.

Figure 2.3: junk by Nina Wishnok, series of
5 monoprints (3 shown), 2012.
ninawishnok.com

Nina Wishnok is a fine-art print-maker and professional graphic designer

(fig: 2.3). Nina described the importance of being able to view and manipu-

late physical versions of her design work in learning about proportion and

composition:

Your sense of visual relationships is different. . . You like something on screen,

you print it out and the type is too big. You do have to see it physically. The

more experience you get, the more you can sort of make those translations

even if you’re working exclusively digitally.

Shantell, Michael, and Nina all work with digital tools in portions of their

practice, and they all emphasize the importance of learning through phys-

ical engagement before transitioning to digital tools. Their experiences

align with Klemmer et al.’s description of how physical manipulation al-

lows for different kinds of learning. Physical manipulation of forms can

help people understand formal relationships and gestural actions can

greatly assist cognition and communication. Physical manipulation also

supports epistemic action where people are able to understand the con-

text of a problem by physically tinkering with aspects of their environment

(2006). Inexperienced artists may also have an easier time learning about

composition, structure, and style through physical manipulation because

their hands and bodies are their most familiar interface. Working with

digital tools can make some things easier, for example, drawing precise ge-

ometry, but it adds an additional cognitive load of learning to manipulate

the controls of a digital interface (Norman, 2002). Physical drawing enables

learners to focus on developing confidence in their gestures and refining

their style.

2.1.2 Perceptions of procedural learning

Procedural art involves learning programming, a domain that often is asso-

ciated with learning analytic skills and practices. As a result, many forms of

ninawishnok.com
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programming can be challenging to learn for people with intuitive learning

styles. College-level computer science students are introduced to program-

ming through a structured methodology. They are taught subroutines,

blocks, control structures, and other concepts in a specific sequence (Har-

vey, 1991). An unfortunate consequence of this approach is that learners

might think programming has one correct way of accomplishing an out-

come, instead of the possibility of multiple approaches. Turkle and Papert

describe how students in introductory computer science courses struggled

to use established programming architecture and workflows as starting

points for learning. In the worst cases, this could result in students be-

coming alienated from the process of learning to program altogether. They

describe a young female poet discouraged by the requirement that her

programs be “black boxed” because she preferred to work with transparent

systems of her own creation (1992).

The manual artists I spoke with described similar learning challenges.

Shantell talked about her appreciation of drawing as a transparent art

form, where observers could openly see all of the aspects her work. In

contrast, she saw technology as deliberately opaque:

I think when we focus so much on efficiency, we forget sometimes about

creativity. . . In the lab, you create so much technology and then you hide it

away. You make something and then you put a pretty box over it.

Nina viewed Processing, a popular programming language for art and

design, as a tool that imposed strict aesthetic limits for learners, similar to

the process of using pre-programmed Photoshop filters:

I’m more interested in learning something technically that isn’t just a visual

end unto itself. I want to be able to incorporate it somehow and do some-

thing personal with it. [Processing], like any tool, has these limits of what

you can do or you’re stuck within the aesthetics of that tool initially before

you can explore different areas.

Nina’s perception of the limits of Processing is understandable, given

the challenges of learning programming. For experienced programmers,

programming offers a great deal more freedom than pre-programmed

digital styles and effects; however, this freedom is inaccessible for

many people.

The perception of computational technologies as opaque and program-

ming as exclusively conceptual, stems in part, from how programming is

conventionally taught and represented. Fortunately, learning program-

ming can also be structured in ways that are exploratory, project-oriented,
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and even physical. Papert describes how computers and computer pro-

gramming offer unique learning opportunities by enabling people to

explore and experiment with powerful ideas in mathematics, logic, and

other domains. Papert also focuses on the importance of the body in learn-

ing. The programming language he developed for children, Logo, uses

body-syntonic geometry in which movement commands are structured

from the point of view of a computational “turtle” entity. By identifying

with the Turtle people can use their knowledge about their bodies and

how they move into the work of learning formal geometry (1980). Learn-

ing programing can also encompass a variety of skills, knowledge, and

forms of engagement. Brennan and Resnick demonstrate how, in addition

to learning concepts, programming also involves learning new practices,

like debugging and remixing, and presents learners with pathways to new

perspectives about the world and themselves. They advocate for forms of

assessment that target different dimensions of computational learning,

including portfolio analysis, artifact-based interviews, and design scenar-

ios (2012).

2.1.3 Learning Thresholds

In comparing learning approaches in procedural and manual tools, it also

is important to examine how much new information a learner needs be-

fore achieving meaningful results. While requiring years to master, pencils,

pianos, and many other manual tools offer newcomers easy and intu-

itive starting points (Levin, 2000). Conversely, learners often encounter

thresholds in programming where they must learn a great deal in order to

produce simple results. Myers et. al. describe how most programming sys-

tems have “walls” where one must stop and learn many new concepts and

techniques to make further progress, rather than systems where, for each

incremental increase in the level of customizability, the user only needs

to learn an incremental amount (2000). These severe learning thresholds

are common in end-user programming and can present insurmountable

barriers to people who are just beginning to learn to code (Ko et al., 2004).

Figure 2.4: Painting by Kim Smith.
kimsmithart.com

Nearly every manual artist I spoke with described their experience en-

countering thresholds or barriers when attempting to use procedural tools.

Kim Smith is a studio artist who creates large abstract paintings (fig: 2.5).

She uses also uses digital design tools in her graphic design and illustra-

tion work, but primarily relies on physical media in her fine art. She has

mastered the process of painting:

kimsmithart.com
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I love painting because I’ve been doing it my whole life, and I’ve put in those

hours to the point where I don’t have to think about it. When you get to the

point where you’re no longer fighting, that’s the point where it’s magical.

Figure 2.5: Painting by Kim Smith.
kimsmithart.com

Kim is interested in the creative potential of procedural tools; however, she

is frustrated by how these tools hinder her established practice:

One of the reasons I never use Processing is because I sit down and I don’t

know what I’m doing. When something gets in the way between you and

making, it just stops. So I can make a square, I can make some shapes, ok

great. But that doesn’t do anything for me in terms of my artistic expression.

It’s like this big wall that is just slowing me down. I would imagine if I [were]

good with Processing there would be a lot more I could do with it, and it’d be

incredible. But the entry point for me is high. For a long time it’s going to be

in my way.

In-line with Kim’s comment, Nina described an imbalance between the

difficulty of learning procedural tools and interesting aspects of work

possible using them:

When I start playing around with those tools, what I come up with or

what happens visually is so clearly novice it doesn’t even interest me visu-

ally. . . Depending on the software, that can be too much of a [learning] curve

to really incorporate it.

Kim and Nina’s comments demonstrate how manual artists can become

stymied by the amount of effort required to produce simple procedural

work, let alone expressive compositions. When thinking about supporting

more approachable forms of procedural creation, a theoretical holy grail is

kimsmithart.com
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a system that enables immediate intuitive engagement while supporting

unbounded expressive potential. Levin defines this property as “instantly

knowable and infinitely master-able”, and points out how the tradeoffs be-

tween accessibility and expressiveness make this quality near-paradoxical

and often unobtainable (2000). Furthermore, Kay argues that no matter the

system or language, many procedural concepts elude intuitive discovery.

Things like recursion, abstraction, and inheritance are “like the concept of

the arch in building design: very hard to discover if you don’t already know

them”. He argues for simple and small systems that have a good match

between the degree of interesting things one can make and the level of

complexity needed to express them (1993). Like Kay, Victor recognizes pro-

gramming as “a way of thinking” rather than a technical skill. As a result,

he argues that learning programming will always be challenging because

learning abstraction is hard (2013b). Victor has encouraged developers

to create programming tools that make that challenge more tractable by

encouraging powerful ways of thinking and enabling programmers to see

and understand the execution of their program (2012b).

2.2 Process

Tools shape how artists work by encouraging certain processes and limiting

others. In addition to shaping artifacts and aesthetics, (discussed in the

next section), different artistic processes offer distinct forms of intellectual

engagement and affect how artists conceive of ideas. An engaging process

can encourage an artist to tackle challenging projects; a frustrating or dull

process can demotivate an artist entirely.

In this section, I examine the forms of creative process that are important

to manual and procedural artists, and describe how different tools support

or limit their preferred forms of working. I describe the importance of

continuous action, for both manual and procedural artists, how procedural

tools and manual tools limit or support exploratory processes, and how

concrete manipulation and formal representation shape artistic practice.

2.2.1 Continuity

Many of the artists described the importance of continuous action. Both

Shantell and Michael described immediacy as one of the most powerful

properties of manual drawing. Michael described how the power of draw-

ing was centered on the speed at which his arm could give form to ideas:
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When I see something in my head, the quickest way to get it into real-

ity is that three feet, the 28 inches of muscle and bone. And I think that’s

magic. . . Right now for me, the freshest and easiest, and I think, the most

exciting thing to do is to start a drawing and [not] stop until it’s done. And

because my work is primarily visual, one drawing influences the next.

Figure 2.6: Illustrations by Mackenzie
Schubert.
mackenzieschubert.tumblr.com

Michael only started working comfortably on the computer when he could

reproduce that speed that he had in his physical drawing. Similarly, for

Shantell, the ability to work quickly and without hesitation is what shaped

her overall style:

For me drawing is mostly movement. The way I draw is very head-to-hand.

There aren’t that many steps in between. Emotionally you want that channel

to be as smooth and as free as possible. So I think the physical reaction is

that you’re allowing yourself to be free, you’re allowing yourself to be sponta-

neous, you’re allowing that movement to be a fluid as possible.

Coming from a background in performance, Shantell discovered how

drawing in front of an audience pushed her to work without hesitation, and

improved her work:

If you do stop, an audience isn’t going to wait around for you. So you put this

pressure on yourself where you just have to create and you don’t essentially

know what you’re going to create because now you don’t have time to think

about it, you don’t have time to plan it, you don’t have time to hesitate, you

don’t have time to get distracted. . . it gives me that pressure, and I’ve been

able to use that as a tool to drive me to do what I do.

In situations where there is no audience, Shantell described how she would

turn a camera on herself and begin recording before she started drawing.

The mere idea that she was under observation helped her work in a

fluid manner.

Manual artists also value the efficiency that comes from continuous ac-

tion. Mackenzie Schubert illustrates comics and graphic novels (fig: 2.6).

Because of the high volume of illustration required for his work, speed is

essential. As a result, Mackenzie doesn’t have any nostalgia for traditional

tools and materials. He is open to any process or technology that enables

him to quickly complete pages:

If it’s faster, then it’s good. I don’t think the return is three times better if it

takes three times longer. I think the opposite is true, if there’s a faster way to

do something on the computer that looks ok, I don’t think taking twice as

long to do something the other way is twice is good.

mackenzieschubert.tumblr.com
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From Mackenzie’s perspective, speed is inherently linked to quality output.

The faster he’s able to execute an illustration, the better the aesthetic of

the output. He described how he stopped drawing fingers on many of

his characters, both because it was faster, and because he liked the visual

effect it produced. Overall, the desire to reduce the time it takes to draw

something significantly impacted the style of his artwork and pushed him

towards a minimalist quality:

Figure 2.7: Still from Secure Shell Series by
Christopher Coleman, 2017.
digitalcoleman.com

Figure 2.8: Evidence of Intensive by Chris
Coleman and Michael Salter, Digital
Archival Print, 2013.
digitalcoleman.com

A lot of that reduction in time or effort, which are essentially interchange-

able, makes work better or simpler, or more direct. It’s easier to connect to or

read. . . It’s quicker and it’s more immediate, and I think that shows. It can

also feel a little more confident and less fussy.

Manual artists value tools that enable them to work quickly, continuously,

and with confidence. These qualities improve outcomes and enable artists

to intuitively act on ideas as they emerge. Although they work in a very

different medium, many of the procedural artists described how program-

ming also supported a quick and continuous process.

Christopher Coleman is an artist and professor working with wide range of

emerging technologies (fig: 2.7). He comes from a background in engineer-

ing and uses programming to create generative digital forms, animations,

and interactive installations. He is a colleague and close friend of Michael,

and the two collaborate on projects that combine procedural and manual

techniques (fig: 2.8). In our conversation, Christopher talked about how

working with code helped him rapidly experiment with different versions

of an artwork and iteratively revise his approach. He described how this

was important when he collaborated with Michael:

I could quickly change what I was trying to do, change a lot of pieces, make

a new piece of software, run the new thing through it. So, it enabled the

speed of an exchange that you want in an art collaboration. I love the fact

that I have just enough proficiency with Processing that in a day we could

produce 20 different interesting iterations and then have a longer dialogue

about successes and failures and ways to change and ways to improve.

I also spoke with Emily Gobeille, an artist who creates procedural illus-

trations and immersive interactive installations (fig: 2.9). Emily has a

background in both manual art and puppetry and has prior program-

ming expertise. Her work is almost always done in close collaboration with

her partner Theo Watson, a fellow artist and expert programmer. Despite

favoring manual illustration with traditional media, Emily acknowledged

that many illustration tasks that were much faster to create with code than

by hand, and she often took advantage of this in her work. Emily also de-

digitalcoleman.com
digitalcoleman.com
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scribed how collaborating with Theo speeds up her process. While Emily

has experience writing her own computational tools, she often relies on

Theo to create the procedural aspects of their work because he’s the faster

programmer:

He developed tools for me that I could actually use to draw. So it was kind of

a mix of things he was outputting, things we were inputting. It was kind of a

fun process . . . we wanted this whole kind of cause and effect.

However, Emily pointed out there were trade-offs with regard to speed

and efficiency between manual and procedural tools. Just as Emily relied

on Theo to complete some tasks with programming, Theo asked her to

complete certain tasks manually:

Sometimes [Theo’s] like, “Oh, you can do that in one second in After Effects”,

or something, where it would take him a really long time to program it.

Then there are things that would take me forever to design, but he can do in

two minutes.

Figure 2.9: Here to There poster series (1
of 2) by Emily Gobeille and Theo Watson,
2010.
design-io.com

Figure 2.10: Closeup of Here to There by
Emily Gobeille and Theo Watson, 2010.
design-io.com

Collaborations among people who are highly proficient at programming

and manual creation offer the possibility for continuous engagement,

where both members quickly respond to the ideas of the other. Yet, the

success of manual-procedural collaboration is also dependent on artists

having a close working relationship, mutual respect, and a deep under-

standing of the stylistic preferences of each other. For many artists, such

collaborations are elusive. In situations where manual artists are working

independently, incorporating procedural tools can slow down, or com-

pletely hinder the process.

design-io.com
design-io.com
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2.2.2 Making the abstract concrete

In many traditional art-forms, concrete engagement, or manual contact

with and manipulation of the piece, is the default. Tools involved in paint-

ing, sculpture, and printmaking, enable artists to lay down color, remove

material, or otherwise modify a piece, by working on the artifact itself.

Early computers were controlled through textual and numeric input, and

prevented concrete manipulation; however advances in computer graph-

ics and interface technology led to the development of interfaces where

people could manipulate digital data by pointing at and selecting digital

images. Shneiderman first coined the term direct manipulation to describe

this form of computer interaction. Direct manipulation systems are de-

fined by continuous visibility of the object of interest; rapid, reversible,

incremental actions; and replacement of complex command language syn-

tax by direct manipulation of the object of interest (Shneiderman, 1993).

Direct manipulation systems are now ubiquitous throughout computing,

and they are especially popular as tools for art and design. McCullough

describes direct manipulation as “the first glimmer of digital craft”, arguing

that while direct manipulation does not yet reflect all of the subtleties of

physical touch, it is the closest approximation of physical craft manipula-

tion in a digital system (1996). The emergence of haptic computing has led

to research and development of computational systems that simulate some

forms of physical or material feedback (Choi and Follmer, 2016; Bouzit

et al., 2002; Nakagaki et al., 2016). The interviewed artists had different

perspectives about the importance of physical versus digital manipulation.

For Emily, the physical response was important. She preferred working

with paper to working on a screen:

It’s like a tactile thing. You need that real response, like if you push hard or if

you push soft.

Michael and Mackenzie were not concerned about the differences between

physical making and digital direct manipulation. Michael felt that he could

work successfully both on and off the computer, as long as he was directly

engaged in the drawing process:

I think drawing on a computer is like working in my studio. It is tactile

to me. That idea of there being a line between the hand-made and the

computer-made. . . that doesn’t matter to me. . . Drawing on a computer is

just as fun and tactile as doing it with charcoal.

While differing in their perspectives of the importance of physical ma-
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terials versus digital ones, all the manual artists were unanimous about

the importance of being able to work with concrete media and tools. In

addition to being fundamental to manual forms of making, concrete en-

gagement enables artists to discover new compositions, or make different

associations. Lévi-Strauss described the concrete practice of bricolage:

rather than thinking in terms of generalized knowledge and abstract rela-

tions, bricoleurs conceive of solutions through direct action with concrete

tools and materials directly “at hand” (Lévi-Strauss, 1966). Concrete en-

gagement also aides creative decision making; artists and designers often

conceive of ideas through reflection-in-action and through direct engage-

ment with physical media (Schön and Bennett, 1996) and digital interac-

tion designers find it difficult to conceive of novel concepts while working

in the immaterial domain of software (Ozenc et al., 2010).

Procedural art presents a challenge to concrete practitioners. The pri-

mary medium for creating procedural art, programming, is an extension

of formal systems in mathematics and logic (Turkle and Papert, 1992).

Programmers create work by manipulating a representation, which when

compiled, produces a concrete outcome. The representational nature of

programming is in part what makes it so powerful. Throughout the his-

tory of art, theorists have worked to create formal grammars that define

critical, useful, and beautiful relationships between visual and physical ob-

jects (Goodman, 1968; Alexander et al., 1977; Mitchell, 1990). Programming

provides the means to describe these grammars in a form that can be au-

tonomously evaluated and executed. Applied to practical ends, this allows

artists to manage complex structures and compositions in their artwork

and define and automate repetitive processes that would be laborious to

execute manually. (Reas et al., 2010). Programming enables work devel-

oped for one situation to be automatically restructured for another context

or scaled to map to multiple applications simultaneously (Mitchell, 1990).

Yet traditional programming languages also impose a separation between

the artist and the artifact. These tools prevent concrete manipulation of the

artifacts they produce during the creative process (Victor, 2011).

Although manual artists work through concrete practices, they often think

about work in abstract or formal ways. Due to his background design and

composition theory, Michael’s artwork is guided by general design rules.

He described how the imagery in his work is dictated by grids, cropping,

focal points, and other compositional constraints. When asked about

specific pieces, he articulated the structure behind them but also explained

that a key aspect of what made his work interesting was being able to

deliberately and arbitrarily break those rules at specific points:

[People] have this natural love of the grid. It’s an aesthetic formalization of
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math. And the only time that gets interesting is if the last one’s left off, or one

of them is missing, or the second row is all crooked. As soon as the grid is off

a little bit, then it’s interesting.

Michael did not identify as a programmer, however he described practices

that were similar to approaches in procedural art. Michael described a

series of in-progress pieces where he had established a rule set and then

manually maintained it throughout the drawing. The result was a series of

“generative” works:

I’m drawing a bunch of stuff that actually looks like code or generative, but

it’s not, it’s filled with my flaws. But it has a short set of rules that I try to

follow as I draw. I think there’s an interesting idea of kind of taking a step

back and trying to recreate that [generativity] by hand.

Unlike Michael, Shantell didn’t approach her works with a formalized

notion of structure and proportion. Instead, she possesed an intuitive un-

derstanding of spatial relationships. She characterized herself as someone

who was mathematically inexperienced, but pointed out a paradox in

that characterization:

I create these huge drawings in space, 200 [foot] drawings, and I also believe

I have no idea about math. But, wait, how can I make this drawing physi-

cally feel balanced in space, and then feel that I have no understanding of

math? Code, maths, drawing . . . it’s very connected.

While drawing was primarily a visceral experience for Shantell, she had

a strong desire to access quantitative representations of her drawings

because she felt it might offer a different way of understanding her work.

She viewed her drawing process as subject to specific rules and constraints

established through years of practice. If the drawing process could be

described as an algorithm, how could she uncover the underlying structure

of that algorithm?

There is a huge amount of math, and spatial awareness, and composition

in there, but I don’t know what it is, and so, I’m really curious..what infor-

mation is in a drawing that I can’t see? What information is in a drawing,

which I have huge, profound understanding of, but don’t understand?

Nina, like Shantell also was interested in the procedural manipulation of

information. Her printmaking pieces, while generated manually, were full

of complex cellular structures and repeating patterns. She described a

desire to extend this aesthetic in the form of data-driven imagery:
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When I start to think conceptually, rather than purely visually, I do get more

interested computational stuff—infographics and data driven graphics.

I think it’s really interesting to visually manifest [information] through

programs. . . I’m intellectually interested in this stuff but I haven’t personally

found much of a bridge to move over into that direction.

Manual artists are interested in the opportunities offered by representa-

tional tools, both in terms of the creative domains they support and the

opportunities they provide for introspection and analysis. Unfortunately

moving to representational tools requires manual artists to abandon their

concrete practices and mediums. Portraying the computer as tool for

the mind (Krainin and Lawrence, 1990) can make the division between

concrete tools and computational representation feel inevitable. But the

computer is more than a tool; it is a medium that offers new ways of seeing

and understanding the world (Kay, 1990). Turkle and Papert argue that

the computer actually bridges the world of formal systems and physical

things because it has the unique ability to convert abstract symbols to

artifacts that people can see and interact with (1992). In thinking about

practical approaches for bridging visual, figurative, and symbolic ways

of thinking, Kay advocates for procedural systems that have links to the

concrete. These tools should gradually scaffold the process of working

symbolically by helping people explore symbolic relationships by manipu-

lating images (1990). Building on these ideas, procedural tools for manual

artists could be developed with symbolic models that are compatible with

concrete manipulation or support transitions between working with a

representation and working concretely.

Figure 2.11: portion of Creative Cloud by
Erik Natzke, Commissioned Artwork, 2012.
eriknatzke.com

2.2.3 Entry-points to exploration

Throughout the creative process, artists often explore different approaches,

aesthetics, and ideas. Erik Natzke is a principle artist in residence at Adobe

Research (fig 2.11). He creates sweeping gestural compositions with cus-

tom software of his own design. The software enables Erik to draw freely

with a digital stylus, while the software modifies the color and quality of

his strokes by referencing various input data. For example, the software

samples color from different pixels of a pre-determined bitmap image to

dynamically change the color of the line as he draws. Erik has structured

the software in a way that exposes different parameters that control var-

ious visual effects. As a result, he doesn’t start out a composition with a

specific goal. Instead, as he works, he tweaks these parameters to experi-

ment with different styles of drawing, which eventually help him refine the

composition.

eriknatzke.com
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Like Erik, Kim also produces large compositions with gestural forms and

color variation. Unlike Erik, her process involves physical paint and can-

vases, rather than software and code. When painting, Kim repeatedly lays

down abstract layers of different-colored semi-transparent paint. This

process allows for new shapes and colors to emerge through the layers. As

she works, Kim repeatedly steps back to examine how the composition is

changing. Similar to Erik experimenting with parameters of his software,

Kim uses these emergent forms push the direction of the composition of

her overall painting, and determine where she applies paint next.

Creative exploration is a fundamental part of the artistic process in both

procedural and manual art. Whereas the ideal engineering approach starts

with a clearly articulated problem statement and the removal of ambi-

guity (Crutzen and Kotkamp, 2008), art students are instructed to keep

options open, explore alternatives, and celebrate ambiguity. This is be-

cause art creation rarely centers on a clearly stated problem (Do and Gross,

2007). Clear technical challenges may emerge in the process of creating

artwork, but the overarching goal often is open-ended. Exploration can

occur at different points in procedural and manual practices. For many

manual painters and illustrators, the entire creation process is shaped by

exploration, to the point that creative decisions are determined by results

of successive experiments. Conversely, in procedural creation, exploration

is interspersed throughout process along with structured forms of creation.

Emily described how, for the procedural aspects of her and Theo’s work,

exploration often occurred at the end of a project. For example, when cre-

ating an interactive project, the majority of the work involved designing,

developing, and testing different functionality. Once the project framework

was built, they begin playing with the parameters of the system to produce

the desired effect:

We’ll just keep refining and refining. And that’s to me one of the most in-

teresting parts of what we do. The last two percent of our projects is just

tweaking these variables, little teeny amounts, and it makes such a huge

difference to what the experience actually feels like. . . our projects have a

ridiculous amount of sliders, so we’ll just sit there adjusting sliders. “Okay,

this feels right. . . no, this one still feels like it’s happening too fast,” or “this is

too big,”. . . We just adjust those things until it feels right, feels natural.

Manual disciplines, like drawing and painting, enable intuitive entry

into exploration and support free-form association and recombination

throughout the creative process. Drawing is an act of discovery where

each successive stroke informs the next (Berger, 2008). Procedural systems

may often intersperse the exploratory process with periods of analytic

problem-solving and infrastructure development, but in return, they help
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artists simulate near-infinite versions of a work (Kay, 1990), or system-

atically compare and experiment with different parameters without any

risk to the work itself (McCullough, 1996). Because exploration can take

different forms in procedural and manual art, one of the challenges of in-

tegrating manual and procedural practice is being able to move back and

forth between either domain at arbitrary points in the creative process.

When describing his desire to collaborate with multiple manual artists,

Christopher talked about his concern that the other artists would be lim-

ited to only contributing to the prototyping stages of the project, and he

would be responsible for completing the remainder of the project with

computational tools:

[Michael], Justin and I have been trying to do a solid collaboration for years,

but part of the problem is the throughput.. how does Justin’s hand drawing

stuff meet with Michael’s digital stuff, meet with my coding-animation stuff?

We’re just trying to figure out the logistics of it. Justin did these amazing

drawings and I was modeling them in 3D in Blender, but then it’s like, is

it all on me at that point? How do we make it sure that Justin’s not just

producing initial sketches and prototypes?

The challenge is to find ways to develop tools that help artists access both

of these forms of exploration. One fruitful starting point in addressing

this challenge is to design procedural tools that are “tinkerable”. Tinker-

able tools facilitate continuous exploration by emphasizing immedi-

ate feedback, easy modes of entry, and reconfigurable modular compo-

nents (Resnick and Rosenbaum, 2013). Another approach is to give artists

a head-start in the process of exploration by providing them with a catalog

of pre-designed parametric structures that can be combined with one-

another through a bricolage-like process (Efrat et al., 2016). This approach

is limited in that it doesn’t help artists create their own procedural func-

tionality, but it does demonstrate how designing procedural systems to

support recombination can enable a diversity of creative outcomes.

2.3 Expression

In computer science, the expressive power of a programming language is

traditionally measured by the range of ideas that can be described with a

given language. Measuring the expressiveness of programming for art ap-

plications is more complicated because it involves the breadth of different

artifacts that can be created and how effectively a tool supports different

aesthetics. For art tools, style matters as much as power does. In this sec-

tion, I look at three different aspects of procedural expression: the creation
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of dynamic artwork, the challenges of maintaining manual aesthetics when

using procedural tools, and the ways in which procedural artists work to

subvert computational aesthetics.

2.3.1 Dynamic Artifacts

Procedural tools enable traditional forms of art to be created in new ways.

One can write a program that generates a painting, develop a paramet-

ric model that creates designs for a dress, or use a computer- controlled

milling machine to create a sculpture. For people invested in these tradi-

tional forms of art, the ability to extend these practices with procedural

tools is valuable and compelling. At the same time, procedural tools enable

the creation of new forms of artifacts. Victor argues that because comput-

ers are dynamic tools, they offer powerful opportunities to create dynamic

art—artwork that is responsive, interactive, and capable of change (2012c).

The procedural artists I interviewed were drawn to working with program-

ming because of its ability to create responsive artifacts. Christopher chose

to incorporate computation into his art because it allowed him to create

pieces that invited viewers of his work to engage in a level beyond observa-

tion. As he put it:

You can make arguments that sculpture and painting involve your whole

body but . . . I think that sort of reactive work can only be done with technol-

ogy . . . I’m really interested in that space. There’s something visceral about

that that I hope is affecting and helps you connect to it. The idea is stronger

than just viewing or hearing something . . . That’s a critical piece of why I’m

involving so much technology . . . I want you to be in it, physically or other-

wise.

For Christopher, creating interactive artwork supported his goal of en-

gaging viewers of his artwork in a constructive dialog around issues of

surveillance, online community, and public space, which are long-standing

themes in his work. Emily is also strongly drawn to the dynamic qualities of

procedural work. She expressed a strong attachment to manual and phys-

ical creation and frustration with aspects of procedural production. Yet

Emily described how programming had one major advantage not available

in any other medium:

Programming is what brings things to life. That to me is the most exciting

part about it. [The work] can have a variety of inputs and processes, differ-

ent ways to have some type of experience. You can’t do it by hand.
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In addition to creating dynamic artwork, several procedural artists de-

scribed a secondary artifact that emerged from their practice: tools. Emily’s

collaborator Theo is one of the founders of a C++ creative coding frame-

work called openFrameworks. Emily described how many openFrame-

works add-ons contributed by her and Theo were the result of tools or

processes generated in the process of completing work1. These tools are
1 Addons are contributed code libraries
that extend the functionality of an existing
system

now used by others:

As often as we can, we like to let people use the tools. . . It’s nice to bundle [the

code] up nicely for people to use. So I think quite a few have really ended up

having a life outside of the project.

Christopher also saw opportunities for the byproducts of his artwork to

support others:

What I have been trying to think of is how can my practice begin to spin off

or strengthen tools. It’s like, if I’m making a whole set of things to make my

life easier, how do I share those instructions, or create a tool that helps other

people do that thing?

For him, making computational tools was not only a by-product of mak-

ing artwork but a central component of his artistic identity. Christopher

described himself as a “critical arts engineer” with the responsibility to

create technologically-driven tools for others to use. As he put it, his role

was to “reclaim some of the black boxes and technologies that are being

put out there for us to use.” The role of computational artist as both ar-

tifact and tool creator resonates with Levin’s point about the importance

of artist-created computational tools. He argues that tools created “by

artists for artists” fill a space not offered by commercial software by being

more sensitive to the needs of artists and more open to supporting creative

experimentation (2015).

There are many examples of procedural art tools that began as platforms

to support the work of a small subset of artists, and later were evolved

to support the broader procedural art community, many of which are

discussed in the following chapter. The prominence and success of many

of these systems demonstrate how procedural artists are well positioned

to be tool creators. They have insight into the forms of expressiveness

that will be most meaningful for other artists, and are often invested in

the creative goals of others. The ability for procedural art to support tool

development also demonstrates the inherent re-usability of code. Unlike

many traditional mediums, programs represent an artwork in an abstract

form with modular functions and processes. This quality, combined with

the existing infrastructure for sharing code means that procedural artwork
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is reusable and generalizable in a way that many other art forms are not.

It’s not easy to make effective tools for a general audience, however. Emily

pointed out that some procedural functionality ended up being too spe-

cialized to be creatively appealing to other artists:

Sometimes it’s too specific. I don’t know if it would be useful to someone.

For procedural systems to function effectively as a platform for others,

they must support a wide range of interesting and meaningful outcomes.

Tools often are only successful for a general audience when released with

documentation and learning support, which takes significant time, effort,

and resources to develop, and also requires tool-makers to take time away

from making art. Christopher highlighted the difficulty of simultaneously

making art and supporting others in our conversation. Making artwork

can inform the process of making good tools. At the same time, there are

prominent tensions between the mindsets and objectives of tool-making

and art-making.

2.3.2 Human aesthetics

One measure of a tool’s expressiveness is the range different kinds of arti-

facts it enables people to make. Another important measure is the range

of aesthetics that are possible to produce through the tool. Levin describes

how individuals have their own spatio-temporal signatures and unique

ways of moving through space. Successful creative systems, he argues,

preserve the traces of this movement (2000). Computational tools, while

expressive in a multitude of ways, can limit the ability for these personal

physical characteristics to show through in the final artifact. Many of the

artists I spoke with expressed frustration with the consistent aesthetics of

procedural tools. Emily described the importance of imperfections in her

work. Even with random variation, she found computational generativity

too consistent:

All the lines are too straight, everything is too even. There’s not enough of

the little inconsistencies that you get by doing things by hand that I think

are really nice...when you program something, it’s easy like, “Okay, 5,000

particles. They’re all the same,” and I’m like ”No, you need speed variation.

You need size variation, color variation...Even if you’re adding random, it

still doesn’t feel different enough, so I end up creating six versions of the same

thing to try to get that variation to come out.
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Her strategies to overcome the consistency of computational artwork often

involve pulling in textures and colors from the natural world:

I spend a lot of time taking photographs or scanning . . . Like, take a leaf off a

tree or something. I’m always scanning in textures that then I use digitally,

because I hate that kind of flat staticky feeling . . . I try to incorporate many

non-computer elements into the digital artwork.

Through collaborations, Michael has observed the creation of a great

deal of procedural art. His feelings about procedurally-generated varia-

tion were very similar to Emily’s in that he understood the advantage of

automatically producing alternatives, but he considered the differences

uninteresting:

I’ll get hundreds of versions of the same thing...and people think that that’s a

variety of options. Like, “Look at all these things that I made. There’s 100 dif-

ferent things.” No, those are all the same thing. They’re just slightly different

because the computer allowed this infinitesimally small increment

of change.

He described his appreciation for generative work created by a computer

but had a personal interest in exploring those aesthetics through manual

drawing:

From a distance, it may look perfect or generative or formulaic, but really

when you look closely at it, it’s riddled with my wobbles and whatever was

going on in my head at the time.

Shantell also valued the variations that emerge from hand-created works.

She also identified another important aesthetic characteristic of manual

drawing, namely the ability for works to uniquely inhabit a distinct place

and time:

If I were to draw on my wall right now and then I was to draw my wall right

in 10 minutes, it’s two different drawings. Why is that, and why are they so

profoundly different? I think there’s something special about things being in

the foreground, things being relevant, things being in real time, things being

experienced as now. I think we somehow inside, have this knowledge that

these moments are special, especially when they can’t be repeated. It’s almost

like an anchor in space and time where you’re like, “Wow, this is happening

now and only now, and in this place and only in this place and it’ll never be

repeated.”

Shantell’s description of how physical drawings connect us to specific
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points in time is evocative of Benjamin’s concept of aura. Machine-created

artifacts in Benjamin’s view, lack a connection to a distinct time and place.

Mechanically reproduced works of art therefore dissociate the original

work from its aura, and remove its unique aesthetic authority (1968).

Digital tools take this idea further by enabling an objects to be rapidly

re-purposed from one context to another without any loss of quality or

affordance (McCullough, 1996). Some critics consider machine-driven

reproduction to be responsible for a reduction in the authority and power

of art (Berger, 1972). Yet from the perspective of many artists, the transmis-

siblity of digital data is a creative opportunity, not a negative consequence.

Michael described how digital tools have enabled him to translate one idea

into a multitude of outcomes:

My favorite thing about digital creation is the variety of ways to realize

[something] . . . Printing, cutting, dimensionally, projecting, animating. I

can do so many things with the thing. That’s what I love about it.. I can

make a thing that can be a drawing and a sculpture and an animation, all

the same.

Although he is describing re-contextualizing art using manual digital tools

rather than procedural ones, his description coincides with the affordances

of computational abstraction. While digitized data provides the means to

translate content from different contexts, programming provides a struc-

ture to formally represent an idea in abstract form and unambiguously

specify how different aspects of it should adjust to different contexts.

The desire to maintain the originality of manual human expression is

difficult to reconcile with the abstraction offered by computational tools.

Many computational tools prevent an artist from preserving imperfections

and personal traces, render these qualities ubiquitous rather than unique,

or position an artificial agent in the role of generating unlimited numbers

of unique works2, which in-turn reduces the value of each individual piece.
2 See the section on inference-based design
systems in the next chapter.

Technological change has always shaped art, and as Michael’s comment

indicates, new technologies make new forms of creation possible. In re-

evaulating Benjamin’s critique of machine reproduction within the context

of computational culture, Nadin argues that aura has not been lost. In-

stead, it’s shifted from the artifact, to the unique and personal process of

each individual artist. (1997). Enabling a diversity of processes in procedu-

ral tools implies the potential for greater diversity in procedural aesthetics.
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2.3.3 Finding the edge

Along with the challenge of preserving human variation, the artists in

my interviews described another aesthetic challenge that is particular

to working with emerging technologies: the requirement for artists to

subvert the software in order to produce new and interesting aesthetics.

Emily described the way software offers a great deal of power and new

opportunities, but still results in homogeneous end products:

I see a lot of people building things in Unity 3 and it’s an amazing engine,
3 Unity is a software tool for developing
digital games.

but it kind of all ends up looking and feeling the same.. You have to have a

little more flexibility. I just feel like there’s less instances where I’m surprised

and wowed by things that are done procedurally than things that aren’t, like

the things that people are actually constructing or that their hands have

actually touched.

Christopher takes this idea further, arguing that there is an expectation for

digital artists to subvert or push the limits of existing software or hardware:

Working in the digital media field necessitates walking on a nice place

between creating work which is conceptually interesting but also which

carves out new aesthetic space.. or not new aesthetic space but what’s called

“Hip Aesthetic Space.” . . . as an artist you have to find the edges of the box

and break it constantly.

He described a race that occurs among new-media artists whenever a new

technology emerges, using the resurgence of deep learning, convolutional

neural networks as a tool for image generation, and Google’s Deep Dream

as an example:

There’s this weird race to find the new edges of the new box every time an

update is pushed out or a new platform is pushed out, because you know

all the easy stuff is going to be consumed into a more easy popular culture,

and so it’s kind of... Again, it’s that weird extra race that new media artists

must choose, constantly finding new aesthetics or what are the aesthetics

that everybody is sort of working in . . . you need to push just beyond.

Even artists who did not directly engage in programming identified this

quality of procedural art. Michael talked about procedural art aesthetics as

“a moving target”:

That trend and those aesthetics are also much more obvious...even though

they’re beautiful, to me they still mark a point in space, which is the edge.
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And that, for me, is baggage. Those guys carry it. Chris uses cutting edge

shit that he’s either making, hacking, or helping to develop. He is on the

edge. He’s defining it. And that’s something that [he] has to own. But it’s not

something I want to have to deal with.

Subverting a given object or material is not unique to procedural art. Ex-

amples in other mediums include Nam Jun Paik’s re-purposing of tele-

visions as a sculptural material, and Nathalie Miebach’s application of

basket-weaving as a mechanism for three-dimensional data visualization.

However, computational technology has accelerated the rate at which

emerging aesthetics becomes cliché. In The Civilization of Illiteracy Nadin

describes how art has changed as as a result of computation and informa-

tion processing.

Today art is produced much faster, embodied— or disembodied— in and

disseminated through more media and exhausted in an even shorter time—

sometimes before it even comes into being. . . And never before were more

technological and scientific means involved in the practical experience of

art, always on the cutting edge, not only because art is traditionally associ-

ated with innovation. These new experiences make possible the transition

from an individual, private, almost mystical, experience to a very public

activity (1997).

At present, the ability to re-configure or transform existing software tools

and technologies is dependent the ability to program. Artists without prior

programming expertise, outside assistance in programming, or suitable

pathways to learning programming have difficulty creating aesthetically-

unique procedural works. One pathway to addressing this is to develop

systems that help more artists to develop their own software tools. A

greater number of procedural tool-makers offers two benefits: it could

empower artists to create tools that reflect their own personal preferences

and styles and, it could result in an increase in the number and diversity of

computational tools available overall.
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3

Systems for Creative Procedural Expression

There are many different ways to engage people in procedural art and de-

sign. In this chapter, I outline different categories of systems for procedural

creation, describe prominent examples within each category, and analyze

creative trade-offs between these different approaches. I begin by looking

at textual and visual programming languages for creative programming.

I then discuss dynamic direct-manipulation and inference-based design

systems, two domains that support the creation of procedural artifacts or

enable the manipulation of procedural relationships without requiring

people to write code. Finally, I look at approaches for helping people to

learn programming in the context of making their own creative projects.

3.1 Textual Creative Coding

A wide variety of programming frameworks and languages have been

developed specifically targeting artistic production. These systems are

varied in their applications and structure, but often have the unifying

feature of being developed by people with interdisciplinary backgrounds in

art and computer science.

Figure 3.1: The Processing programming
environment (top) and documentation
listing all available methods.
processing.org

A great deal of procedural art is created with general-purpose textual pro-

gramming languages. To improve the process of applying programming

languages to art, people have developed specialized frameworks, appli-

cation programming interfaces (APIs), libraries, and IDEs that build on

existing languages. These platforms simplify the application development

process and offer streamlined access to functions for visual, audio, and

interactive output. Processing, a Java-based IDE and programming frame-

work created by Casey Reas and Ben Fry, is one of the most prominent

processing.org
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creative coding tools. Processing was inspired by John Maeda’s Design

By Numbers project (1999), and was designed to teach fundamentals of

computer programming in a visual context. The design of Processing was

informed by Reas and Fry’s backgrounds in art, design, and computer

programming Reas and Fry (2007).

Figure 3.2: An example of an openFrame-
works program in the Xcode programming
environment (top), and the compiled
application (bottom). openframeworks.cc

Processing has evolved into a large community of practice and has been

applied to fine art, commercial art, and design production. It also has

inspired the development of other creative coding frameworks and tools.

openFrameworks is a C++-based programming framework created in

2004 by Zach Lieberman, Theo Watson, and Arturo Castro. Lieberman

initially used openFrameworks as a tool for his own professional work

and as a platform for coursework at the Parsons School of Design in New

York (2014a). openFrameworks was created to provide artists with low-

level computational access to support computer vision, sound processing,

hardware access, and other C++ libraries, and to serve as a platform for

collaborative artistic production (2014b). Other prominent text-based

creative coding platforms include Cinder, a C++ toolkit for computational

graphics creation, originally developed by Andrew Bell, D3, a javascript-

based library for data manipulation and data visualization created by Mike

Bostock, and Arduino, a hardware toolkit and C++-based programming

environment developed by Massimo Banzi, David Cuartielles, Tom Igoe,

and David Mellis. The original Arduino programming environment built

upon Processing, and the hardware platform was inspired by Hernando

Barragan’s Wiring platform (Arduino, 2017).

Textual creative coding platforms like Processing and openFrameworks

have many advantages. Because they are based on general-purpose pro-

gramming languages, they are extremely computationally expressive and

highly extensible for people with programming experience. This extensibil-

ity, coupled with significant efforts to promote open-source development,

enabled these platforms to foster large communities of external contribu-

tors (Lieberman, 2014b; Reas and Fry, 2007). These contributors developed

new libraries that supported additional applications, thereby broadening

the relevance of these platforms for different creative domains. Textual

creative coding platforms, however, can present significant learning chal-

lenges for those new to textual programming. Similar to general-purpose

languages upon which they are built, textual creative coding platforms

require knowledge of textual programming conventions and use of lengthy

programming libraries, which makes them subject to the same learning

thresholds and barriers mentioned in the previous chapter.

openframeworks.cc
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3.2 Visual Programming

In recognition of the challenges of textual programming, people also have

explored creating visual programming languages for art and design. While

definitions of visual programming languages vary, for the purposes of this

dissertation, they are defined as languages in which programming syn-

tax is represented through images or graphical icons that can be directly

manipulated by the programmer. For people new to programming, visual

programming languages can provide a more accessible entry point into

procedural creation than textual languages. Myers et al. describe how vi-

sual languages, by enabling direct manipulation of a programming syntax,

provide people with the impression of directly constructing a program

rather than abstractly designing it (1990). Depending on which visual rep-

resentation they employ, visual programming languages may resonate

with Kay’s theory that active manipulation of images can scaffold the pro-

cess of symbolic reasoning and understanding referenced in the previous

chapter (1990).

3.2.1 Dataflow languages

Figure 3.3: The Pure Data dataflow lan-
guage. The patch (top) is sequences the
graphical ”score” shown above, mapping
frequency and bandwith to the color
and geometric properties of the shapes
(bottom). puredata.info

Many of the visual languages for creative coding use a specific visual pro-

gramming paradigm know as dataflow, in which programs are represented

as a directed graph with each node performing an operation on what-

ever information passes through it. Dataflow programs are automatically

executed when all the inputs register as valid (Johnston et al., 2004). In

creative-coding contexts, dataflow languages treat incoming data, for ex-

ample geometry, images, video, or audio, as a signal that is filtered through

a sequence of operations to produce a desired outcome. One of the most

established creative-coding dataflow platforms is Max, a commercial visual

programming language that enables artists to procedurally process and

generate sound, video, and graphics graphics through a series of different

filters and processes. Max was derived from the Patcher visual program-

ming environment developed by Miller Puckett in the mid 1980s (1988).

Puckett also developed Pure Data from Patcher, an open-source visual

programming language with functionality similar to Max.

Dataflow paradigms also can be applied to the creation of static artwork.

Grasshopper is an add-on for the Rhino 3D modeling software, developed

by David Rutten, which lets artists combine a variety of modules to gener-

ate and transform 3D geometry. Similarly, NodeBox is a dataflow environ-

ment created by the Experimental Media Research Group for generating

puredata.info
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and processing 2D vector graphics, and has specialized functionality to

process tabular data to produce data visualizations. From a computational

Figure 3.4: The Grasshopper language.
Geometry is treated as a signal, filtered
through a sequence of nodes that perform
procedural transformations.
http://www.grasshopper3d.com/

perspective, dataflow languages have advantages and limitations. They are

well suited to parallel processing tasks when multiple streams of input are

being processed simultaneously (Johnston et al., 2004). This is particularly

important for performance-based artwork because complex programs

can still process data at a rate suitable for real-time output (Puckette,

1988). Dataflow models have some limitations for computational itera-

tion. Many dataflow models do not support loops and therefore require

different approaches for iterating over collections of data. This can pose

a problem for programmers accustomed to working with imperative pro-

gramming paradigms. (Johnston et al., 2004). Visual dataflow languages

manage collections by making looping implicit. In systems like Nodebox

and Grasshopper, nodes that receive lists of data execute their functional-

ity for each element in the list. A similar limitation exists with recursion.

While it is technically possible to create recursive programs in the dataflow

paradigm, the one-directional structure of most visual dataflow languages

makes recursion difficult to visualize and implement. Systems like vvvv get

around some of these limitations by extending dataflow languages with

imperative textual programming languages.

3.2.2 Block-based Languages

Block-based languages are another popular form of visual programming.

Block languages are composed of visual shapes that represent variables,

methods, and control structures, and can be snapped together to form pro-

grams. The shape and color of each block provides visual cues to how and

where the block can be used. Block-based IDEs often enable creators to se-

lect from a menu of all available blocks to compose their programs (Wein-

http://www.grasshopper3d.com/
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trop and Wilensky, 2015). As a result, block languages can help new pro-

grammers avoid some of the challenges textual languages pose by enabling

them to avoid syntax errors because blocks cannot be put together in-

correctly, and by making new programming concepts more discoverable.

Many creative block-based programming languages are designed for young

people. Scratch is a block-based programming language and online com-

munity developed by the Lifelong Kindergarten group at MIT for creating

storytelling and media-rich applications, including animations, interactive

slide-shows, and games. Alice is another youth-oriented programming

Figure 3.5: The Scratch programming
environment. scratch.mit.edu

environment developed at Carnegie Mellon University aimed at helping

young people to learn core computer science concepts through the cre-

ation of 3D graphics, animations and environments using a block-based

programming language derived from Python (Cooper et al., 2000). Scratch

and Alice focus on the importance of providing learners with immediate

feedback. Scratch programs are designed to be highly interactive. Program-

mers can click on a stack of blocks to execute the code immediately and

can make changes to a stack as it is running.

Figure 3.6: Snapping together blocks in
Scratch to create a program.

In Alice, the results of each program action are animated smoothly over a

specified duration, so that students are immediately able to see how their

animated programs run. Scratch’s visual programming language is de-

signed to be highly tinkerable, where the shape of code blocks allows them

to be snapped together. (Resnick et al., 2009). Block-based languages can

also be applied to the creation of static designs. Turtle art, DesignBlocks

and Beetleblocks are examples block based languages that can be used to

create bitmap illustrations, 2-dimensional digital designs and 3D models

respectively (Bontá et al., 2010).

The fact that many visual programming languages are created for chil-

dren and new programmers does not mean that block based languages

scratch.mit.edu
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are computationally inexpressive. All of the block-based languages de-

scribed here are modeled after imperative programming structures and

have comparable functionality to textual imperative languages. Further-

more, block-based languages can be used interchangeably with textual

languages. Snap, Blockly, and Android App inventor are all examples of

block-based languages that are designed to support programming tasks

that are conventionally performed with textual languages. Snap was de-

signed to be used in college-level computer science courses, App Inventor

supports the creation of mobile applications, and Blockly is a general-

purpose block based language developed by Google which can convert

block-based syntax to another text-based language in real time.

Figure 3.7: The reacTable interface. Top:
multiple people manipulating the synthe-
sizer, bottom: changing a parameter of a
node.

Figure 3.8: Sketchpad was one of the first
graphic user interfaces ever created. It also
demonstrated how parametric relation-
ships could be created by manipulating
images on a screen.

3.2.3 Hybrid Visual Languages

Visual creative-coding systems represent an important initiative to provide

an accessible entry-points into procedural art for people unfamiliar with

textual programming. They also offer an alternative way of representing

procedural relationships for artists and designers which can be extremely

beneficial for certain mediums. One prominent example of how visual

programming offer a new way of representing and manipulating an es-

tablished artform is the reacTable: a physical ”dataflow” environment for

electronic music production. The reacTable allows multiple musicians to

manipulate physical blocks that represent different modular synthesizer

components on top of a physical table. These components are automati-

cally connected and disconnected based on their position on the table, and

musicians can manipulate parameters by changing their orientation (Jordà

et al., 2007). Oney et al.’s Interstate system supports user-interface (UI)

development using a live visual notation that shows relationships be-

tween different elements of the HTML document-object-model. The visual

notation of Interstate is structured on top of a programming model that

combines declarative constraints and UI event-driven transitions between

states (2014). Systems like the reacTable and Interstate are examples of

how a carefully designed programming paradigm and environment can

provide creators with access to procedural affordances and also support

key aspects of an established practice.

3.3 Dynamic Direct Manipulation

Visual programming languages can reduce some of the syntactic chal-

lenges of textual languages. Yet like textual languages, visual languages
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require artists and designers to work through an abstract description rather

than on a physical artifact. Another approach is to use direct manipulation

as a mechanism to describe procedural relationships. While it is difficult

to describe certain computational concepts in concrete form, direct ma-

nipulation can be used to describe dynamic relationships in ways that

are comparable to programming languages. More-over, dynamic direct

manipulation integrates some of the concreteness of manual tools and

media with procedural expression. The earliest example of dynamic direct

manipulation is SketchPad. Developed by Ivan Sutherland in 1963 using a

light pen and x-y plotter interface, the software demonstrated how para-

metric relationships could be described by selecting and manipulating ge-

ometric shapes (1964). Sketchpad provided the basis for most parametric

computer-aided-design (CAD) software that exists today. At present, dy-

namic direct manipulation has been applied to a wide variety of design ap-

plications. Victor, a prominent advocate of dynamic direct-manipulation

systems, argued that they offered designers opportunities to create their

own interactive systems rather than relying on engineers (2011).

Figure 3.9: Victor’s Drawing Dynamic
Visualizations. The left panel shows a
recording of the actions taken by the
designer. Designers can create dynamic
visualizations thorugh a combination
of modifying the steps in the recorded
actions, and direct manipulation of the
graphics in the center panel.

Figure 3.10: Xia’s Object-Oriented Draw-
ing system replaces traditional touch
menus by enabling any sub-property of a
graphic to be accessed like an object in a
hierarchical structure.

Figure 3.11: Apparatus is a Javascript-based
tool for creating dynamic diagrams and
data visualizations through a combination
of selecting vector and manipulating vector
graphics, and creating textual expressions.

3.3.1 Dynamic Direct Manipulation Systems

The desire to combine the expressive potential of procedural relation-

ships with the accessibility and intuitive quality of direct manipulation

has resulted in a variety of dynamic direct-manipulation systems across

different domains. Pygmalion was an early ”iconic” programming lan-

guage that mapped the visual characteristics of graphic icons described by

the programmer to corresponding machine semantics (1975). Victor later

demonstrated sample systems with applications in game development, in-

teractive animation, and data visualization (2012a; 2012c; 2013b). Victor’s

presentations inspired Kazi et al. who developed systems to reduce the

challenge of creating interactive infographics. Kitty and Skuid enabled the

creation of motion graphics and basic animation through direct manipu-

lation of a relational graph that is superimposed on the illustration (2014;

2016).

For static illustrations, Recursive Drawing supports the creation of self-

similar 2D artwork through an interface that allows artists to create de-

signs on individual canvases and then nest these canvas in a hierarchical

structure to produce recursive patterns (Schachman, 2012). Hoarau and

Conversy demonstrated graphic design tools that enable designers to indi-

cate dependencies between the properties of objects so that master objects

can be used to update properties across an entire composition (2012).

Blackwell created Pampliset, a direct-manipulation system for procedural
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editing of bitmaps, where parameter values for bitmap transformations are

represented as image layers and can be retroactively adjusted with changes

propagating across a composition (Blackwell, 2014). Dynamic direct ma-

nipulation has also been applied to data visualization. Shachman and

Horowitz’s Apparatus (2015) enables the creation of interactive diagrams

and data visualizations through an integration of direct manipulation

of vector graphics and textual declarative expressions, and Kim et al.’s

data-driven guides enable designers to generate graphical guides from tex-

tual data and then use direct manipulation to place and measure custom

shapes with the guides to produce illustrated data visualizations (2017).

In addition to supporting the creation of art and design artifacts, dynamic

direct manipulation can be used to create interactive systems, or support

new interaction modalities. Xia et al. demonstrated how object-oriented

principles could be used to reduce reliance on windows, icons, menus,

pointer (WIMP) UIs for touch and tablet interfaces (2016). Xia expanded

on this work with Collection Objects, a system for supporting dynamic

selection of complex object-sets by unifying selection, grouping, and ma-

nipulation of aggregate selections into a single object that could be used

to access distinct groupings of vector graphics and vector graphic prop-

erties (2017). Morphic is a UI construction environment developed by

Maloney and Randall that allows developers to specify behaviors of user

interface elements through direct manipulation of their position and or-

dering of their sub-components (1995).

3.3.2 Opportunities and Limitations of Dynamic Direct Manipulation

Dynamic direct-manipulation systems have the benefit of retaining many

of the valuable qualities of static direct-manipulation systems. Unlike

many traditional programming environments, they are live meaning that

actions taken in these systems result in immediate visual feedback. Live-

ness in digital tools reflects the way objects in the real world respond to

concrete manipulation, and is therefore an important factor in inform-

ing immediate and intuitive design choices (Maloney and Smith, 1995).

In conjunction with liveness, dynamic direct manipulation systems often

allow for continuous manipulation of procedural relationships without

disrupting the underlying “program”. This is in contrast to many repre-

sentational programming systems, and in particular to imperative textual

programming languages, where modifications to one portion of a program

can result in unexpected side-effects, or produce errors if the modification

is made to a part of the program that is referenced later on in the control

flow (Abelson and Sussman, 1996). Many dynamic direct manipulation

systems achieve this continuity by basing their interactions around declar-
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ative programming, where people can express logical relationships but do

not have to explicitly describe control flow, as is the case with imperative

programming.

Dynamic direct-manipulation systems are limited in some ways compared

to textual tools. Symbolic textual expressions can concisely and unambigu-

ously represent complex relationships in ways that images cannot (McCul-

lough, 1996). Furthermore, computational abstraction expressed through

textual tools can greatly aid in complex organizational tasks. While the rep-

resentational nature of programming can create a barrier for manual cre-

ation, it also offers opportunities for reflection. Code can simultaneously

serve as a functional object and as a record of ideas and process (Levin,

2003); thus, writing code can enable active reflection on the relationships

that define a person’s work. Understanding abstraction is difficult (Victor,

2013a). Systems that enable artists to express relationships textually and

then experiment with them through direct manipulation may scaffold

learning and support new forms of creative expression.

Figure 3.12: Pygmalion interface showing
a sequence of operations to calculate a
factorial, test it against a constant, and
perform a different operation based on the
result.

Despite the creative potential of dynamic direct manipulation, there is

still limited understanding of how this approach actually performs in

creative practice. Much of the prior research lacks evaluation; Hoarau

and Conversy are unsure if their interface is understandable due to lack

of user evaluation, and Victor recognizes his tools are untested stating

that they are “not necessarily the correct way of doing things” but rather

a starting point for exploring new interfaces (Victor, 2013b). Many other

tools have been evaluated, but focus on tool accessibility and efficiency

through predefined tasks (Xia et al., 2016; Kazi et al., 2014, 2016). One of

the objectives of this dissertation is to better understand the expressive

potential of dynamic direct manipulation for professional art practice in

comparison to representational procedural tools.

3.4 Inference-based Design

To this point, this chapter has focused on procedural systems that require

active programming or some other form of procedural expression by the

artist. An alternative approach to supporting procedural creation involves

use of computational inference and artificial intelligence (AI). By enabling

artists and designers to demonstrate desired outcomes and relying on the

computer to infer intent, it is possible to automatically produce procedu-

rally generated works while reducing the challenges of programming. In

the following section, two examples of inference-based design systems are

discussed: programming by example and design by example.
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3.4.1 Programming by Example

Programming-by-example systems try to guess or infer a program from ex-

amples of input and output or from sample traces of execution provided by

a human programmer (Myers, 1990). This approach also is known as pro-

gramming by demonstration. The reasoning behind this approach is that

if a person knows how to perform a given task, it should be sufficient for

them to demonstrate it and have the computer generate the corresponding

program (Cypher and Halbert, 1993). Programming-by-example systems

go beyond macro recordings by attempting to automatically generalize the

observed procedure so that it can be applied to different contexts and ap-

plications. They generally replace constants in the recording with variables

that usually accept a particular kind of

data (Faaborg and Lieberman, 2006).

Figure 3.13: Examples of Sims’ evolved
virtual creatures. From top: a ”swimming”
creature, a ”hopping” creature, and a
”following” creature.

Programming by example has been demonstrated in art- and design-based

tools. Mondrian is a graphics creation program in which an interface agent

records a designer’s actions in a symbolic form and then tracks relation-

ships between graphical objects and dependencies among the interface

operations. The result is a program that can be used on “analogous” draw-

ing tasks (Lieberman, 1993). For web-design, d.mix enables people to

select elements from annotated websites which is then used by the soft-

ware to generates human-editable textual code that produce those ele-

ments (Hartmann et al., 2007). Programming by example has also been

applied to UI design. Landay and Myers developed a system called SILK,

that enabled designers to sketch out a rough interface concept, which the

system then transformed into an operational set of interface components.

Programmers could then add callbacks and constraints to complete the ap-

plication (1995). More recently, Dixon and Fogarty demonstrated Prefab, a

system that infers UI structure from the pixels of an existing UI component

and enables developers to augment existing UI elements with enhanced

functionality without having to re-implement the existing interface (2010).

Dynamic direct manipulation systems can also incorporate programming

by example. Pygmalion and a number of Victor’s systems blend direct

manipulation with recording functionality that tracks and display pro-

grammer’s actions in a format similar to a program (Smith, 1975; Victor,

2013b). A consistent feature of these examples is that they all generate

some form of representation or program that is designed to be readable

and editable by humans. While not true in all cases, many systems using

programming by example are designed to augment human programming

rather than supplant it altogether.
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3.4.2 Inferring designs from examples

Another approach involving machine inference avoids human program-

ming altogether. In such systems, humans provide a set of example designs

or design parameters, or iteratively select from existing options, and then

rely on the system to produce novel results based on these suggestions.

Examples of this approach include the evolutionary design tool Dream-

catcher (Autodesk, 2016), which enables designers to specify material

constraints and general design dimensions and then select from generative

designs to refine the result. Similarly, Talton et. al demonstrate the use of

Bayesian algorithms on a pre-labeled set of hierarchical designs to produce

novel variations (2012).

Inference-based design systems are often used to help designers auto-

matically generate variations based on a given set of parameters. The

Design Galleries project creates and organizes a set of perceptually differ-

ent graphics or animations by varying a specific input parameter (Marks

et al., 1997), and the PATEX system characterizes and suggests distinct 2D

patterns from a sample input pattern (Guerrero et al., 2016). Computa-

tional inference can also be used to build catalogs of designs that resemble

a set of example designs. Kalogerakis et al. demonstrated an approach

for 3D shape synthesis that probabilistically generates large numbers of

novel models from an input set of segmented models (2012a). Inference-

based approaches like these are often well suited to scenarios involving

labor-intensive tasks, such as those that require producing numerous

variations (Talton et al., 2012), or require tuning parameters to achieve

desired effects.

In other cases, inference can be used to produce surprising outcomes that

human designers might not achieve without making use of this approach.

Sims’ Evolving Virtual Creatures system used an evolutionary algorithm to

iterate on the functionality of virtual creatures. Each creature was tested

by the system for their to perform a given task and only the most suc-

cessfully were preserved, combined and mutated to generate successive

populations. The system produced a diversity of virtual creatures, some

that mimicked animal behaviors found in nature and others that exhibited

unexpected traits (1994). Inference-based systems also can be used to em-

bed expert knowledge in a design tool. DesignScape supports designers by

providing layout suggestions (O’Donovan et al., 2015), Google’s AutoDraw

system replaces rough line drawings with pre-generated illustrations that

match the subject matter of the original drawing (Motzenbecker, 2017),

and Kalogerakis et al. created an algorithm for generating and applying

cross-hatching textures to 3D models based on sample textures created by

a human (2012b).

Figure 3.14: Spaceships generated by
bayesian grammar induction. Top: The set
of components. Middle: Example designs
composed of the components. Random
samples of new designs generated from the
design pattern.
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3.4.3 Limitations of inference-based systems

Inference-based systems offer intriguing opportunities for automating

labor-intensive tasks, and suggesting different design options. Yet there

are limitations to these approaches. Inference-based systems often are

limited to design tasks when the designer can articulate or quantify what

is desired (Marks et al., 1997). Machine-learning algorithms that enable

computational inference usually require organized and labeled training

data in order to function, or they require the pre-existence of a parametric

space from which models are drawn (Chaudhuri and Koltun, 2010). Such

datasets are often unavailable and difficult to generate in art and design

tasks that focus on the styles and preferences of an individual artist. One

of the biggest limitations involves interactivity. Because inference based

and evolutionary design approaches are frequently subject to the general

limitations of interactive machine learning, end-user involvement is often

limited to providing data, answering domain-related questions, or giving

feedback about a learned model. This can result in a design process with

lengthy and asynchronous iterations that limits an artist’s ability to affect

the resulting models (Amershi et al., 2014). As a result, there are relatively

few examples of inference-based systems that enable artists to move back

and forth between manual creation and automated generation.

Figure 3.15: Design Galleries interface
showing options for light selection and
placement for two images. Designers work
by select the desired option from a series of
generatively produced variations.

An additional limitation of inference-based-systems is tied to the creative

value of programming. One of the perceived benefits of inference-based

tools is that they do not require an artist to interact with a programming

representation. For people who are altogether uninterested in learning to

code, these systems might be a good fit. This dissertation in part focuses

on how active engagement in creating and manipulating procedural re-

lationships can support the artistic process, and therefore demonstrates

tools that require some degree of programming by the artist. Computa-

tional systems that automatically generate the procedural representation

may be more accessible at the outset, however the representations pro-

duced by inferring designs from example are rarely human-readable, nor

do they reflect the conscious actions and decisions of the person using the

system (Amershi et al., 2014). Artists using AI-based systems may emerge

with an attractive artifact, but these systems do not provide opportuni-

ties to describe, examine, and reflect on the creative process in the way

that programming does. Programming-by example systems that create

a human readable program are an exception, and suggest one accessible

entry point for new artist programmers. However, many programming-

by-demonstration systems are not designed to support people in learning

how to program, therefore if the objective is to engage people in creative

programming while scaffolding the learning process, it may be necessary

to take an alternative approach.
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3.5 Learning Through Creative Programming

This dissertation hinges on the idea that programming is a powerful cre-

ative tool both in terms of the kinds of artifacts it enables people to make

and the kinds of creative thinking it encourages. Therefore in addition to

systems that try to reduce or remove the need to program altogether, there

is also value in tools and approaches that support the process of artists

learning how to program. This section considers different approaches in

helping people to learn programming for creative applications including

efforts to contextualize learning programming for art and design applica-

tions, creative programming environments for young people, approach-

able forms of parametric design, and the role that example projects play

in supporting people in programming their own applications. Collectively,

these approaches suggest strategies for lowering barriers for new program-

mers while preserving meaningful forms of personal expression.

3.5.1 Connecting programming to relevant applications

Two tools, Processing and openFrameworks aim to be accessible to artists

by maintaining a specific set of principles across their frameworks and

libraries and by re-positioning programming in a context that is relevant

to artists and designers (Reas and Fry, 2007; Lieberman, 2014b). The im-

portance of meaningfully contextualizing programming for learners has

been demonstrated in computer science education research. In an effort to

improve completion rates for their introductory computer science course,

and support students majoring in other disciplines than computer science,

Mark Guzdial developed an introductory Python course structured around

media and image manipulation. Guzdial also restructured course objec-

tives to emphasize reading, understanding, and manipulating programs,

as opposed to writing programs from scratch. Following these changes,

students, particularly women, demonstrated an improved understanding

of how programming connected to personal objectives or relevant pro-

fessional skills. As a result of these changes, course retention rates greatly

increased (2003). In the space of physical making, Blauvelt et al. described

strategies for blending computation with craft materials (1999). In line

with this idea, Buechely invented the LilyPad, a physical computing plat-

form derived from the Arduino but modified to support creating electronic

and interactive clothing and textiles (Buechley and Eisenberg, 2008). The

LilyPad is a powerful example of how re-contextualizing an existing com-

putational system can broaden and diversify engagement. A subsequent

study of the LilyPad community demonstrated that unlike other physical
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computing communities, the majority of people using the LilyPad were

women (Buechley and Hill, 2010).

3.5.2 Learning-oriented programming environments

Figure 3.16: Top: Logo programming
commands that control the position of the
turtle, bottom: artwork created with Turtle
Geometry by Ben Trube bentrubewriter.
wordpress.com/tag/turtle-geometry

In addition to positioning programming in a relevant context, the design of

the programming languages and platforms greatly affects learning. Com-

plex programming libraries and APIs are of little use to people who are

still learning the basics of coding. At the same time, over-simplified sys-

tems offer limited creative options. In supporting people in learning pro-

gramming, it is important to balance approachability and expressiveness.

Often this can be achieved by presenting a small but carefully designed

subset of programming concepts in a relevant creative context. Resnick

and Silverman asserted that for young people, a little bit of programming

goes a long way, and focused on developing tools with a minimal num-

ber of carefully selected programming concepts. Logo (Papert, 1980) and

Scratch (Resnick et al., 2009) are two programming languages that demon-

strate this approach: they apply carefully designed simple languages with

computational drawing and interactive storytelling, respectively. This en-

ables children to explore a variety of creative outcomes while minimizing

learning thresholds (Resnick and Silverman, 2005). Also in the space of

programming tools for young people, Kay and Goldberg’s Dynabook and

the accompanying programming language Smalltalk aimed to create a

unified framework between different modes of expression including draw-

ing and painting, music creation, and simulation, to enable a diversity

of end applications through a common set of techniques (Kay and Gold-

berg, 1977). Additionally, DiGiano and Eisenberg describe the idea of self

disclosing design tools, software that gradually introduced designers to

programming by disclosing elements of the programming language as a

person uses graphic portions of the software. Self-disclosing tools can be

described as forms of incidental learning or learning by observation where

people notice patterns in the world from which they can incrementally

make useful generalizations (1995).

Alice, and many more recent learning-oriented programming tools were

developed to teach children core computer science concepts. Conversely,

systems like Dynabook and Scratch, while designed to scaffold the process

of learning programming, are mainly intended to help young people apply

programming to the creation of their own projects. In this respect, Scratch

has been extremely successful, and the Scratch online community contains

over 20 million diverse projects that span different applications, interests,

and experience levels (Scratch, 2017). This is a testament to how the objec-

bentrubewriter.wordpress.com/tag/turtle-geometry
bentrubewriter.wordpress.com/tag/turtle-geometry
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tives of supporting learning and supporting diverse creative outcomes can

work in harmony rather than conflict with each other.

3.5.3 Approachable Parametric Computer-aided Design

Figure 3.17: A project in the Thingeverse
Customizer interface.
thingiverse.com/customizer

Parametric CAD is another domain of procedural art that presents chal-

lenges to people new to programming. The increasing availability of digital

fabrication machines has created an entry point to CAD for people who are

not professional engineers or designers. However parametric CAD tools

present the same challenges as many programming languages, but with the

added challenge of requiring complex 3D-geometry manipulation and the

ability to design components that are viable for physical fabrication. As a

result, when developing parametric-design systems for newcomers, there

is often a tension between ease of use and expressiveness. Many profes-

sional GUI-based CAD tools, for example SolidWorks, Inventor, Fusion 360

and Catia, enable designers to create constraints between different com-

ponents of a design and make it feasible to maintain specific properties as

other aspects of a design are modified. These features offer powerful op-

portunities for manipulating complex assemblies and producing variations

but can present challenges for learners (Maleki et al., 2014).

Figure 3.18: Top: Codeable Objects inter-
face and workflow, bottom: a completed
artifact.

When adapted for people without formal knowledge in math, geometry,

and logic, many entry-level parametric CAD tools often enable customiza-

tion of existing designs rather than requiring compososition of new designs

from scratch. For example, Nervous Systems has adapted several genera-

tive jewelry algorithms to online applications that enable people to adjust

dimensions and some aesthetic aspects through sliders or by clicking and

dragging on portions of the design (2015). Thingeverse, a website where

people to upload 3D models designed for 3D printing, enables designs

created in the OpenSCAD textual CAD programming environment to ex-

pose specific parameters of a design to manipulation via sliders through

the Thingeverse Customizer (2015). Customizable parametric models can

increase participation in CAD and digital fabrication, and often are ideal

for people who are interested in quickly personalizing a design; however,

they are poorly suited for creative engagement or supporting learning. A

2015 study of the Thingeverse community by Oehlberg et al. demonstrated

that customizable parametric models did not result in diversity of creative

outcomes nor scaffold learning of advanced, open-ended CAD tools (2015).

Researchers have taken alternative approaches to support learning in

parametric design. One approach is to link parametric design with the es-

tablished skills of a given audience. For example, Torres and Paulos’ Meta-

thingiverse.com/customizer
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Morphe presents a framework for digital fabrication design in a format

similar to web scripting, making parametric design accessible for people

with web programming experience (2015). Another approach is to create

simplified procedural tools that retain forms of expressiveness relevant to a

specific domain. Jacobs and Buechley assisted learners in expressive forms

of computational design by linking a constrained programming environ-

ment with physical crafting (2013). This approach is similar to the strategy

advocated by Resnick and Silverman. While customizable parametric mod-

els do not support learning more expressive forms of design on their own,

sliders and other direct-manipulation control mechanisms can serve as

useful extensions for more expressive procedural tools. Although not tar-

geted at CAD, Hartmann et al.’s Juxtapose interface assists programmers

in exploring parameter variations by automatically creating control inter-

faces for tuning application variables at runtime (2008), and the DressCode

programming environment combines a fabrication-specific set of methods

with a linked direct-manipulation graphic editing environment (Jacobs

et al., 2014). Both systems enable programmers to selectively expose spe-

cific parameters of their program which can then be manipulated with

sliders in a graphic editor.

Figure 3.19: Silver’s illustration of the
Sample Project Space (2014).

3.5.4 Procedural creativity support through examples

Examining, modifying, and remixing procedural projects created by others

provides another important form of learning. Processing, Arduino, Scratch,

and openFrameworks all have large repositories of example projects, devel-

oped by their creators and by other people who use the software. Examples

play an important role in supporting procedural learning for newcom-

ers and experts alike. In a study of inexperienced programmers learning

recursion, Pirolli and Anderson showed how new programmers relied

heavily on examples to guide their solutions to challenging programming

tasks. Furthermore students demonstrated the ability to generalize from

knowledge compiled from examples to solve entirely new problems (1985).

Professional programmers often solve problems by sourcing multiple ex-

amples online and synthesizing them to suit a new application (Brandt

et al., 2010).

The quality and structure of examples play a significant role in their effec-

tiveness. Renk et al. described how learning by example can be a more ef-

fective than learning through problem solving due to the reduced cognitive

load of referencing existing information, but emphasized that the effective-

ness examples are determined by the type of learning activities employed

by the individual learners and the characteristics of the presented exam-
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ples (Renkl et al., 1998). Overly complex or inconsistent examples can

confuse learners, or undermine specific programming concepts (Malan

and Halland, 2004).

The nature of examples is particularly important when the objective is to

support creativity. In addition, it is possible to examine the expressiveness

of a system by looking at what kinds of examples are readily created by

the system. Silver described the concept of “The Sample Project Space”

as a way of evaluating a creative tool. One sample project creates a point.

A second sample project that is distinctly different from the first creates

a line of new creative possibilities, interpolated between the two points.

Three sufficiently different and evocative examples create a space of possi-

bilities with a huge number of potential projects interpolated between the

points (2014). Simultaneously developing a system and a corresponding

set of examples can inform the process of iterating on the system features,

build an important resource for learners, and help communicate the cre-

ative potential of a system.
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4

Para: Procedural Art Through Direct Manipulation

Figure 4.1: Para’s interface.

Figure 4.2: Para enables artists to quickly
set up constraints using direct manipu-
lation interactions with their art. Here,
an artist has set up a series of color
constraints that makes exploring color
variations highly efficient.

As the previous chapters illustrate, procedural tools offer many creative

opportunities. Simultaneously, they pose significant learning challenges,

and manual artists interested in using procedural techniques must often

adopt tools and practices far removed from those to which they are accus-

tomed. This chapter presents Para, a software tool developed to integrate

manual and procedural art creation in a form that is both approachable

for new programmers and expressive for professional artists. Para is a dy-

namic direct-manipulation tool that supports procedural art through live,

non-linear, and continuous manipulation. The development of Para was

motivated by a combination of factors: the relevance of computation to

visual artists, the challenge of learning programming, and the significant

interaction differences between representational programming tools and

software for manual art and design. Para’s development was also strongly

connected to my personal experience transitioning from manual art to
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procedural creation. Overall, Para’s design was based on the hypothesis

that enabling people to describe procedural relationships through direct

manipulation would enable an approachable pathway for procedural art

creation, and extend manual art practices rather than conflict with them.

As outlined in the prior chapter, much of the prior work in developing ac-

cessible procedural tools for art has focused on creating simplified textual

programming languages and environments, augmenting GUI-based tools

with visual programming languages, or inference-based procedural tools

that remove the need for programming altogether. The goal of Para was to

augment the conventions of graphic art software to support the creation

and modification of procedural relationships exclusively through manip-

ulation of concrete artwork. In doing so, I built on prior work in dynamic

direct manipulation for data visualization, interactivity, and CAD, but with

the new objective of supporting and extending the practices of professional

manual fine artists. This goal was challenging because it required develop-

ing a procedural representation that supported expressive creation yet was

compatible with direct-manipulation conventions.

Para is also distinguished from prior work by how it was evaluated. The

development of Para was driven by the desire to better understand the

expressive potential of dynamic direct manipulation in professional art

practice; therefore, the system is evaluated through extended open-ended

studies and polished, original artwork is presented in the results. This

required developing a tool that was suitable for professional art practice. It

also led to the development of an evaluation methodology that supported

in-depth use of the tool and in-depth conversations with professional

artists.

The following sections focus on the procedural model and features that

make up Para. The system is structured around core declarative proce-

dural operations that can be expressed through direct manipulation, are

easy to use, and enable diverse creative outcomes. These operations in-

clude declarative geometric and stylistic constraints, visually represented

ordered lists that can be used to specify how constraints map to collec-

tions of objects, and declarative duplication to enable dynamic copying.

Constraints, lists, and duplication can be combined in different ways

to produce different outcomes. The results of two open-ended studies

demonstrate how the direct manipulation of procedural relationships can

extend manual practice. These studies evaluate the accessibility and ex-

pressiveness of Para in the hands of professional artists by examining how

they worked and the artifacts they produced. To my knowledge, these were

the first open-ended studies in the domain of dynamic direct manipulation

for art.
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4.1 Software Design and Implementation

Para is a software tool aimed at accessible, expressive integration of pro-

cedural techniques in visual art through a direct-manipulation interface.1
1 Para is available for use at http://
paradrawing.com/ and the source is at
http://github.com/mitmedialab/para.

Para was designed using an iterative process that involved analyzing pro-

fessional procedural artwork, exploring different prototype interactions

and procedural representations, and consulting professional procedural

artists to evaluate the initial direction of the software.

Figure 4.3: Para design features and targets,
compared to those of the Processing
programming environment.

4.1.1 Artwork analysis

Para’s design was informed by compiling procedural artworks by promi-

nent procedural artists including Joshua Davis, Casey Reas, Marius Watz,

Emiliy Gobielle, Theo Watson, Christopher Coleman, and Erik Naztke.

Analysis of this artwork revealed procedural aesthetics and methods con-

sistent across the artworks (table 4.1, common). It also highlighted qual-

ities found in only a few artworks that blended manual and procedural

http://paradrawing.com/
http://paradrawing.com/
http://github.com/mitmedialab/para
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creation (table 4.1, rare). This led to a set of design guidelines, concrete

approaches and outcomes that the system should support. Following this

initial analysis, preliminary versions of Para were prototyped by developing

interactions that supported similar approaches and aesthetics but were

compatible with direct manipulation. The primary conventions the sys-

tem sought to preserve were image-based communication of structural

and organizational relationships, support for live and non-linear edits,

removal of textual commands and expressions, and integration of interface

components from direct-manipulation art tools.

Common Rare
Complex forms and patterns through
procedural duplication and object-
oriented programming.

Close integration of procedural and
manual illustration.

Iterative variation across scale, form
and color.

Procedural transformation of hand-
drawn artwork.

Regular geometric/ symmetrical distri-
bution of form.
Generative compositions through ran-
dom distributions (normal, uniform,
etc.)

.

Table 4.1: Techniques identified in profes-
sional procedural artwork.

4.1.2 Prototype procedural models

The initial development of Para involved experiments in adapting differ-

ent programming paradigms to support direct manipulation. A previous

project, DressCode, contained a linked representation that mapped direct-

manipulation edits in a graphic drawing environment to textual imperative

programming statements (Jacobs et al., 2014). This process worked well

for initialization actions but performed poorly for editing actions because

subsequent edits to the same object posed the dilemma of either modi-

fying one iterative statement or adding multiple iterative statements in

sequence. To avoid this issue with Para, the system’s functionality was

modeled around declarative programming. This shifted the focus from

allowing people to describe sequential design actions to enabling then to

describe relationships between elements of a composition. Two different

forms of declarative relationships were prototyped in early versions of

Para. The first was modeled after prototype inheritance, a form of object-

oriented programming where objects are instantiated from other objects

rather than from abstract classes and references to properties not explic-

itly declared on the target object are automatically referenced from the

parent object (Taivalsaari, 1996). For Para, this concept was applied to

vector shapes cloned from existing shapes. Until a stylistic property was

explicitly set on the cloned shape, it would correspond with the value of

its parent. This enabled changes to the parent shape to propagate auto-

matically throughout a composition. The second procedural approach

used declarative constraints. Unlike the inheritance model, constraints

had to be explicitly created by the artist by specifying a given relationship

between two object properties, but they also supported a greater degree of
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computational expressiveness. Rather than being limited to objects with

parent-child relationships, these constraints enabled the creation of arbi-

trary procedural relationships between any geometric or stylistic property

of any two or more objects.

Constraints offered a way to create a variety of procedural relationships

while reducing the number of procedural concepts that an artist would

have to learn. For this reason, future iterations of Para focused on the

constraint model, and discarded the inheritance model. The prototype

constraint interactions were iteratively revised into a unified system that

could produce sample artwork. I informed this revision through regular

meetings with the artist Erik Natzke and informal testing with artists and

designers. The following section describes the interface and procedural

model of Para in detail and illustrates how its features enable different

forms of expression.

Figure 4.4: Detail of constraint inspector
and document structure panel which lists
existing constraints. Selecting a constraint
indicates directionality through an arrow
between reference and relative.

4.2 Interface

Para was developed as vector drawing software because it enabled the in-

terface and interactions of the software to resemble existing software used

by manual artists. The interface features analogs of elements in digital il-

lustration software, including tools for manual shape creation, selection,

and transformation (fig 4.1 a); a panel for adjusting stylistic and geometric

properties of vector artwork (fig 4.1 g); and a document structure panel

that displays the current components in the drawing (fig 4.1 e). Para is im-

plemented in JavaScript using Backbone.js and the Paper.js vector graphics

scripting framework. Although Paper.js contains methods for managing

hierarchies of vector graphics, Para does not use this functionality. The

procedural nature of Para required developing a new representation for

document structure, which is presented below.
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Iterative Behavior Description
Interpolation Evenly distributed values sampled from a Lagrange poly-

nomial derived from the reference.
Random A uniform distribution of random values between the

min and max values of the reference. Random seed is
re-calculated when min or max is manually changed.

Gaussian A normal distribution of values with the mean derived
from the first reference object and a standard deviation
derived from the distance between the first and last object.

Radial Polar values based on a diameter determined by the min
and max values of the reference. list.

Alternate A series which cycles through the values of the objects in
the reference (e.g for reference values 360,45,250 the result
will be 360,45,250,360,45. . . )

Table 4.2: Iterative constraint behavior
options.

4.2.1 Constraints

In programming languages, complex relationships often are comprised

of simpler, low-level operations and relationships. Para builds on this

approach through object-to-object constraints, which serve as the funda-

mental building block for advanced procedural functionality. Constraints

allow artists to create relationships between geometric or stylistic prop-

erties of a minimum of two vector objects: a reference (the object whose

properties are referenced in the constraint) and a relative (the object being

constrained). Constraints satisfy three important conventions of direct

manipulation. First, they support non-linear edits without creating errors

or inconsistencies. Second continuous direct-manipulation edits to a con-

straint reference results in live updates to corresponding relatives. Third,

constraints provide a visual means of describing mathematical relation-

ships between graphical forms. When created, constraints preserve the

current state of the drawing. In their simplest form, one-to-one constraints

are represented as expressions of the form f (x) = x +o, with x the value

of the reference property and o the existing offset between the reference

property and relative property prior to constraint. This format preserves

any difference in values between the reference and relative properties

when the constraint is created, enabling artists to describe constraint rela-

tionships by drawing them rather than by writing them as a mathematical

expression. The constraint tool enables the creation of one-to-one con-

straints by selecting the relative object and reference in succession. When

the reference is selected, a set of icons appears over the reference object

(fig 4.1 d), which enables the artist to specify the property to constrain: po-

sition, scale, rotation, fill and stroke color, stroke weight, or a sub-property

of these. Para extends Constraint.js (Oney et al., 2012) to handle constraint

propagation and added functionality to detect and prevent

constraint cycles.

Para’s constraints are different from geometric constraints in CAD tools be-

cause they correspond to aesthetic applications including color variation

and ornamentation. Figure 4.2 demonstrates one application of con-
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straints to produce variations in the colors of a flower illustration. Here, the

fill color of the inner red portion of the flower is constrained to the fill color

of the yellow center and the outer orange portion is constrained to the

red portion. As the hue, lightness, or saturation of the center is changed,

the colors of the outer petals shift while maintaining their original offset.

This enables global relative color changes across a drawing from a single

edit (fig 4.1 h). This also demonstrates how edits propagate across chained

constraints to secondary relatives. By varying which sub-properties are

constrained, artists can fine-tune how different parts of the drawing re-

spond to an edit.

Figure 4.5: Variations on many-to-many
constraints. (a) Basic list constraint
between 8 relatives and 2 references. (b)
Radial pattern produced through radial
distribution with two reference shapes. (c)
Arc patterns and color gradient produced
with polynomial interpolation. (d-f)
Variations of polynomial, radial, and
random distributions.

4.2.2 Lists

Discussions with procedural artists highlighted the importance of sup-

porting efficient manipulation of large numbers of visual elements. Textual

tools enable management of multiple objects through abstract datatypes

to store collections of data and control structures like loops to efficiently

generate iterative variations across collections. In Para, multiple objects are

managed through lists: visually represented, ordered collections of artwork

that can be procedurally manipulated. Lists are higher-level structures and
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Figure 4.6: Random starfield creation: (a)
duplicating a star, (b) creating a row of
stars, (c) creating variation in scale and
color, (d) producing a random distribution,
(e) manually manipulating points of star,
and (f) finished starfield.

can be used to map transformations to multiple objects. Lists are created

from selected objects using the list button and appear in the list section

of the document structure panel (fig 4.5 a). Manual transformations on

a list are mapped to each member. For example, rotating a list will rotate

each member around its own center, rather than the centroid as happens

in geometric groups. This behavior allows one-to-many constraints where

multiple objects are subject to one constraint. In the flower example, I can

constrain the 14 small orange outer portions of each petal (fig 4.1) using a

list and a single constraint.

Para’s lists also facilitate iterative variation similar to that found in textu-

ally generated procedural art. This is achieved through many-to-many

constraints: constraints in which both the reference and relative are lists.

Many-to-many constraints create iterative mappings where each object

in the relative list is constrained differently based on its index. This be-

havior is possible because unlike other dynamic direct-manipulation

tools (Hoarau and Conversy, 2012; Kazi et al., 2014), Para’s lists are ordered.

The values to constrain the relative are calculated by interpolating across

the values of the objects in the reference list. Figure 4.5 demonstrates how

a many-to-many constraint can be used to dynamically modify the dis-

tribution of a pattern. In this example, the shapes of a repeating ellipse

and diamond pattern are constrained on the x and y axes by a reference

list containing two green rectangles (fig 4.5 a). The artist can update the

distribution of the diamond ellipse pattern by modifying the position of the

rectangles. In the process, the geometric offsets are maintained between

each member of the reference and relative.

Different types of distributions can be created by altering the content of the

reference list. If the reference list contains more than two members, a non-

linear reference value set is produced (fig 4.5 c). These values are sampled

from a Lagrange polynomial that is produced from the values of the objects
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of the reference list. Moving the second rectangle in the reference list up

or down changes the polynomial and results in a curved distribution of the

relative pattern. This interpolation technique can produce many different

types of non-linear distributions across any property, including parabolas,

waves, and ellipses, by adding more shapes to the reference list. Because

interpolation does not support all distributions, Para allows artists to select

different mapping behaviors for constraints from a drop-down menu

in the constraint inspector (fig 4.5 c). Table 4.2 lists the current options

and their calculation mechanisms and figure 4.5, b, e, and f demonstrate

distributions derived from radial and random mappings. The constraint

inspector also enables artists to modify the individual offsets for each

member of the reference list using the relative index selector, or exclude a

relative member from being affected using the exception button (fig 4.5 b).

4.2.3 Duplicators

Prior analysis of procedural art demonstrated the importance of automat-

ically creating new forms for generative compositions. Constraints and

lists facilitate procedural relationships, but cannot generate new objects

by themselves. To address this, Para contains Duplicators. Duplicators are

specialized lists with the ability to declaratively control the number of ob-

jects they contain. Duplicators are initialized on a single object. Doing so

generates or deletes new shapes when the count is increased or decreased.

When first created, duplicators contain self-referencing constraints on

all geometric and stylistic properties. Practically, this results in iterative

variations across all members of a duplicator on any property by directly

manipulating either the first or last objects. Updates to the number of

copies of a duplicator will preserve these variations. Like other constraints,

duplicator constraints can be modified using the constraint interface to

change offsets, specify exceptions, and change constraint behavior for dif-

ferent properties and sub-properties. Duplicators also can act as references

or relatives in manually created constraints. To preserve correspondence

across the geometry of their members, duplicators enact a constraint-like

behavior on the paths of all of the duplicates wherein changes to the points

of any individual shape are propagated across the other copies.

Duplicators build on the low-level functionality of lists and constraints to

enable creation and management of distributions with many shapes, for

example, the creation of a random star field in Figure 4.6. A single five-

point star is drawn and duplicated (fig 4.6 a). The start and end copies are

manually altered by position, scale, and fill color to produce a diagonal line

of stars growing in size and brightness (fig 4.6 b). The x-position constraint
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mapping is changed to random, producing a vertical gradient from light to

dark (fig 4.6 c). Changing the mapping of the y-position constraint to ran-

dom results in a field of stars with a random distribution of brightness and

scale (fig 4.6 d). The random distribution can be recalculated by manually

dragging the first or last star, and the number of stars can be increased by

modifying the count. The shape of each star can be altered by modifying

the points of any individual star (fig 4.6 f).

Figure 4.7: Group duplicators. (a) Group
with three members. (b) Duplicator
initialized on group. (c) Arc pattern
produced with three references (selected).
(d) modifying position/color of individual
group members (orange). (e-f) variations
from modifying group members.

Geometric groups also can be converted into duplicators, thereby en-

abling more complex distributions (fig 4.7). Groups are a structural way

to make compound objects and do not serve a procedural purpose on

their own. For group duplicators, constraints are created between each

respective member of a group across each copy to ensure that correspon-

dence between each copy is maintained if the structure of a single group

is altered (fig 4.7 d-f). In Para’s internal representation, duplicator con-

straints are identical to many-to-many constraints. Duplicator constraints

exist between a reference list consisting of the first and last member of the

duplicator, and a relative list consisting of the duplicator’s children. Self-

referencing is possible because similar to lists in conventional program-

ming languages, objects in Para can be in multiple lists simultaneously.

4.3 Evaluations

The evaluation of Para had two objectives: to evaluate the accessibility

and expressiveness of Para in an open-ended setting and to understand

how procedural tools could support manual artists. Two studies were con-

ducted, targeting both objectives. The first evaluation was a breadth-based

workshop with 11 artists, aimed at revealing the creative trade-offs be-

tween direct and textual tools. The second evaluation was an in-depth
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Id Background Manual Art Digital Art Coding
p1 graphic design 4 5 1
p2 graphic design 4 4 1
p3 design 3 3 2
p4 printmaking 5 5 1
p5 art and CS 3 3 3
p6 illustration 4 4 1
p7 installation design 5 5 5
p8 architecture 5 5 1
p9 illustration 4 4 1
p10 art and CS education 4 4 5
p11 Product Design 4 5 2
Kim painting graphic design 5 5 2

Table 4.3: Participant backgrounds and
experience in manual art, digital art and
coding (1 being no experience and 5 being
expert.)

study with a single artist, aimed at evaluating Para’s performance in re-

alistic creative practice. Each study was structured around the following

evaluation criteria, which was derived from the opportunities and chal-

lenges highlighted in the background research and analysis of professional

procedural artwork:

Ease of use: Is it easy for novice programmers to use the tool? Can people

understand the tool’s artistic applications?

Creative outcomes: Does the tool support the creation of different proce-

dural aesthetics? Does the tool enable creating variations of a piece?

Process: How does working with the tool compare to traditional art tools?

Can artists integrate their prior expertise? Can people move between man-

ual and procedural creation?

Reflection: Does the tool encourage thinking about procedural relation-

ships? Does the tool affect how people think about making art?

In each study data was collected through recorded discussions, surveys,

and participant artwork. Surveys contained attitudinal questions relating

to my evaluation criteria, using 5-point Likert scales, with 5 as the optimal

response. Survey results, discussion transcripts, and artwork were analyzed

with respect to the evaluation criteria. The majority of results are quali-

tative and triangulated from open-ended survey responses and group or

individual discussions. When scale data are used, the median and standard

deviation are presented.

4.3.1 Workshop study methodology

The workshop was conducted with 11 participants from a range of art and

design backgrounds. The majority were inexperienced programmers (ta-

ble 4.3). The workshop lasted 14 hours over two days and covered Para and
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the textual procedural art tool Processing. Para was compared to Process-

ing because Processing shares many of the same accessibility objectives

as Para. The goal was to compare Para’s accessibility and expressiveness

to textual procedural tools; therefore the study did not compare Para to

non-procedural design tools like Adobe Illustrator. Illustrator emphasizes

manual drawing tools, which are not the focus of Para’s innovation. Partici-

pants were first introduced to Para and given incremental demonstrations

in the use of duplicators and groups, followed by a period for free experi-

mentation. Participants then were introduced to Processing and provided

instruction in syntax, drawing and transforming shapes, loops, mathe-

matical expressions and conditionals and then given opportunities to

freely experiment. The instruction in Processing was based on approaches

for beginners from the Processing Handbook (Reas and Fry, 2007), and

demonstrated methods for producing designs that were similar to those

possible using Para. Following the instruction period, participants had

three hours to work on a piece of their choice with either or both tools. Par-

ticipants were also to use other tools in conjunction with Processing and

Para (e.g. Photoshop and Illustrator) for bitmap manipulation and detailed

manual drawing, tasks not intended to be supported by Para or Processing.

4.3.2 Limitations

The studies required professionals to rely on prototype software with less

sophisticated drawing tools than commercial software, which people

found limiting. This is common in systems-building research. Although

Processing was the most relevant textual procedural art tool to compare

with Para, it also includes features for animation and interactivity. These

features do not exist in Para and are, therefore, not directly comparable.

This factor was compensated for in the study by focusing on Processing’s

capabilities for static procedural art. Para’s cycle-prevention feature was

not implemented prior to the workshops; however, I notified participants

of the issue, and with few exceptions, people did not create cycles. The in-

depth study surveys the experiences of one person; however, evaluations

with additional artists from different backgrounds would likely reveal addi-

tional insights. The variety of aesthetics and styles produced by one person

suggests the potential of this approach to support a variety of artists. Fi-

nally, it is challenging to measure expressiveness because different artists

are expressive in different ways. Therefore, the results present the artwork

created with Para in order to provide concrete examples of its expressive-

ness.
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4.3.3 Workshop Results

Overall results indicate that participants found the direct-manipulation

interface of Para more intuitive to use than textual programming in Pro-

cessing. People who specialized in graphic design and illustration prior

to the workshop felt that Para fit well with their current practices and they

were interested in using it in the future. People with backgrounds outside

of graphic art and illustration were less interested. Participants felt that

textual code could provide greater control for experienced programmers.

In the following section, I detail these results in the context of the

evaluation criteria.

Figure 4.8: Artwork from workshop. Left:
conditional-design from Processing.
Right: Designs generated from multiple
hexagonal duplicators from Para combined
with a center motif from Processing.

Ease of use: All participants were able to follow the instructions for using

Para but struggled to understand instructions for Processing. These obser-

vations were substantiated by survey responses: seven participants stated

that they felt Para was easy to learn, and three felt Processing was easy to

learn. Many participants said the difficulty of Processing increased their

desire to practice it when they had the benefit of instructor support. Con-

versely, participants said Para was familiar and felt confident they could

learn it independently.

Process: All participants experimented with both Processing and Para

throughout the workshop. Participants exhibited a mix of responses

with regard to how Processing fit with their prior art practice (mean:3.6,

std:0.92); however, nearly all participants expressed interest in using the

tool in the future (mean: 4.3, std:0.47). In survey and verbal responses,

participants indicated they struggled with understanding the logic of Pro-

cessing programs. Several people described their process as one of trial

and error. In addition, people were frustrated by not being able to adjust

artwork manually. Despite the challenges in learning Processing, several

people talked about how they could exercise greater control and perform

tasks not possible in Para. Four participants stated that Para fit well with

their existing practice, and six (including the first four) stated that they

could see themselves using Para in future work. People who had expertise

in manual art and minimal programming experience were the most inter-

ested in using Para in the future. For people with interest in using proce-

dural tools for 3D design and interactivity, Para was less relevant by design.
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Primary frustrations with Para centered on reduced sophistication of the

direct-manipulation tools in comparison with commercial equivalents.

Creative outcomes: Because of time constraints, participants were not able

to create polished artwork with either Para or Processing, although many

made a series of sketches that suggested different directions for more so-

phisticated work (fig 5). Participants who relied exclusively on Processing

primarily created variations of a radial distribution example presented in

the instruction, incorporating randomness on opacity, scale, or rotation

of shapes (fig 5 a,b). Participants who used Para exhibited a range of ap-

proaches: one person used portions of an illustration created prior to the

workshop in a duplicated pattern (fig 5 c), while another experimented

with the duplication functionality to simulate 3D rotated columns. Another

participant generated a series of incrementally rotated geometric shapes.

Using Illustrator, he combined these forms with a radial pattern from Pro-

cessing (fig 5 d). Eight people stated that Processing enabled them to create

things they would have difficulty creating otherwise (mean:4, std:1). Ten

people stated that Para enabled them to create things they would have

difficulty making otherwise (mean:4.1, std:0.83).

Reflection: In discussions and surveys, most participants felt that textual

programming could be a powerful tool for art; however, they had a mix of

reactions to using Processing. For several participants, using Processing

underscored their prior associations of textual programming as inacces-

sible. The majority of participants felt that they would have to practice

extensively with Processing to create sophisticated projects. In discussion

and open-ended responses, participants expressed greater levels of con-

fidence using Para because it had features similar to digital illustration

programs. Others described Para’s interface as more intuitive than Process-

ing. Several people wrote that they found the live feedback in Para helpful;

however, these responses were solely from people with prior experience

with textual programming tools. None of the people new to programming

commented on the live aspects, suggesting that people who only use direct

manipulation may take liveness as a given in digital tools. Several partici-

pants talked about using Para and Processing for different purposes. One

participant said Para was ideal for creating complex static illustrations, but

Processing offered the opportunity for interactive pieces. Another partic-

ipant said that Para and Processing were appropriate for different points

in her artistic process, and said she would use Processing if she had a clear

goal in mind.
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Figure 4.9: a-j Illustrative work with para:
(a-d) process for creating orchid, (e-i)
process for creating snake, (j) finished
piece, composed in Photoshop and
textured using image overlay. k-l examples
of Kim’s illustrations prior to study.

Figure 4.10: Examples of Kim’s illustrations
prior to study.

4.3.4 In-depth study methodology

The group workshop underscored the learnability of Para but did not

demonstrate how Para performs in actual art practice. I performed a sec-

ond study to understand what kinds of artwork a person could create with

Para through extended use. I commissioned the professional artist Kim

Smith to use Para for two weeks to create several pieces of art. Kim has

extensive experience in abstract painting (fig 4.11 a), realistic illustration

(fig 4.10), and graphic design. Kim is an expert with both manual and digi-

tal tools (table 4.3). She had an interest in applying procedural techniques

in her work but was reluctant to invest the time needed to

learn programming.

I met with Kim in person six times over the course of the study, every 2-3

days, for 1-2 hours apiece. First, I introduced her to Para in a 1-hour train-

ing session. In later meetings, I reviewed the artwork she produced and

discussed her experience. I gave her the choice of what to create during

the study, but suggested experimenting with abstract and illustrated styles.

Similar to the workshop, I allowed her to incorporate other digital tools

into her work with Para. In the results, I distinguish between portions of

artwork produced with Para and those produced by other means. In ad-

dition to written surveys and interviews, Kim wrote short reflections after

every working session. I used automated surveys within Para to assess her

experience while using the system. Automated dialogs appeared every 20

minutes asking questions about her current task, goals and difficulties,

and a snapshot of her work was saved. Throughout the study, I used Kim’s

feedback to iterate on Para’s functionality.
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4.3.5 In-depth study results

Kim found Para to be intuitive and felt she could use it more effectively and

with greater confidence than textual programming and parametric CAD

tools. She produced seven finished pieces and applied Para to abstract

and illustrative styles. In her artwork, she used duplicators and iteratively

constrained lists, but did not find one-to-one constraints as useful. Kim

felt Para was compatible with her painting practice and also offered new

opportunities for creative exploration. Using Para altered the way she

thought about her artistic process, and she requested to continue using the

software afterwards.

Figure 4.11: Comparison between Kim’s
prior art and abstract work created with
Para. (a) sample of prior art, (b-d) finished
pieces containing procedurally created
forms overlaid with hand-painted imagery
in Photoshop, (e) composition created in
Para to produce c.

Ease of use: Kim’s feedback from the experience sampling indicated that

she struggled initially with Para’s vector selection and editing tools, which

were less refined than those in commercial software. Otherwise, she de-

scribed the Para interface as accessible and enjoyable. Specifically, she said

the emphasis on visual manipulation was “welcoming and friendly,” and

contrasted this with using complex CAD software and textual program-
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ming tools. She also stated that Para made her “comfortable starting with

a blank canvas” because the visual interface gave her confidence that she

could produce something and develop a process. When asked about the

minimal procedural feature set, she said,“I think there’s a lot of options in a

very small parameter set.”

Kim found some procedural aspects of Para to be difficult. Initially she

struggled with understanding the order in which shapes should be selected

for one-to-one constraints. I modified the constraint tool to automatically

pull up the property selection interface for selected objects when the tool

was enabled. Kim said these revisions made the tool more intuitive. Al-

though she experimented with one-to-one constraints and felt they might

be useful for other artists, Kim never found a way to use them in her work.

Kim also encountered organizational challenges when creating extremely

complex work. At times it was difficult for her to identify and select spe-

cific procedural relationships. I partially addressed this by adding the

ability to label constraints, lists, and geometry; however, organization re-

mained an issue. In discussion, Kim pointed out how organization was also

a challenge in non-procedural digital art tools, but felt that organizational

mechanisms were particularly important for tools like Para because they

made it easier to quickly build complexity.

Creative Outcomes: In week 1, Kim created four abstract pieces using

Para (see examples in (fig 4.11 b,d). She produced them by drawing vector

shapes in Para, and used duplicators to create multiple copies with itera-

tive changes in color, scale, and position. In week 2, Kim made two more

abstract pieces. These incorporated procedural variation of opacity and

blend modes, and constrained lists fig 4.11 c). She also made an illustra-

tion (fig 4.9 j), that applied duplicators, lists, and iterative constraints to

the creation of flowers (fig 4.9 a-d) and a snake (fig 4.9 e-i). In abstract and

illustrative pieces, Kim used Photoshop to add additional color and texture

by using painted imagery as a transparent overlay and background.

Process: For her abstract work, Kim described her use of Para as “ex-

ploratory” and “experimental.” She felt the unexpected effects and forms

possible through Para’s generative features (random and Gausssian map-

pings) were an advantage because they generated starting points for

new work:

There is an element of applying a procedure and not knowing exactly what

will happen . . . and this is a really great quality about Para. This software

allows for an experimental process . . . In some ways, it mirrors the experience

of painting for me, in that frequently I am open to chance and random

occurrences within my materials and techniques.
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Kim associated the exploration possible with Para with traditional art

media, stating:

In a lot of ways [Para] feels similar to traditional tools. The freedom to

implement quickly, understanding what’s happening, but not needing

to have the foresight ahead of time [allows for] a more sculptural way of

creating.

She later described the importance of Para’s emphasis on

visual communication:

I appreciate the lack of metrics and numbers . . . I understand that they’re

there, but I’m more interested in what something looks like . . . I have this

freedom where I’m not doing math. It’s doing the math for me. I’m just

interested in what I’m trying to make.

Because she was interested in variations in color and layering, Kim re-

quested support for opacity and blend modes2, which were features she
2 Blend mode determines how an object is
composited with those beneath it.

relied on in Photoshop. I added UI components for opacity and blend

mode that matched those in Photoshop and made it possible to iteratively

constrain these properties. Kim incorporated these features into her ab-

stract work (fig 4.11 c,e) and described how procedural control of opacity

and blend enabled her to use subtractive masks and filters in a dynamic

fashion. The ability to quickly and effectively incorporate features from

Photoshop into the procedural structure of Para demonstrated how this

approach could extend existing digital art tools.

Kim initially focused on producing abstract work because this was repre-

sentative of her fine-art practice. She felt Para was useful for illustrative

work, but felt the goal-oriented nature of illustration required using the

system with greater control. The lack of refined drawing tools made the

illustrative work laborious at times. While Kim found constraints and du-

plicators useful in both abstract and illustrative work, she used other pro-

cedural aspects less. Lists were confusing at first, and it was labor-intensive

to manually constrain them. I simplified lists to function similar to dupli-

cators with automatically created self-referencing constraints. Kim said

this modification corresponded with her objectives, and applied the new

lists in her illustrations (fig 4.9 j) and abstract work (fig 4.11 c). Producing

numerous variations with Para led Kim to identify the need for

versioning functionality.

Reflection: Kim reflected on how Para was uniquely suited for combining

abstract and illustrative forms:
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I think there’s a space between abstraction and representation3 . . . this am-
3 Referring to abstract vs realistic (illustra-
tive) imagery.

biguous in-between space where Para could be very useful.

She also described how the process behind a work of art was as important

as the work itself:

I want to create things that surpass the tool and it’s not so obvious that some

other process did all the interesting work.

As a result, she felt more successful when using Para in a way that obscured

the use of obvious procedural aesthetics. In the closing interview, Kim

described how working with Para had changed the way she thought about

her own art process:

The inclusion of Para changes not just the visual output. It changes the

process, and that’s a lot of what I think about — how the tool changes the

way you make things.

4.4 Opportunities, and Limitations of Para for Manual Artists

The components of Para provide one entry point into procedural art. Here

the creative opportunities that resulted from the design of those compo-

nents are analyzed around three principle questions. Was Para compatible

with the skills of manual artists? Did Para offer meaningful creative op-

portunities? What are the limitations of dynamic direct manipulation for

procedural art? Evaluation of Para demonstrated how extending manual

drawing tools with declarative relationships allowed experienced artists

to leverage existing skills. The studies also provided evidence for how “tin-

kerable” procedural tools retain meaningful forms of expressiveness for

professionals. Finally, the studies suggest that procedural tools with con-

cretely represented relationships can enable productive exploration of

form, color, and composition.

4.4.1 Was Para compatible with the skills of manual artists?

The design of Para was partially based on the theory that a direct-manipulation

procedural tool would be compatible with manual practice and enable

manual artists to leverage existing skills. Two points of evidence support

this theory. First, there are clear stylistic similarities between Kim’s prior

work and the pieces she created with Para, despite being produced with
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different tools. The forms and compositions in her abstract paintings mir-

ror her abstract work in Para, and her use of color and blending in her

watercolor illustrations corresponds with her Para illustrations. These

commonalities suggest that in addition to making use of its procedural

affordances, Kim was able to transfer her prior skills and practices to Para.

Second, both Kim and participants in the workshop described Para as

“intuitive”, “enjoyable” and “familiar,” in contrast to their experience with

textual tools.

Processing and similar programming tools are cool, but you’re going to have

to pick a number for a thing. Sometimes it’s really hard to know what that

number is supposed to be. It’s a lot more obvious to just keep dragging it,

and then be like, cool, that one looks good. –p3

I feel like I can start with a blank canvas and then I can find something. A

lot of how I work really resonates with this. You can create some parameters

and you don’t know exactly what it’s going to be, and that’s great. —It can

build a process or cycle in a very easy to enter and organic way. -Kim

(speaking about Para)

The intuitive qualities of Para are important because, in addition to be-

ing approachable for learners, intuitive tools support specific creative

practices. People who think through movement, intuition, and visual im-

pression require computational tools that validate intuitive and relational

mindsets in order to be personally expressive (Turkle and Papert, 1992).

In line with this, Kim and many of the workshop participants stated that

intuition played an important role in their art. This suggests that direct-

manipulation procedural tools offer two ways to extend manual practices:

by enabling intuitive manipulation of procedural relationships and by pro-

viding procedural techniques that are aligned with both the affordances

and interaction paradigms of conventional graphic art tools.

4.4.2 Did Para offer meaningful creative opportunities?

A perceived trade-off in tool design is that the easier tools are to use, the

less expressive they become. However, the results of the studies demon-

strate that Para’s accessibility did not prohibit expressive creation by pro-

fessionals. Although Para contained a minimal number of procedural con-

cepts, the artwork people created contained procedural forms and patterns

comparable to those created with textual tools. The sketches produced

in the workshop (fig 4.8 d) demonstrated radial distributions comparable

in complexity and appearance to those created in Processing (fig 4.8 a-b).
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Kim’s illustration demonstrates parametric modulation in color, scale, and

rotation across repeated forms, and her illustrative and abstract work con-

tains generative forms and patterns. Parametric variation, generative form,

and complexity via repetition are considered to be primary affordances of

applying programming to art and design (Reas et al., 2010).

Para also offered new creative opportunities by facilitating new processes

for making art. Kim described how the ability to rapidly produce and

manipulate complex compositions facilitated exploration and iteration.

She also felt that the generativity in Para led to new ways of thinking about

the creative process, describing it as “a way of expanding one’s creative

mind”. Finally, Kim identified unique creative opportunities in combining

procedural exploration with manual control, which she noted were unique

to Para. I really liked being able to quickly get a lot of complexity, and then

go back and work with the color relationship . . . there was a certain ease to

it. There was this combination of not knowing what you could get, but also

going back and forth.

Overall study results and participant artwork demonstrate how a small

number of reconfigurable procedural concepts can support new processes

and aesthetics through procedural exploration of form, color, and compo-

sition, as well as support new ways of thinking about the creative

process itself.

4.4.3 What are the limitations of dynamic direct manipulation for man-

ual artists?

Despite the intuitive qualities of dynamic direct-manipulation tools like

Para, they pose some limitations compared to programming languages.

As I established in the analysis of prior dynamic direct manipulation sys-

tems, textual descriptions and expressions are sometimes better suited

to describing precise or complex relationships when compared with im-

ages and direct manipulation. This was apparent when in Para, people

sometimes struggled with interpreting and controlling complex geometric

relationships through selection and dragging. People also became frus-

trated attempting to make precise patterns through direct selection, or

in managing the organization of particularly complex compositions. In

comparison to Para, and direct-manipulation software in general, textual

programming tools can better support numerical evaluation and accu-

racy. Furthermore, computational abstraction as expressed through textual

tools can greatly aid in complex organizational tasks. As Kim used Para

to create increasingly complex compositions, she struggled to organize
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and keep track of the numerous procedural relationships in a drawing.

Effective organizational strategies, like other aspects of programming, are

skills that programmers often develop over time. However, there are also

numerous examples of programming interfaces and support tools that aid

in the process of organizing complex programs, and assisting developers in

analyzing and debugging their code and managing variations of a program.

As dynamic direct manipulation tools like Para grow in their capacity to

support the creation of complex procedural works, it is essential to also

develop tools that enable artists to organize and manage the relationships

that make up the work.

Another potential limitation of Para is its lack of an external representation.

The absence of a representational programming language in a procedu-

ral tool can be a double-edged sword. The results of the studies strongly

suggest that Para’s direct manipulation played a large part in making the

system inviting and intuitive. At the same time, the lack of an external rep-

resentation prevented participants working with a ”readable” description

of their work. Like debugging, reading a program that describing one’s

work can be a powerful intellectual tool. It enables artists to reflect on the

relationships in their work and consider ways of revising, refining, or ab-

stracting these relationships. An external representation is also useful in

communicating and sharing ideas with other people. Given the confidence

people expressed when using Para, direct manipulation of procedural re-

lationships may provide a way to make the challenge of learning abstract

representational tools more approachable. With further development,

tools like Para could assist manual artists in the process of understanding

computational abstraction and benefiting from its application to their art.
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5

Dynamic Brushes: Representational Programming for

Manual Drawing

Para demonstrated how procedural tools can be meaningful for manual

artists when these tools are compatible with manual practices. Yet, manual

art creation is a broad, multi-dimensional domain. Para focused on the

issue of integrating concrete engagement with procedural creation, but

did not address many other aspects of manual practice. The interviews

with manual artists highlighted the value artists place on manual drawing

itself. In particular, artists focused on the unique forms of personal style

and variation that emerge from the physical act of drawing, the ability of

drawing to generate new ideas, and the speed at which drawing enables

them to translate ideas to reality.

Discussions with procedural artists also suggested alternative creative op-

portunities in procedural art. Primarily, they demonstrated the power of

designing one’s own procedural tools for specific creative tasks. The inter-

views established how procedural artists use tool development as a way

to extend their own practice and as a mechanism for collaborating with

manual artists. Furthermore, procedural tool development demonstrated

the overall power of programming to create functionality that is reusable

by different people in different contexts. Collaborations between manual

and procedural artists are one important way of integrating drawing and

programming. Arguably many manual artists who lack opportunities to

collaborate, could still benefit from procedural tools that are specific to

their drawing practice.

The unique creative opportunities of manual drawing and the power of be-

ing able to develop personal procedural tools motivated the development

of Dynamic Brushes: a system that enables manual artists to extend their
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drawing practice with procedural behaviors of their own design. This chap-

ter describes the design and development of Dynamic Brushes, a system

that integrates a direct-manipulation bitmap drawing application with a

visual programming environment for authoring procedural brushes. The

creation of Dynamic Brushes required the development of a computational

model that enables expressive and understandable descriptions of proce-

dural drawing behaviors and incorporates data from manual drawing. It

also necessitated the development of an interface that integrated procedu-

ral creation and manual creation, and the development of an interaction

set that enabled artists to transition between programming and

artwork creation.

This chapter begins with a description of the design goals of Dynamic

Brushes. This is followed by an outline of the Dynamic Brushes program-

ming model and software interface, combined with a description of the

iterative design process that led to this design. The expressiveness of Dy-

namic Brushes is demonstrated through a series of sample brush behaviors

and applications. Finally, this chapter outlines the evaluation of the sys-

tem through an extended study with two professional manual artists. The

results of this evaluation are analyzed within context of Dynamic Brushes’

original design goals.

5.1 Design Goals

Figure 5.1: Dynamic Brushes is a multi-
modal system, divided between a PC
application for authoring brush behaviors
and a tablet-based application for creating
drawings with these behaviors. A web-
socket server manages communication
between the two interfaces.

Dynamic Brushes was motivated by a primary goal: creating a program-

ming system that was compatible with manual drawing, and two support-

ing goals: developing the system in a way that was learnable for people

who were new to programming, and retaining high degrees of artistic ex-

pressiveness. These goals correspond with the meaningful properties of

manual and procedural practices revealed in the prior interviews with pro-

fessional artists and observations of artists at work. Manual artists value

the stylistic diversity, manual variation, and creative exploration that man-

ual drawing enables. They are interested in the opportunities of procedural

tools to enable introspection into their practice, or support new forms

of expression, but are hesitant to use procedural tools which are opaque,

present high learning thresholds, and restrict the ability for manual impro-

visation and variation. Similarly, procedural artists value procedural tools

for their ability to support dynamic artifacts and processes, and the op-

portunity they provide to develop both personal and public creative tools.

However, even many procedural artists value opportunities to integrate

manual control and organic variation into procedural artwork.
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The remainder of this section outlines a series of design criteria that re-

spond to these specific opportunities and challenges of procedural and

manual practices.

Compatibility with manual practice

• Support procedural manipulation of manual drawing data: The pro-

gramming model should be designed to create behaviors that respond

to physical properties of manual drawing, temporal information about a

drawing or mark, and analysis of the geometric properties of a drawing.

• Be compatible with the “liveness” of drawing: The system should

perform operations and produce visual output in real-time. It should

also enable artists to make procedural edits in the process of drawing.

Figure 5.2: Samples of prototype pro-
cedural brushes. Green line indicates
the path of the manual stroke and black
lines are procedural strokes. 1: Mirror-
ing behavior with 1 level of recursion. 2:
Radial-symmetrical behavior with 3 levels
of recursion. 3: Exponential-decay behav-
ior where original stroke is distorted along
its inflection points.

Figure 5.3: Functional prototypes of behav-
ior creation systems using existing visual-
programming paradigms. 1: Dataflow
prototype. 2: Block-based prototype.

• Privilege manual creation and programming equally: The program-

ming model should contain features that facilitate drawing by making

it easy to set and dynamically change stylistic and geometric proper-

ties of a brush. The system interface should contain elements designed

explicitly for manual drawing.

• Preserve the personal expressiveness of individual artists: The system

should enable drawings created with the same procedural functionality

by different people to reflect unique styles of different artists.

• Appeal to manual artists: Artists who do not use programming in their

practice should be interested in using the system.

Expressiveness

• Support extended practice: Professional artists should be able to use

the system for an extended period without reaching a creative “ceil-

ing”. The system should enable experienced artists to create complex

procedural functionality.

• Provide access to primary procedural techniques: The system should

enable artists to apply procedural techniques comparable to those used

by professional procedural artists working with conventional procedural

tools and programming languages.

• Support visual diversity: Behaviors created with the system should

support different styles of illustration.
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Learnability

• Support a wide range of expressiveness, with a minimal number of

procedural concepts and structures: To reduce learning thresholds,

the programming model of Dynamic Brushes should require fewer

components and control structures for creating procedural artwork

compared to textual creative coding libraries.

• Support discovery and tinkerability: Artists should be able to indepen-

dently discover and experiment with many aspects of the

programming language.

• Provide accessible starting points: People who are using the system for

the first time should be able to quickly get started creating work.

• Enable interesting results from simple programs: In addition to sup-

porting complex outcomes through extended use, the system should

allow for compelling artwork to be produced with simple behaviors. As

artists incrementally learn new aspects of the system, they should be

able to access new creative opportunities.

Figure 5.4: Components of the Dynamic
Brushes Programming Model. 1.Property
Mappings. 2.States. 3.Transitions.

5.2 Design Process

Development of Dynamic Brushes was first motivated by the development

and evaluation of Para, and through interviews with artists. Construction

of the Dynamic Brushes system began by prototyping a series of sample

brush behaviors using existing programming languages (fig 5.2) to ex-

plore concrete applications of the proposed system. This was followed by

the prototyping of a general procedural model that would allow for the

creation of similar behaviors and simultaneously prototyping static and

interactive interfaces for expressing this model. Para focused on object-

to-object relationships, which could be represented through visual icons

on top of the artwork. Conversely, sample Dynamic Brushes behaviors re-

sponded to changes over space and time. Representing temporal behaviors

exclusively in the context of a 2D canvas would be challenging and poten-

tially misleading. This led to exploring external representations, in addition

to the drawing canvas.

The Dynamic Brushes programming model and interface were created

simultaneously. While the interface was in development, feedback was

solicited from professional interaction designers, and early versions of

the system were tested in informal sessions with artists. A key aspect of
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informing the Dynamic Brushes programming model involved under-

standing how it should align or diverge from existing languages. As a result,

two initial functional prototypes were created with dataflow and

block-based paradigms (fig: 5.3).

Position Props. Description

x,y Absolute cartesian position.

radius,theta Absolute polar position,
relative to the brush origin.

delta x,y Relative position, i.e. dis-
tance the brush should move
from its current position.

Geometric Props. Description

scale x,y Scale of the segment relative
to the stroke’s origin.

rotation Rotation of the segment
relative to the stroke’s origin.

Stylistic Props. Description

diameter Stroke width in pixels.

hue Hue of the stroke color.

saturation Saturation of the stroke
color.

lightness Lightness of the stroke color.

alpha opacity of the stroke.

Hierarchical Props.

Description

spawn index index of instantiation rel-
ative to all other instances
spawned by the brush’s par-
ent.

sibling count Total number of instances
spawned by the brush’s par-
ent.

spawn level The number of connections
between the brush instance
and the root brush (i.e. if
brush a spawns brush b
which spawns brush c, the
level of brush c is 2.)

Table 5.1: All brush properties.

The dataflow approach enabled simple declarative mappings between

sensor data and drawing output and the implicit looping of data flow lan-

guages made it easy to map input to multiple brush outputs. But there

were also issues with dataflow. Dataflow languages traditionally do not

provide control over the program’s state; data is automatically piped

through the system as soon as it is available (Johnston et al., 2004). Yet

early sample brush behaviors demonstrated the utility of changing state

on discrete events. Dataflow was not well suited to this functionality. The

block-based prototype was imperative and therefore better suited to de-

scribing state-changes. However, it also made the process of describing

and maintaining relationships between data and output more complex

in comparision to the declarative structure in the dataflow prototype.

Prior systems in UI behavior programming and data visualization demon-

strated computational models that combined imperative and declarative

paradigms (Aish, 2012; Oney et al., 2014; Victor, 2013b). The experiments

with existing paradigms, research into hybrid declarative-imperative tools,

and an iterative design process collectively resulted in a final programming

model of states, event transitions, and constraints.

5.3 Programming Model

Programming in Dynamic Brushes is structured around the creation of

brushes: interactive objects that procedurally transform manual input

from the artist to draw visual brush strokes on the canvas. Drawing is

initiated whenever the brush registers a change in its position. When a

change occurs, the brush moves to the new position and draws a segment

from its previous position to its current position. In addition to position,

each brush object has properties that define the style and geometry of its

strokes (table 5.1). Style and geometric properties are passive—changes to

them do not update the drawing. Instead they are accessed and rendered

whenever position changes.

The Dynamic Brushes programming language enables artists to gener-

ate brush objects, and describe how and when brush properties should

change. At its core, the programming model is based on a finite state-

machine with three primary mechanisms to describe brush behavior:

property mappings, states, and event-driven transitions.
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Property mappings are continuous relationships that assign brush prop-

erties to reference data (fig 5.4-1). Mappings can be created between any

brush property, including position, scale, line weight, opacity, and color

and a reference value. References range from stylus data, mathematical

expressions, signal generators, UI component values, or some combination

of these. Table 5.2 lists all possible reference types for property mappings.

Similar to the constraints in Para, property mappings are declarative and

brush properties are automatically updated as the reference value changes.

Property mappings are stored within states (fig 5.4-2). When a state is

entered, it activates all property mappings within it. As long as the state

remains active, property mappings are automatically updated as their

reference changes. When a transition to another state occurs, the former

state becomes inactive. Each brush instance can only have one active

state at a time. In addition to standard states, the model contains two

specialized states, a setup state that each behavior starts in when first

initialized, and a die state. When the die state is transitioned to it destroys

the brush instance and removes it from memory. Setup and die states

cannot contain property mappings.

Mapping Datatypes Description

Constants A constant numeric value.

Sensors Incoming data from a sensor. Currently the system supports data from the
stylus including force, x and y position and delta, angle, and speed.

UI Values Values generated from the sliders and color-picker in the drawing interface.

Generators Datatypes that produce a sequence of values corresponding to a given
function—modulation with a sine function, or a random sequence of values.

Brush Properties References the current properties of a brush.

Table 5.2: Reference types for property
mappings.

Movement between states is managed by event-driven transitions. Tran-

sitions are unidirectional connections that begin at one state, and end at

a second state. Transitions can be triggered by stylus events, geometric

events, and intervals of time (table: 5.3). Each transition can contain a list

of actions that are executed once, in order, when the transition occurs. The

number of actions in Dynamic Brushes is much smaller than the number

of brush properties or reference types. Actions can be used to initialize new

strokes, control timers or to initialize new brushes (table: 5.5). Where ap-

plicable, both transitions and actions can accept arguments that determine

their behavior.

When a behavior is initialized, it generates a brush-instance. In object-

oriented programming terms, behaviors are classes and brushes are class-

objects. When first created, all behaviors automatically generate one brush

instance. Each time a behavior is edited by the artist, all instances are
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Event Name Description

onComplete Triggered immediately after a state is entered and all mappings are activated.
This is the default event when a transition is first created.

stylusDown
stylusUp

stylusMove
Triggered once when the stylus touches the tablet, is lifted from the tablet, or
repeatedly as the stylus moves across the tablet, respectively.

stylusMoveBy
stylusXMoveBy
stylusYMoveBy

Triggered when the stylus moves by an interval of pixels designated by the
event argument. stylusX and stylusY MoveBy events measure horizontal and
vertical distance respectively. stylusMoveBy measures euclidean distance.

timeInterval Triggered every time the number of seconds specified by the argument
elapses.

distanceInterval Triggered every time the brush has traversed a distance interval specified by
the event argument. Useful in cases when brushes move independent of stylus
movement.

intersection Triggered every time the brush intersects with a stroke already drawn on the
canvas.

Table 5.3: All transition event types in
Dynamic Brushes.

“refreshed”, meaning they are destroyed and re-generated by the system.

Behaviors can be switched to inactive mode, which prevents the system

from automatically generating an instance.

Object-oriented programming can be challenging for new programmers

to understand (Kay, 1993). Therefore, the auto-initialization structure in

Dynamic Brushes enables artists to begin creating without explicitly having

to create brush instances. As artists gain experience with the behavior

model, they have the option of leveraging some of the power of object

instantiation by creating behaviors that spawn multiple brush instances

(see section: 5.5.3). The next section describes how the Dynamic Brushes

interface enables artists to create and apply behaviors.

5.4 Interface

The Dynamic Brushes interface is split between two applications: a PC-

based authoring interface, and a tablet-based drawing interface (fig 5.1).

The drawing interface runs on an iPad Pro and is implemented in Swift

and Objective C. The authoring interface is implemented in JavaScript and

uses a modified version of the jsPlumb flowchart toolkit 1 to display the
1 jsPlumb. jsplumbtoolkit.com. Accessed
July 21st 2017.

behavior diagrams, and the CodeMirror text editor to display expressions

in the property mappings 2. All behavior processing is handled in the
2 CodeMirror. codemirror.net. Accessed
July 21st 2017.

drawing application. Communication between the two applications is

facilitated via a Node.js websocket server.

The authoring interface enables artists to create and edit brush behaviors

(fig 5.5 1). It is divided into three sections, a horizontal toolbar, a side

panel, and the authoring canvas in the center. The toolbar contains a menu

jsplumbtoolkit.com
codemirror.net
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Figure 5.5: Dynamic Brushes interface.

1. Tablet drawing interface.

(a) Drawing save, load and export
menu.

(b) Load menu.

(c) Behavior, color-picker and layer
panel toggle.

(d) Drawing canvas.

(e) Drawing toolbar.

(f) Layer panel.

2. Detail of drawing interface panels.

(g) Behavior selection panel.

(h) Color-picker panel with corre-
sponding UI behavior properties.

3. Detail of drawing toolbar.

(i) Airbrush, pen, and erase buttons.

(j) Brush diameter and alpha sliders,
with corresponding UI behavior
properties.

4. PC Authoring interface.

(k) Behavior set load/save menu.

(l) Behavior state diagram.

(m) Behavior canvas.

(n) Example menu.

(o) Canvas zoom control.

(p) Behavior selection panel.

(q) Behavior palette with brush
properties visible.

5. Detail of behavior palette property
menus.

(r) Detail of action palette.

(s) Detail of sensor palette.

(t) Detail of UI palette.

(u) Detail of generator palette.

for saving and loading behavior sets (k), a menu of example behaviors (n),

and control for zooming on the main canvas (o). The panel contains a list

of the current behaviors (p). When a behavior is selected, its state diagram

is displayed in the canvas for editing. The behavior panel also contains

buttons to activate, deactivate, or reset a behavior (fig 5.7 top).

Below the behavior selection panel is the behavior palette. From here,

artists can select and drag behavior components onto the canvas. Fig-

ure 5.5-5 shows a detail of each sub-menu of the palette and its corre-

sponding components, with type distinguished by color. Similar to palettes

in block-based languages, the Dynamic Brushes palette is designed to

make it easy for people to view and explore all possible behavior com-

ponents without consulting an external reference. When hovered over,

each component displays a textual or animated tool-tip explaining its use

(fig 5.6). Artists compose behaviors in the canvas using components from

the palette. Transitions between states can be created by dragging from

anywhere on the yellow borders of the state and dropping the resulting

connection on top of another state. An arrow indicates the direction of

the transition. Each transition has a plus icon that, when clicked, opens a

panel with the transition event. By default all transitions are created with a

complete event, which triggers the transition as soon as the state is entered.

Artists can change the transition event by dragging in a different event

from the palette. The drawing interface enables artists to apply behaviors

created in the authoring interface to the creation of artwork (fig 5.5-1). The

drawing interface was designed to be familiar to people with experience in

digital illustration and contains analogs of basic UI controls from bitmap

drawing software. The drawing canvas (d) can be rotated and scaled using

two fingers, and layers can be added and removed using the layer panel
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Generator Type Description

Sine Wave Returns values that smoothly oscillate between 0 and 100.

Square Wave Returns values that are either 0 or 100.

Triangle Wave Returns values that increase and decrease at a constant rate from 0 to 100.

Sawtooth Wave Returns values that increase at a constant rate to 100 then drop sharply to 0.

Random Returns uniform random values.

Alternate Returns a series of alternating values as described by the generator argument
(e.g. 0,50,0,75. . . ).

Brush X Buffer
Brush Y Buffer

Brush Diameter Buffer
Brushes maintains a record of their past x, y, and diameter values. Buffer
generators return those values in order of their generation. Buffers can be
modified to access the parent’s record with a boolean argument.

Table 5.4: Reference types for property
mappings.

(f). The layer panel can be toggled with two other panels (fig 5.5-2) a color-

picker (h) or behavior selection menu (g), which displays all behaviors

currently available from the authoring interface. The toolbar (fig 5.5-3)

contains UI controls for adjusting diameter and alpha brush parameters

(j), and selecting between airbrush, pen, and erase drawing modes (i).

Figure 5.6: Tool-tips displayed when artist
hovers over a behavior component. Left:
textual tool-tip describing a sensor prop-
erty. Right: Animated tool-tip illustrating
the signal returned by a generator.

5.5 Authoring Behaviors

Figure 5.7: Detail of the behavior selection
panel. Top: list of current behaviors with
options for deleting, refreshing, or toggling
the active state of each behavior. Bottom:
Menu of behavior templates that providing
starting points for common behavior
design patterns.

Collectively, the Dynamic Brushes programming model, visual program-

ming language environment and stylus-based drawing environment,

support different approaches to art creation, and different outcomes. This

section outlines three categories of behaviors that can be created with the

system: simple behaviors, automated behaviors, and spawning behaviors.

The creative affordances of category are illustrated through

sample applications.

5.5.1 Simple Behaviors

Behaviors are created using the new behavior button in the behavior se-

lection panel (fig 5.7-bottom). Each behavior comes default with a green

setup state and a red die state. Artists can add additional states by drag-

ging them out from the palette and labeling them. Dynamic Brushes was

designed so that new programmers could start by experimenting with

behaviors from the example menu. however the system also contains scaf-

folds for helping people to create new behaviors from scratch. When a

behavior is created, artists can select from a menu templates that are pre-

populated with states, transitions and property mappings (fig: 5.7-bottom).

This structure avoids presenting new programmers with a blank canvas

and suggests starting points for common design patterns.
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Figure 5.8: Basic brush behavior.

Selecting the basic template creates a behavior with one state with two

property mappings that map the brush x and y position to the stylus x and

y position. The default state is transitioned to immediately from the setup

state when the behavior is initialized with a complete transition. A second

transition, activated on a stylusDown event transitions back to the default

behavior, calling the newStroke action in the process. Transitions that start

and end at the same state are referred to as looping transitions.

This behavior creates a brush that mimics the functionality of a traditional

bitmap brush; the brush follows the path of the stylus, and creates a new

stroke every time the stylus is lifted and touched again to the canvas. Al-

though extremely basic, this simple structure can be used to produce a

variety of effects with a few additional property mappings. Property map-

pings can be added to a state by dragging any brush property from the

palette and dropping it into the lower portion of a state. This adds the

property, along with a corresponding box that accepts both text input and

dropped-in reference types. A left-to-right arrow connects the two box to

the brush property, indicating the direction of the mapping.

Figure 5.9: Variations on the basic brush
behavior produced by mapping brush
properties to generators.

Dragging the hue, alpha, and diameter properties into the state and as-

signing them constant numeric values enables control over the color,

opacity, and line-thickness of the brush. Artists can enact dynamic control

over these properties with UI references. UI references return the current

value of the alpha and diameter sliders, and the color picker in the draw-

ing interface. Mapping the diameter, alpha, and hue properties in the

simple behavior to corresponding UI references enables the brush line-

thickness, opacity, and color to be controlled by these interface elements.

This control can be modified further to create relationships between the

UI components and the stylus by combining multiple reference types

with simple mathematical expressions. Mapping the brush diameter to
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st ylus f or ce +U I di ameter results in a stroke weight that is modulated

by a combination of the position of the diameter slider and the pressure

the artist exerts on the stylus. This effect can be controlled further by speci-

fying a more complex expression.

Action Name Description

startTimer
stopTimer

Starts and stops the brush’s internal timer, which is used when triggering
timerInterval events.

newStroke Instructs the brush to end the current stroke and begin a new one at the origin
point specified in the action argument (stylus position, parent position, or
canvas origin).

setOrigin Similar to newStroke, it resets the origin point for the brush to the position
specified in the action argument. Useful when specifying the brush position
by vector rather than absolute position.

spawn Instantiates a set number of brushes of of a given behavior as specified in the
action arguments.

Table 5.5: All actions in Dynamic Brushes.

Dynamic Brushes enables artists to easily construct behaviors that resem-

ble standard digital bitmap brushes, but the system’s real power lies in the

ability to produce functionality that goes beyond non-procedural digital

tools. The default brush behavior can quickly be converted to a brush that

creates a spiral pattern through the use of one additional mapping on the

rotation property. Strokes in Dynamic Brushes are represented as a series

of segments generated between the current position and previous position

of the brush as it moves across the canvas. Each stroke has an origin that

corresponds with the starting point of its first segment. The brush rotation

property specifies the degree to which the current segment should be ro-

tated relative to the origin of the stroke. Changing the value of the rotation

property as the brush position changes results in transformations to the

stroke path. Mapping the rotation property to a sawtooth generator results

in the rotation repeatedly increasing to 100, and then dropping to zero.

This produces a brush that draws a spiral pattern as the artist moves away

from the origin of the line (fig: 5.9-1). The rate at which the artist moves

the stylus controls the tightness of the spiral. This basic generator mapping

structure can be applied to any brush property to produce brushes that

modulate in color, position, and scale as the artist draws across the canvas

(fig 5.9). Signal generators are common in music synthesizers and audio

applications (Jordà et al., 2007). Dynamic Brushes demonstrates how they

can also serve as powerful, yet simple tools for augmenting manual draw-

ing with automated variations in the drawing’s geometry and appearance.
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Figure 5.10: Basic timer behavior template.
This template can be used to create
brushes that draw automatically.

Figure 5.11: Brushes created from the timer
template. 1. Automatically drawn circles
with manual stroke diameter modulation
based on stylus force. 2. Automated
cross-hatching. 3-4. Automatically drawn
wave-forms with spacing, amplitude, and
stroke diameter modulated by the stylus
position and force.

Figure 5.12: Radial forms drawn with
timer-driven behaviors. 1: Behavior that
draws a circle with radius 100 wherever
the stylus is pressed. 2: Circle drawn
with behavior, and half circle created by
mapping theta to (saw tooth w ave ÷2).
3-6: Variations created by mapping the
radius property to different generators.

5.5.2 Automatic Behaviors

The basic behavior in Dynamic Brushes results in procedural brushes that

respond to stylus movement, however procedural tools also offer the op-

portunity to describe actions that operate independently from the actions

of a human artist. Dynamic Brushes supports the creation of behaviors

that operate automatically through time-driven behaviors.

Each brush has an internal timer that can be switched on and off using the

startTimer and stopTimer actions. The system also contains a timerInterval

event, which is triggered when an interval of the specified number of mil-

liseconds has passed. The combination of timers and timerInterval events

enables animated brushes that change state automatically as the timer ad-

vances. The timer template in the behavior menu provides a starting point

for creating animated brushes. Like the basic behavior template, the timer

template has a complete transition from the setup state to a default state

and a looping stylusDown transition that calls the newStroke action. The

timer template calls the startTimer action in the setup transition. It also

contains a second looping transition on the default state that is triggered

every 100 milliseconds on a timerInterval event (fig 5.10).

The default state sets the brush position through the delta x property.

Unlike absolute position, delta properties specify the relative distance the

brush should move when the mapping is active. As a result, whenever a

delta mapping is activated, any value other than zero will result in a change

in position. The looping timerInterval transition continually activates these

mappings, producing a brush that automatically draws a line across screen

at a rate of one pixel every 100 milliseconds. Every time the artist touches

the stylus to the canvas, the current stroke stops drawing, and a new one

begins at the stylus position.
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Variations on the timer structure enable the production of regular geomet-

ric shapes and patterns. Adding in a mapping that sets the rotation allows

for lines to be drawn at different angles. Moving the startTimer action to

the stylusDown transition, and adding a looping stylusUp transition with a

stopTimer action enables the artist to start and stop each line by pressing

and raising the stylus, allowing for the rapid creation of grids and cross-

hatch effects (fig 5.11-2). Mapping a sine wave, triangle wave, or square

wave generator to either the delta x or absolute x property will produce a

regular oscillating line in a variety of patterns (fig 5.11-3,4).

Pairing timer-driven behaviors with polar coordinate mappings produces

regular radial forms. By keeping the polar radius of the brush constant and

mapping the polar angle of to a sawtooth wave, it’s possible to create per-

fect circles. Mapping the radius to different generators results in pinwheel,

star, and scribble-like radial patterns (fig 5.12).

Dynamic Brushes was developed to integrate procedural and manual

creation, and timer-driven behaviors may appear to eliminate manual in-

put. However, it’s also possible to use these behaviors to automate some

properties and manually adjust others. This enables artists to incorpo-

rate manual variation into regular forms and patterns. Mapping the brush

radius to the UI-diameter slider in the circle drawing behavior enables

the artist to dynamically control the radius of each circle while it’s be-

ing drawn. Similarly, mapping brush diameter to stylus force enables the

artist to change the line thickness by pressing harder or softer on the stylus

(fig 5.11-1). When multiple properties are mapped to UI reference values,

the artist can use both hands to change the appearance of the stroke as it’s

being drawn. Stylus properties can also be used to tweak the appearance of

animated brushes. For example, modifying the delta y mapping reference

to an expression that adds the stylus delta to the value of the sine gener-

ator enables the artist to change the depth of each wave in the pattern by

moving the stylus up and down on the canvas. This results in a pattern

with even spacing on the x-axis and variation on the y-axis. Collectively,

these examples demonstrate how timer-driven behaviors enable artists to

combine procedural regularity with manual changes.

Despite the variety of different effects they produce, all of the behaviors

presented thus far have contained only one state. Adding additional states

to the timer behavior creates opportunities for new patterns and effects.

Rectangles, squares and regular polygons can be produced with two states:

the original default state, and a second “rotate” state. A single mapping in

the rotate state sets the rotation of the brush to its current rotation plus

some constant 3. A timerInterval transition from the default state to the
3 Rotation, like all passive brush properties
ranges from from 0 to 100, 100 being
equivalent to 360 degrees. Because all
generators return values between 0
and 100, this conversion makes it more
straightforward to map generators to brush
properties and makes it easier to write
expressions.

rotate state and a complete transition back from rotate to default produces
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a behavior where the brush repeatedly draws a straight line, and rotates

itself, until it has transcribed a polygon. Changing the reference value of

the rotation mapping will change the number of sides of the polygon. This

approach demonstrates how Dynamic Brushes can approximate the geo-

metric drawing capabilities of textual procedural tools like Processing, but

in a manner that, by default, enables the artist to specify the position of the

geometric shapes by pointing with the stylus. Coincidentally, the method

for drawing regular geometric shapes in Dynamic Brushes is similar in

structure to the approach in the Logo programming language.

Figure 5.13: Comparison of single state
behavior with generator mapping, and
behavior using a timerInterval transition
between two states to control the rate of
updates from the generator.

Multiple states and timer intervals can also be used to control the rate of

change for brush properties that are mapped to generators. Figure 5.14-

1,a demonstrates a brush that switches between red and blue colors as it

draws using a square wave generator mapped to the hue property.

Figure 5.14: Variations produced by using
a timerInterval transition with a generator.
1.a, 2.a: Brushes that map a square wave
or sine wave generator to hue using a
single state. 1.b-e, 2.b-e: Brushes that move
the generator mapping to a second state,
transitioned to on a timerInterval event.
Longer timer intervals result in greater
distance between each color transition.

The current Dynamic Brushes interface does not enable the artist to adjust

the frequency of the generators directly. However, multiple states can allow

the artist to adjust the rate at which generators are activated, and thus

control the rate of color change for the behavior. Moving the square wave-

to-hue mapping to a second state, transitioned to on a timerInterval event

makes it possible to slow down the rate of color change by increasing the

duration of the interval (fig 5.13). This timer-driven approach enables fine-

grain control of rates of change, while removing the need for additional

interface mechanisms for adjusting generators.

5.5.3 Spawning Behaviors

When compared to textual procedural art systems, one potential limita-

tion of all of the brush behaviors described up to this point is that they do
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not allow multiple drawing actions to be performed simultaneously. This

limitation can be partially addressed by manually creating and activating

multiple behaviors with different property mappings. This approach works

well for up to two or three brushes, but doesn’t scale when attempting to

draw five, ten, or fifty strokes at the same time, because each additional

stroke requires an additional behavior. This is where the spawn action has

value. Calling spawn enables a brush to generate a specific number of in-

stances of any other behavior (including its own). This enables the creation

of behaviors that generate multiple brushes in response to a single input.

Use of the spawn method is facilitated through a design pattern with two

behaviors. One behavior, the “parent”, acts as a mechanism for spawning

instances of a second behavior, the “child.” The behavior-creation menu’s

parent and child templates provide starting points for this pattern. The

child behavior consists of a single default state with two transitions. The

first goes from setup to default on a complete event, and calls the new-

Stroke action in the process. The second transition goes from default to

the die state on a stylusUp event. The parent behavior consists of a single

default state and two transitions: a complete transition from setup and a

looping transition that occurs on a stylus-down event and calls the spawn

action. Spawn actions have two arguments, a dropdown menu that lists all

current behaviors by name and a box for numeric entry. These arguments

allow the artist to specify the behavior that should be spawned and the

number of brush instances that should be created.

Figure 5.15: Designs created with spawning
behaviors. 1. Row brush with vertical
waves produced in response to stylus
pressure (green-dashed line indicates the
path of the stylus). 2. Variation of the row
brush behavior. 3. Radial design produced
through spawing and iterative rotation. 4.
Variations of the radial behavior.

The combination of the parent and child behaviors results in 10 brush in-

stances being generated on each stylus-down event and also removed on

each stylus-up event. To enable variation among procedurally spawned

brushes, Dynamic Brushes stores brush instances in a hierarchical data

structure, and enables brushes to reference information about their po-

sition in the hierarchy (table 5.1-Hierarchical Props.) The spawn index

property returns the brush’s index of instantiation relative to all other

instances (or siblings) spawned by the brush’s parent. Using this prop-

erty as a multiplier in a mapping of child behavior enables each brush

spawned from that behavior to return a different value for the mapping.

Figure 5.15-1 demonstrates forms of artwork produced with this ap-

proach using a brush that draws multiple lines in a vertical row, parallel

to the path of the stylus. Each spawned brush’s y position is mapped to

st ylus f or ce × (st ylus y + spawn i ndex). Figure 5.15-3 demonstrates

a similar approach where the parent spawns five child instances. For each

child, rotation is mapped to spawn i ndex ×100÷5. This produces a pat-

tern with radial symmetry. Another hierarchical property, sibling count

returns the total number of brushes spawned by the parent. Dividing the

property of the spawn index by that of the sibling count in the radial be-

havior enables the spawn-count argument in the parent behavior to be
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dynamically increased while preserving the radial symmetry of

the pattern (fig 5.15-4).

Procedural instantiation can be combined with timer-driven behaviors to

produce brushes that generate multiple brush instances that draw inde-

pendent of the stylus. A “drip brush” (fig 5.16) can be created by pairing

the pattern for parent-child spawning with a child behavior that draws

on a timerInterval loop. As the parent instance draws, it spawns one child

instance on a timerInterval. When spawned, the child immediately transi-

tions to a default state, which maps the y delta to 1 on each timerInterval

loop. After 1500 milliseconds, the child behavior transitions to the “drop”

state. This state is identical to the default state, except it also maps the

brush diameter to a sine-wave generator. After 500 milliseconds, the brush

transitions to the die state. The result is that each child brush draws a line

with a drip-like appearance by first increasing the diameter gradually and

then rapidly decreasing it right before the line ends.

Figure 5.16: Drip Brush behavior. 1.
Sample drawing. 2. Visualization of stylus
path in green and the path of the spawned
child brushes in blue (lighter blue indicates
the brush was spawned at an earlier in
time).

The combination of procedural instantiation and timers also enables the

production of art that resembles work created by professional procedural

artists with textual programming languages. Figure 5.19 compares a proce-

dural illustration created in openFrameworks by the artist Zach Lieberman

to an illustration created in Dynamic Brushes. The Dynamic Brushes piece

is created by extending the drip behavior. Rather than spawing a child

brush on a timeInterval event, the modified parent behavior (fig 5.18) calls

spawn on a distanceInterval event. This ensures regular spacing between

each child brush. The child brush (fig 5.17) contains three states. The first

state, “delay,” is transitioned to from setup on a complete event and sets

the brush lightness to 90. On a stylusUp event, the delay state transitions

to the default state, which loops on a timerInterval to automatically draw a

horizontal line.

The child behavior uses the technique described in section 5.5.2 to grad-

ually change the lightness of the child brush from light grey to black as it

draws across the canvas. Finally, the default state features two transitions

to the die state. One occurs on an intersection event, which takes place if

the line intersects with the white parent line. The other occurs on a dis-

tance event, once the line has drawn across the other canvas or beyond

it. The result is a wavy line drawn manually with the stylus, with multiple

horizontal lines that extend from it and appear to fade into the distance.

Collectively these authoring examples demonstrate how the Dynamic

Brushes model supports a high degree of procedural expressiveness with a

small number of procedural concepts and properties. This is underscored

by the fact that Dynamic Brushes can reproduce forms and patterns similar
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to those created with textual procedural tools, through a model with fewer

procedural components, and with the addition of manual control.

Figure 5.17: Intersection-line child
behavior.

Figure 5.18: Master line behavior, which
spawns the intersection-line
child behavior.

Figure 5.19: Comparison of work by Zach
Lieberman in openFrameworks (1), to work
from in Dynamic Brushes (2). 3. Closeup of
Lieberman’s work. 4. Closeup of Dynamic
Brushes work.

5.6 Evaluation

The evaluation structure for Dynamic Brushes built on the depth-based

study methods piloted with Para. Similar to Para, the Dynamic Brushes

study aimed to understand the expressiveness of the system in an open-

ended setting and its relevance to professional manual artists. The evalu-

ation also examined the learnability of the system. Unlike Para, Dynamic

Brushes featured an external programming representation. Furthermore
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while Para’s procedural functionality built on the conventions of non-

procedural vector graphics software, the Dynamic Brushes programming

language introduced artists to entirely new ways of thinking about creating

and manipulating digital brushes. Therefore, the evaluation of Dynamic

Brushes looked at how artists learned and struggled with the system, and

in doing so, provided insights about ways future systems might help artists

learn representational tools. I developed a set of evaluation criteria based

on my original design objectives:

Compatibility with manual practice: Are artists able to make procedural

modifications while engaged in the process of drawing? Do the drawings

produced by artists show evidence of both procedural and manual cre-

ation? Do manual artists view the system as relevant and useful to

their practice?

Expressiveness: Are artists able to create a wide variety of different proce-

dural behaviors with the system? Does artwork created by the system show

evidence of procedural aesthetics and techniques found in work created by

conventional procedural tools? Are artists able to produce drawings that

are stylistically different and that reflect their personal style?

Figure 5.20: Prior work by artists in the
study. 1. Illustrations by Fish McGill. 2.
Paintings by Ben Tritt.

Learnability: Do the size and scope of procedural concepts, properties,

and functions feel approachable for manual artists? Are artists able to en-

gage in independent exploration and experimentation while using the

system? Are artists able to articulate how the procedural components of

the system are functioning? Does using the system assist artists in under-

standing general procedural concepts?

5.6.1 Study methodology

I commissioned two professional artists to use Dynamic Brushes for two

weeks. Each artist was asked to produce a minimum of three pieces of

completed artwork with the system during that time. In order to under-

stand how well Dynamic Brushes supported different aesthetics and

processes, I selected two manual artists with different art styles and ap-

proaches. Fish McGill was a professional illustrator and member of the fac-

ulty at a fine-arts college, where he taught illustration and graphic design.

Fish primarily created illustrative artwork of animals, people, and other

characters. He had extensive experience in physical and digital illustra-

tion and maintained a practice of daily sketching in a physical sketchbook.

Much of Fish’s subject matter emerged from his daily life with his wife

and children. Fish had some prior experience in web programming, and
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had collaborated with procedural artists to create work in Processing. He

stressed the challenges of these collaborations in our initial conversations.

Fish was extremely interested in finding ways to incorporate programming

in to his drawing process.

The second artist, Ben Tritt, was a professional painter. Ben was trained

in oil painting, and later worked with digital painting tools and physical

paint. Ben’s subject matter ranged from stylized portraits and landscapes

to abstract compositions; however, his abstract work often emerged from

referencing photos or objects in the real world. In our conversations, he

emphasized the importance of having precise control over the quality of

his brush and the way it laid down paint or pixels on the canvas. Prior to

the study, Ben regularly drew with a digital stylus and enjoyed the freedom

and flexibility offered by digital painting tools. While he saw great potential

in digital tools to extend his practice, he desired greater control than he

had over digital and physical painting tools. He had no prior experience

with programming, but had an understanding of the basics of parametric

design and felt it might offer a pathway for greater control over digital

painting tools.

One week before the study, I met with each artist for two hours for an in-

troductory interview. I also used this meeting to observe and record the

artists’ painting and drawing process with their preferred tools. This pro-

vided the opportunity to make initial adjustments to Dynamic Brushes

to support Ben and Fish’s preferred ways of working. Over the course of

the study, I conducted six individual meetings with Fish and five with Ben.

These meetings occurred at an interval of every 2-3 days. The first three

meetings lasted 2 hours each, and were divided between training sessions

in the Dynamic Brushes programming language and authoring interface,

and periods where I observed the artists working with the system and an-

swered their questions. The first training session covered the basics of the

interface and creating single-state behaviors. The second training session

covered multi-state behaviors and timers. The final training session intro-

duced artists to the spawn action. In later meetings I reviewed the artwork

each artist produced and discussed their experiences. Throughout the

study, I used both artist’s feedback to improve Dynamic Brushes’ function-

ality. At the conclusion of the study, after meeting individually with both

artists to discuss their pieces, I conducted one additional meeting in the

form of a joint discussion where the artists shared their artwork with each

other and compared

their experiences.

I collected data through recorded discussions, written surveys, and partici-

pant artwork. Surveys contained attitudinal questions relating to my evalu-
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ation criteria, using 5-point Likert scales, with 5 as the optimal response. I

did not use experience sampling because the Para study demonstrated how

this approach could be disruptive to the creative process. Instead, I col-

lected automated backups of in-progress participant artwork and code and

used this information to inform subsequent discussions with the artists.

Similar to the Para study, I allowed the artists to incorporate other digi-

tal tools in their work with Dynamic Brushes. In the results, I distinguish

between portions of artwork produced with Dynamic Brushes and those

produced by other means. Survey results, discussion transcripts, and art-

work were analyzed with respect to my evaluation criteria. The majority of

the results are qualitative, triangulated from open-ended survey responses

and group or individual discussions.

5.7 Evaluation Results

The artists found the behavior model to be challenging to learn at first,

but both were gradually able to use the system in an exploratory and ex-

perimental fashion. Ben produced six finished pieces, and Fish produced

upwards of ten. Both artists also created animations with some of the im-

agery produced in Dynamic Brushes. Stylistically speaking, Ben focused

on painterly portraits and Fish created repeating patterns and illustrations.

The artists felt that Dynamic Brushes offered opportunities for greater flex-

ibility with digital tools and extensions of their prior practice, and could

potentially support collaborative practice and reflection on artistic process.

5.7.1 Learnability

Ben and Fish faced several challenges learning the authoring environment

of Dynamic Brushes. Initially, both struggled with understanding specific

concepts within the programming model. Fish quickly grasped the prin-

ciples behind constraints and transitions but took longer to understand

spawning and using multiple behaviors. He initially focused on trying to

understand all aspects of the programming language; however after several

meetings, he transitioned to exploratory use of the system, and decided to

focus more on making artwork and less on trying to understand how each

component of a behavior functioned. Fish described how working with

examples facilitated this transition:

Before that, I was just thinking, "I need to have much more control over this.

I need to understand things more." Whereas, I don’t think that when I’m
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in other pieces of software. . . In [Dynamic Brushes] I think so much of the

experience comes from refining the brushes to do the thing that you want.

So you do have to ramp up, you do need to learn a little bit more about how

the back end of it works so you can have the type of marks that you wanna

make . . . After yesterday, I was like, "Alright, you know enough, and now you

have some examples. Now, just try doing what you normally do with things,

where you make some stuff and combine it with other things you already

know how to do."

Figure 5.21: Patterns created by Fish
McGill with Dynamic Brushes. Clockwise
from top-left: color alternation using
stylusMoveBy transition, fan pattern
using spawn action and iterative rotation
of spawned children, scribble pattern
by modulating delta x and y with a sine
generator, two-tone pattern produced with
“stereo-brush”—two behaviors that draw
simultaneously, one with an offset.

Figure 5.22: Extension of prior work with
Dynamic Brushes. Top: hand-drawn
composition notebook illustrations
by Fish McGill, produced prior to the
study. Bottom: Iteration of the series with
background patterns produced in Dynamic
Brushes.

Fish described how approaching the tool with a perspective similar to

how he approached non-procedural software made his experience using

Dynamic Brushes more enjoyable overall. He also noted that the expecta-

tion to produce finished artwork with the system motivated him to focus

more on outcomes than on building an understanding of the programming

language as the study progressed.

Unlike Fish, who had worked with web programming before, Ben had no

prior programming experience and had greater difficulty than Fish under-

standing some of the procedural concepts of Dynamic Brushes. In par-

ticular, he initially struggled with understanding the semantic difference

between transitions and property mappings, and we devoted a significant

time during our second meeting to talking about these concepts. Early on,

Ben was frustrated, in part because he attributed his lack of understanding

as a failure to grasp what he assumed were obvious concepts. Despite Ben’s

difficulties, he also experienced key moments of insight while using the

tool. He described the experience of grasping the concept of

property mappings:

"At first my brain didn’t really understand being able to use force for mul-

tiple things . . . what would that mean? It’s very abstract. And then when I

felt it, it’s like "Oh, wow! The force could actually control two things or even

three things." It could change the lightness AND the diameter."

Ben talked about how moments of insight like these made working with

Dynamic Brushes particularly compelling and distinguished the software

from other digital painting systems he used in the past:

When I’m using [Dynamic Brushes] and something new happens, I feel my

brain light up. I feel like "Ah!" There’s a little hint of something that is like

the part of this that can be addictive. I wanna stretch those things out and

find them.

The programming model and authoring environment, while supporting

exploration and experimentation was not intuitive for either artist. Con-
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versely, both artists described the drawing environment as familiar and

easy to use. In particular, they appreciated its simplicity. Ben specifically

commented on how it enabled him to focus on the task of painting:

One of the things that I really like about [the drawing interface] is the fact

there’s much less stuff . . . It’s annoying when you have all these icons and all

these things. You just want to sit in front of the canvas and not be confronted

with that. When I’m painting, I’m just painting.

In addition to being simple and accessible, both artists felt that the famil-

iarity of the drawing interface improved their comfort using the system

as a whole and their confidence when exploring the behavior authoring

interface. As Fish put it:

Definitely, [the drawing interface] is still the more comfortable area for me,

and [the programming interface] less so, but I’ve become more interested in

it the more I use it.

Figure 5.23: Repeating illustrations by
Fish McGill. 1. Fish’s behavior for the
“fraternal twin brush”. 2. Frame from
animation produced with the behavior.
3. Sample from alphabet series designed
with fraternal twin brush (Bottom shows
a closeup of the variation in line quality
between each copy.) 4. Entire alphabet.

Overall, both artists relied more on starting with an example behavior and

adjusting it to suit their objectives than creating behaviors from scratch;

however, they also explored creating their own unique behaviors. In work-

ing with the authoring environment, the terminology of properties and

transitions significantly affected their understanding. We discussed ways in

which property functionality could be communicated visually, and I added

animated tool-tips that visualized generator functionality (fig 5.6). These

depictions helped convey functionality more immediately than a

verbal description.

5.7.2 Expressiveness

Each artist produced multiple finished pieces over the course of the study

in addition to numerous sketches and experiments. The pieces created by

each artist reflected their styles and approaches prior to working with Dy-

namic Brushes. Fish started by experimenting with a variety of behaviors

to generate textures and patterns (fig 5.21) and then began incorporating

these patterns into illustrations and adding typography in Adobe Illustra-

tor. In the process, he built on themes and subject matter from his prior

work. For example, before the study, Fish had created a series of illustrated

composition notebooks. He used Dynamic Brushes to iterate on this series

by using a scribble-like brush behavior to create backings for a new set of

notebook illustrations (fig 5.22). He also created an animated notebook

illustration that progressively layered a series of patterns.
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Towards the end of the study, Fish focused on creating illustrations with

a behavior set that created multiple marks offset from the position of the

stylus. The behavior built from the spawning template and consisted of

a parent brush that followed the position of the stylus, while spawning

one or more child brushes that were progressively offset on the x axis. Fish

first used this behavior to create repeating patterns. He later modified it

to incorporate a random jitter in the line of the child brush (fig 5.23). The

results were two simultaneously produced drawings with identical forms

but different line qualities, one smooth and one ragged. Fish named this

brush the “fraternal twin brush” and characterized it as a way to draw as

one artist at two different periods in their life, comparing it to how the style

of the American cartoonist Charles Schulz’s style changed as he aged:

The other line looks like “young” Charles Schulz drew this one, and “old”

Charles Schulz drew that one. That’s what I was thinking about. What if I

could draw as another [artist], but during two periods of their life.

Figure 5.24: Portraiture by Ben Tritt. 1.
Prior portrait created in oil. 2-4. Portraits
drawn in Dynamic Brushes with the
“continuation” behavior. 5. Closeup of the
effects of the continuation brush.

Unlike Fish, who primarily focused on graphic illustrations, Ben applied

Dynamic Brushes to the creation of painterly portraits (fig 5.24). This was

consistent with his prior practice in abstracted oil portraiture. Ben was in-

terested in using Dynamic Brushes to gain precise control of brush texture

and appearance. Because the software did not provide procedural con-

trol over the bitmap brush texture, Ben focused initially on behaviors that

tuned the relationship between pressure and brush diameter and alpha.

Ben later requested that we use one of our discussions to work together to

construct a brush that produced the kind of response he sought. We even-

tually built a behavior that used two states to create a brush that continued

drawing for one second after the stylus was lifted from the canvas, with the

drawing occurring at a proportional speed and angle based on where the

stylus was before being lifted (fig 5.25). Using this brush, the artist could

simulate something resembling “throwing the paint” by drawing with a

flicking-motion. We were not able to tune the behavior to his exact spec-

ifications, yet Ben was excited about the potential to partially simulate

physics of a real brush:

The idea of being able to [digitally] throw paints, it kind of opened my mind

to a type of thinking that I haven’t experienced anywhere else. If you could

continue to refine that so you can have a lot more control over it with even

the slight micro movements, that could be very, very exciting.

Overall, Ben and Fish focused at different levels of abstraction when cre-

ating brushes. Fish ’s brushes structured the composition of his work by

drawing multiple strokes in different geometries and styles across the en-

tire canvas, whereas Ben focused on brushes that modified the quality of
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the stroke itself. Fish ’s approach was much more aligned with the original

application objectives of Dynamic Brushes; therefore, he often had more

success when creating and applying brushes than Ben. I made several revi-

sions to Dynamic Brushes to support Ben ’s approach, including modifying

the response curve for alpha and diameter for fine-grain control, and mod-

ifications to the graphics back-end for improved fidelity when creating art-

work with multiple semi-transparent layers. I also added additional sensor

reference properties, including stylus speed and stylus heading to define

the direction of the stylus vector in polar coordinates. The speed property

was effective in achieving a degree of physical brush simulation, but much

of Ben ’s interest centered on variable control over the brush mark itself,

including its texture and the hardness of the top and bottom edges. The

Dynamic Brushes programming model could potentially support texture

and hardness properties, but incorporating this degree of control into the

system would have required restructuring the bitmap texture-mapping

functionality of the system, something that was not feasible in the time

frame of the study.

Figure 5.25: “Continuation” behavior used
by Ben Tritt for portraits. 1. Full behavior.
2. Detail of transition to continuation state.

Although Dynamic Brushes enabled artists to create animated brush be-

haviors, the system was designed to produce static artwork. Despite this,

Ben and Fish created animated works in the final week of the study. They

accomplished this by creating multiple variations of a drawing in Dynamic

Brushes and using additional software to compose these variations into an

animation. Fish built on the idea of animating Dynamic Brushes drawings

to create a moving alphabet. He used his fraternal twin brush to simul-
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taneously create two variations of each letter and then animated them

to flip back and forth between the variations (fig 5.23-3). He outlined his

approach to animation as follows:

I noticed you can draw in stereo, I can draw things that are mirrored, I can

draw things in parallel. In the past, I’ve done animation where you’ll do, say,

a title sequence, and you write whatever the title is on the screen, and then

you trace over that, and then you trace over that again, and you give this

illusion of animation. Whereas with this tool, I could do two to three at once

and then do that process. And It’s like, "Okay, well, that’s something that I’ve

done before," but this is much more suitable and enjoyable to draw with.

5.7.3 Compatibility with manual practice

Ben and Fish distilled their manual process down to a small number of

simple techniques. Ben described how all paintings are built from “very

simple things”, combined in “very complex ways”. He viewed all paint-

ings as compositions of spots, edges, and transparency. Similarly, Fish

described how every drawing he created was comprised of three line styles:

There’s three separate lines that I usually make every type of drawing with.

Everything is a zigzag, a wiggly line, or up and down. When I’m drawing

anywhere, I always think of those lines as the tools I’m working with.

Ben and Fish ’s general descriptions of painting and drawing resonate with

their different approaches in Dynamic Brushes. Ben viewed painting as

the recombination and manipulation of texture and transparency. Sim-

ilarly in Dynamic Brushes, he worked at a textural level and focused on

how Dynamic Brushes could be used to control the quality of the mark

itself. Fish viewed drawings as compositions of different line styles. In Dy-

namic Brushes, therefore, he worked at a compositional level and created

brushes that produced variations in line appearance and geometry. Many

of the signals produced with the generators directly aligned with Fish ’s

illustrations of the line styles in his drawing. In line with this, Fish used

generators extensively throughout the study and Ben did not. When asked

about the similarity between generators and his line styles, Fish said it was

a “fun coincidence” and described how comparing generators to the way

he thought about drawing helped him understand the overall application

of generators.

Ben and Fish had different reactions to the dual interface structure of Dy-

namic Brushes. Both artists saw value in having different interfaces for
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artwork creation and programming; however, unlike Ben, Fish stated that

he preferred both interfaces on the same device to enhance the portability

of the system. Furthermore, while Ben was satisfied with primarily control-

ling all programming functionality in the authoring interface, Fish made

it clear that he wanted more control over the functionality of the behavior

while he was engaged in drawing, for example by toggling behaviors on

and off and being able to modify some of the parameters or expressions of

a brush without having to switch to a different interface. The addition of UI

properties in the authoring interface and the behavior-control panel in the

drawing interface addressed some of Fish ’s concerns.

Fish used the authoring interface more than Ben during the study. How-

ever Ben ’s preference for a separation between programming and drawing

also connected to his belief in the different thought processes involved

in tool creation and art creation. Ben viewed tool creation as intrinsic to

the artistic process, and acknowledged that other creators might prefer

to tweak tools while creating art, or even simultaneously engage in tool

building and art making. For him, however, art creation began once he had

familiarized himself with a tool to the degree that it became “an archetype

in his brain”. Following that point, he wanted to work exclusively in an

intuitive, tacit, and non-verbal mindset:

When you’re painting, the idea of having to do anything other than paint is

horrible. As soon as I actually take my brush and start making marks, I can’t

talk. I guess, it’s a process that requires connections in parts of the brain that

are demanding.

Although Fish disliked working on two separate devices by himself, he

found the two-device setup effective when collaborating with another

person. Fish involved his three-year-old son in some of his experiments

with Dynamic Brushes. In these scenarios, one person drew on the tablet,

while the other simultaneously modified the behavior by changing the

values of the expression or by dragging in new property mappings. From

this experience, Fish talked about how he could see Dynamic Brushes

being used as a collaborative tool in performance-based artwork, where

one artist illustrated and the other programmed in real time.

Fish ’s use of Dynamic Brushes to create animation also demonstrated

an extension of his manual practice. He described how creating multiple

images simultaneously in Dynamic Brushes built on prior approaches to

animation and iteration:

I was borrowing from something I’d done in the past, but trying it in this tool

because it was so customizable. I could make [the drawings] look a specific
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way or an unpredictable way, and that was something I really enjoyed about

this. I do like to work iteratively, too. That’s not anything new.

5.7.4 Reflection

Both artists reflected on broader aspects of artwork creation and the im-

plications of a system like Dynamic Brushes. Prior to the study, Ben and

Fish believed that tool creation was an important component of artistic

practice. While working with Dynamic Brushes, they reflected on how

digital tools opened or restricted opportunities for tool creation. Fish de-

scribed how working with Dynamic Brushes made him less satisfied with

conventional digital tools:

I’m a little frustrated now when I open Photoshop. I’m like, “Wait a second.

I can’t make brushes like I was doing in there.” I’ve become attached to

[Dynamic Brushes]. It feels more like a sketchbook or a drawing experience

than I’ve had in other tools because it’s combining just enough of the good

stuff with the more complex, robust stuff.

Furthermore, reflecting on the tool creation process led Fish to generate

ideas for new tools or new ways the system might function. In this quote,

Fish described how he arrived at the idea of behaviors that functioned as

erasers rather than brushes:

Everything is just a variation of adding or subtracting a pixel. Everything is

based off of that. And then I could see, well, all of these tools are just based

on that one thing, but I’d never thought of that before. I had some distance

from the program when I used this tool. And that got me on this kick of,

"Wow! I wish the eraser tool could do some of the stuff that

my brushes are doing."

Ben used his experience with applying Dynamic Brushes to animation

to question the general application of all digital art tools. Specifically, he

wondered if it was sufficient for digital tools to simulate physical media

with greater flexibility, for example to reverse changes, add or modify

layers, or tweak the image properties, or if it would be more meaningful

to apply digital tools to the creation of artifacts that would not be possible

with “analog” media:
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I was thinking, what are the things about [Dynamic Brushes] that justify it,

in and of itself, as a digital product? And animation is probably the most

obvious, right? Just being able to observe all of those stages.

He went on to describe how the emphasis of Dynamic Brushes on creating

brushes that reflected the artistic process seemed to naturally have impli-

cations for supporting general forms of artistic reflection. As a result he

argued that Dynamic Brushes should have a built-in recording mechanism

to directly facilitate reflection:

A recording process should be, I think, part of the medium . . . This is the most

obvious affordance of this whole thing. You can have the work reflect the

thinking process in a way that obviously, in analog, you never could.

Finally, Ben touched on the power of providing artists with options when

working with tools, but also stressed the importance of imposing restric-

tions and constraints:

I think that the tools become a lens that a person sees the world through.

Having too many options available is almost disturbing because then you

have no way to narrow these things down, not enough is also not good.

Ben and Fish encountered challenges when learning the Dynamic Brushes

programming language, but the system also enabled them to create in

new ways, and build on their existing work. Most significantly, working in

Dynamic Brushes impacted their general expectations and perceptions

towards digital tools, and encouraged them to reflect on how procedural

tools might reshape art practices in the future. The next chapter opens with

an analysis of the results of the Dynamic Brushes study in comparison to

the results of the Para study.
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6

Discussion

This chapter discusses the implications of Para and Dynamic Brushes in

the broader context of developing tools for combining manual and proce-

dural creation. The chapter is divided into two sections. The first section

compares the affordances, opportunities, and limitations of representa-

tional programming and dynamic direct manipulation as tools for manual

art. The second section revisits the research questions posed in the intro-

duction and outlines general design principles for supporting learning,

expressive manual creation, and diverse perspectives in procedural art.

6.1 The Opportunities and Tradeoffs of Para and Dynamic Brushes

Dynamic Brushes and Para were developed and evaluated with similar

methods, yet they enable different ways of working and support different

outcomes. These differences are in large part due to the fact that Para inte-

grates procedural manipulation with concrete artwork, whereas Dynamic

Brushes uses an external programming representation. A comparison of

both systems provides a comparison of the trade-offs of these approaches

to manual art.

6.1.1 Matching procedural models to manual practice

Para and Dynamic Brushes have two different procedural models. Para’s

model is entirely declarative and structured around constraints, lists,

and declarative duplication. Dynamic Brushes uses a combination of

declarative and imperative structures, combining constraints, states, and
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event-driven transitions. Two questions are important to address when

examining these procedural models as mechanisms for artistic production.

First, how expressive is each model when applied to procedural art cre-

ation? Second, to what degree does each model align with the objectives of

manual artists?

Figure 6.1: Comparison of the manual
affordances of Para (green) and Dynamic
Brushes (blue), drawn from analysis of
artist feedback, artwork, and surveys. The
darker the color, the greater each system
supports a given practice. Numbers are
assigned for clarity but do not indicate
numerical ratings by artists.

How expressive are Para and Dynamic Brushes’ models when applied to

art creation?

The models used in Para and Dynamic Brushes were developed for dif-

ferent applications and direct comparisons can not be made between all

aspects of the systems. They are similar, however, with respect to their

use of constraints to control stylistic and geometric properties of artwork.

Para ’s constraints enable dynamic updates and iterative variation among

large collections of artwork, based on a range of pre-defined distribu-

tion functions. In its current form, Para does not allow for the creation of

arbitrary constraint functions, but this is more a limitation of the direct-

manipulation interface than the model itself. Para ’s model enables con-

straints between different properties, for example, mapping the rotation

of one shape to the hue of another, and also supports chaining multiple

constraints in sequence; however, these properties are more applicable to

supporting flexible and systematic updates than to generating different

artistic effects or aesthetics. Another limitation of Para ’s model lies in its

lack of conditionals; an artist cannot specify a constraint that negatively

affects objects in some cases but not others.

The Dynamic Brushes model allows for constraints between geometric

and stylistic brush properties and sensor data, user interface elements,

function generators, other brush properties, or some combination of

these. In addition, it allows for collections of constraints, or states, to be

rendered active and inactive based on discrete geometric or time-based

events. Although it does not support arbitrary conditionals, the Dynamic

Brushes model does enable conditional application of constraints through

transition events.

The computational expressiveness enabled by conditional events in Dy-

namic Brushes supported several concrete artistic applications. As demon-

strated in the sample applications, they supported control of the rate of

change of a generator to produce different variations in color and form and
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the procedural
affordances of Para (green) and Dynamic
Brushes (blue), drawn from analysis of
artist feedback, artwork, and surveys. The
darker the color, the greater each system
supports a given practice.

also supported autonomous strokes that terminated after a certain dis-

tance or intersection event. Conditional events also had applications in the

artist study. For example, Ben used them in his continuation brush behav-

ior to change the brush parameters after the stylus was lifted. Furthermore,

in working with Para, several opportunities arose in which conditionals

would have been useful. These included conditional addition or removal

of objects in a duplicator based on an evaluation of their properties, and

conditional application of a constraint to a list of objects based on the

geometry or style of the objects themselves.

The state-machine structure of Dynamic Brushes also supported a wider

class of procedural art forms and functions compared to Para. Although it

lacked many of the control structures of a textual language like Processing

or openFrameworks, Dynamic Brushes still enabled the creation of inter-

active behaviors that resembled those created with these textual tools. It

also enabled the creation of self-similar forms and recursive behaviors,

something that is not currently possible in Para. However, as Schachman

demonstrates, recursion is not necessarily dependent on an external pro-

gramming representation (2012). Overall, Dynamic Brushes could be

considered an alternative model for creating procedural art similar to that

produced through advanced use of textual tools, whereas Para offers a way

to extend the expressiveness and flexibility of non-procedural software for

digital graphic art.

One limitation of the Dynamic Brushes model that emerged during its

evaluation was its lack of variables. Variables would have provided a con-

venient method to systematically replicate and update values across dif-

ferent property mappings. Moreover, in the case of generative behaviors,

variables would have enabled the same randomly generated values to be

accessed in different mappings, and event or method arguments. Variables

do not conflict with the Dynamic Brushes state machine model; however,

effective use of variables requires an understanding of additional compu-

tational concepts, including data storage and symbolic naming. Therefore,

addition of variables to the Dynamic Brushes language would have to be

weighed against the additional learning challenges they would create.
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To what degree do the models of Para and Dynamic Brushes align objec-

tives of manual artists?

The background interviews and evaluation discussions established that

manual artists, while deeply invested in concrete practices, also think

about their processes in systematic and formal ways. This suggests that

the concept of programming as a mechanism for formal representation

does not inherently conflict with manual art creation. Para and Dynamic

Brushes provide an opportunity to examine how two specific programming

models, declarative constraints and state machines, may align or conflict

with both the mindsets and the objectives of manual artists.

At a basic level, Para ’s constraints were more intuitive to manual artists

than Dynamic Brushes ’ state machine. Artists described Para as famil-

iar, intuitive, and reminiscent of traditional tools and media. Conversely,

artists considered the Dynamic Brushes Drawing interface to be familiar

but required time to learn the authoring environment and programming

model. At this point, it ’s unclear if the intuitive quality of Para in compar-

ison with Dynamic Brushes demonstrated its alignment with the mindsets

of manual artists themselves or was a reflection of the intuitive nature of

declarative constraints in general, especially when compared to

state machines.

Some aesthetic relationships were much easier for manual artists to ex-

press in Para than in Dynamic Brushes. The most significant of these was

the ability to describe a range. In both studies, situations arose where

artists wanted to create a constraint that targeted a specific range of values,

for example, mapping hue exclusively to shades of blue or constraining

rotation between 0 and 45 degrees. In Dynamic Brushes, artists struggled

to do this for two reasons. First, the model contained no built-in mapping

function and defining a range of values in a property mapping required the

artists to write a relatively complex mathematical expression. Second, be-

cause the range of possible values in a mapping was expressed numerically

rather than visually, generating the desired range was often unintuitive.

For example, one artist repeatedly experimented with a brush design be-

fore discovering the correct expression that would constrain hue values to

shades of blue. Conversely, Para ’s model enabled the visual expression of

ranges by default. To produce a desired range, all an artist had to do was

create a list-based constraint or duplicator and then manually set the prop-

erty of the reference objects to the desired minimum and maximum values.

These values could be set through direct manipulation transformation

tools or UI components, and in the process the artist received immediate

visual feedback on the results of interpolating across the selected range.
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It is also important to examine Dynamic Brushes ’ and Para ’s models with

respect to the types of manual art they were designed around— bitmap

drawing and vector graphics. As mathematically defined forms, vector

graphics have the benefit of unambiguous high-level geometric and stylis-

tic properties, which are well suited to procedural representation and

manipulation. Bitmap images also have discrete properties, but these are

most commonly represented as collections of pixels or distributions of

numerical data, like a histogram. Procedural manipulation of bitmaps

generally requires artists to deal with lower-level representations than

vectors; therefore, vector graphics present a lower bar than bitmap draw-

ing for providing artists with access to straight-forward, intuitive forms

of procedural manipulation. That said, vector graphics can conflict with

manual drawing. Bitmap drawing environments often are compatible

with or specifically designed to support manual drawing with a stylus,

and therefore, more closely reflect physical painting and sketching. Vector

editing systems, while highly expressive for many forms of art and design,

often emphasize drawing regular shapes or creating Bezier curves. This

reduces expressiveness when it comes to gestural forms of drawing. The

limitations of vector graphics were reflected both in the evaluations of Para

and subsequent interviews with manual artists who felt restricted by the

regular forms and clean lines. This feedback was one of the primary fac-

tors motivating the development of Dynamic Brushes around stylus-based

bitmap drawing. The Dynamic Brushes model, while more complex and

less intuitive than Para, was designed to extend drawing with a stylus, and

therefore, did a better job of preserving the variation and stylistic diversity

of traditional forms of manual drawing.

Figure 6.3: Comparison of the learning
affordances of Para (green) and Dynamic
Brushes (blue), drawn from analysis of
artist feedback, artwork, and surveys. The
darker the color, the greater each system
supports a given practice.

Para and Dynamic Brushes suggest several different pathways for matching

procedural models to manual art. There are situations in which artists are

either disinterested or unable to invest effort to learn programming. In

such cases, systems that contain a small set of procedural constructs that

are compatible with a specific digital art domain can provide people with

access to many of the opportunities of procedural art without requiring

them to learn an entirely new model. The trade-off is that this approach

will have a lower ceiling in terms of computational expressiveness than

tools with representational procedural descriptions and will likely provide

artists with less procedural control over some of the finer points of manual
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expression. Alternatively, if the goal is to support intuitive entry and still

provide opportunities for relatively complex procedural control, it may

be productive to develop systems that augment procedural relationships

that can be defined exclusively through direct manipulation along with

concepts that benefit from some external representation—for example

complex mathematical expressions, variables, or imperative sequences.

Such tools will require more learning on the part of the artist, but they also

may provide opportunities to scaffold that learning by enabling artists to

experiment with complex procedural structures through direct manipula-

tion. This idea is in line with Kay ’s theory that direct manipulation might

aid in the learning process of representational systems by helping peo-

ple to develop mental maps of abstract concepts (1990). Para suggests a

starting point for both of these pathways.

A third pathway, suggested by Dynamic Brushes, is to design a model

that takes advantage of complex procedural concepts and structures to

enable expressive procedural manipulation of the core properties of a

given manual practice. In the case of Dynamic Brushes, this involved

developing a model that enabled artists to control line style and geometry

in response to gestural drawing data and discrete events over time and

space. A variant of Dynamic Brushes that targeted painting might focus

instead on controlling brush texture and hardness in response to stylus

physics. This pathway has the advantage of providing artists with a wide

range of computational expressiveness and a diversity of outcomes, while

remaining relevant to the aesthetics of the original manual practice. The

tradeoff is that more complex procedural structures will require additional

learning support. It is also unlikely that this approach will produce models

that reflect the way manual artists already think, because the process

of manipulating procedural representations of line, form, and color is

fundamentally different from physical control. Yet it is important to point

out that programming and manual art are different mediums, and more

importantly, artists are individuals who vary widely in how they think

about their practice. The goal of building a universal procedural model that

is highly intuitive and highly expressive for all manual artists ignores this

reality. Some forms of computational expressiveness will inevitably require

that artists learn new models and mindsets. Given adequate support,

learning new mindsets can also offer creative opportunities in itself.

Overall, procedural systems for manual artists that aim to provide ad-

vanced computational capacity should emphasize selecting procedural

functionality that is compatible with aesthetics and practices of a specific

domain of manual creation. It also should focus on scaffolding the learning

process. I discuss ways of doing this in the following subsection. In addi-

tion, if sufficiently expressive, such tools may offer artists the opportunity
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to develop new procedural structures and systems that directly reflect their

personal practices and ways of thinking. This is one of the most powerful

creative opportunities offered by programming.

6.1.2 Integrating artwork and representation

The procedural models for Para and Dynamic Brushes were influenced by

the interfaces through which they are expressed. The design of each model

is based on core interface and interaction goals set out at the start of each

project. With Para, the goal was to enable artists to create procedural art

exclusively through the direct manipulation of artwork. As a result, Para

contains no external procedural representation. The procedural func-

tionality in Para is restricted to concepts that can be visualized directly

on-top of vector artwork and then manipulated through established direct-

manipulation tools and interface components. For Dynamic Brushes, the

original goal was to create a unified system for artists to both create and

apply drawing tools. Because tools represent a mechanism to produce art-

work, rather than relationships between artwork, the system was designed

with an interface for tool creation that was separate from the artwork itself.

As a result, Dynamic Brushes contains a procedural representation that

is separate from the artwork. The decision to move to an external repre-

sentation in Dynamic Brushes following the development of Para is not

considered evidence of the expressive limits of procedural direct manip-

ulation in comparison to external representations. Like their respective

procedural models, the interfaces and representational structure of Para

and Dynamic Brushes is a reflection of each system ’s original goals and the

envisioned needs of artists using each system. Rather than advocate for the

superiority of either approach, comparison of the two systems provides an

opportunity to examine tradeoffs in separating or integrating procedural

and manual interfaces in terms of learning, creation, organization,

and reflection.

As a starting point, it is useful to unpack the different design approaches

of each system with regards to creating simple interactions and interfaces.

The lack of an external representation in Para reduced the overall com-

plexity of the interface. Compared to Dynamic Brushes, this reduced the

amount of initial learning to operate the system. However, moving the

vast majority of Dynamic Brushes ’ procedural functionality to a separate

interface also allowed for simplification of the Dynamic Brushes drawing

interface. The benefits of this simplicity were remarked upon by the artists

multiple times during the Dynamic Brushes study. Furthermore, there is

evidence that Para ’s integrated interface became challenging when work-
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ing with large numbers of lists and constraints. Although Para ’s panel for

document structure contained a mechanism to visualize constraint struc-

ture, it often was insufficient when artists used the system for complex

compositions. By comparison, Dynamic Brushes ’ flowchart-like represen-

tation of procedural functionality was capable of representing both simple

expressions and complex behaviors.

Organizational challenges are not unique to procedural art tools. Non-

procedural digital tools also can make it challenging for artists to manage

complex artwork, parse document structure, and make relevant selec-

tions (Perteneder et al., 2015; Gogia, 2016). Furthermore prior work sug-

gests that borrowing computational organizational structures and leverag-

ing external representations can alleviate some of the challenges involved

in managing and selecting complex digital artwork (Xia et al., 2016, 2017).

Tools like Para that emphasize direct manipulation of procedural rela-

tionships may still benefit from an external representation for organizing

complex artwork.

Another side effect of integrating artwork and representation is that the

process expands the roles that the artwork itself can play. In Para, vector

objects could constitute artwork for example, components of the finished

composition; control mechanisms, for example, a means of specifying the

value for a constraint on other objects; or occupy both roles simultane-

ously. The idea of artwork as interface suggests the opportunity for artists

to develop their own interface components as they create procedural

compositions. In practice, however, artists I worked with did not take ad-

vantage of this opportunity. In studies with Para, I never observed people

creating vector objects to exclusively act as control elements even though

this technique was demonstrated in training sessions. Furthermore, one

artist actually found the idea of using arbitrary objects to control the ap-

pearance of separate collections of artwork confusing. She was able to use

lists most effectively when I restructured them to support

internal constraints.

Dynamic Brushes had fewer opportunities for artists to create and cus-

tomize interface components. Artists could customize how the values of

built-in interface elements, for example, the color picker and the sliders,

affected brush behavior, but it did not enable artists to manipulate be-

haviors by manipulating artwork. It was apparent that the artists valued

the ability to control behaviors through built in UI elements and consid-

ered it useful to provide them with additional flexibility in the layout and

structure of these elements. Yet there was no indication that artists felt

that the structure of the artwork itself should dictate the behavior of the

brush. It is possible that enabling artists to use artwork as an interface may
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over-complicate the already challenging task of integrating procedural

concepts into manual artwork. It may be most useful to provide flexible

control over UI elements like sliders, knobs, and graphs, that allow artists

to “physically” and visually tweak procedural properties. Hartmann et al.’s

Juxtapose system provides an example of how this approach is effective in

the domain of interface and interaction development (2008). Alternatively,

artwork as interface may be a more relevant or obvious concept when cre-

ating interactive artifacts. A good example of this is the Apparatus system,

which is aimed at creating interactive diagrams (Schachman, 2015).

Whether textual or graphical, code can simultaneously serve as a func-

tional object and as a record of ideas and process. The ability to review

and reflect on this record can provide powerful opportunities for learn-

ing and insight, both for the people who created the code, and for people

who read code created by others. Although the artists who worked with

Para described how the tool enabled new forms of exploration and ex-

pression, there was no evidence that Para provided them with a broader

understanding of programming or digital functionality. Yet both Ben and

Fish articulated specific insights that emerged from working with Dynamic

Brushes, including Ben’s description of how all procedural mappings were

arbitrary, and Fish’s realization that all behaviors essentially boiled down

to different mechanisms for adding pixels to the canvas. These moments

of reflection demonstrate the potential of programming to generate new

ideas, and to encourage new ways of seeing.

The potential of external representations to encourage learning leads to a

significant limitation of the Dynamic Brushes interface. In both learning

and creating, effective programming environments must provide feedback

to the programmer about how the program is actually operating. As Victor

puts it: “if a programmer cannot see what a program is doing, she can ’t

understand it.” Victor (2012b). In its current iteration, Dynamic Brushes

presents creators with the challenge of both designing brushes and creat-

ing art with them, yet it provides little information about how a brush is

actually operating while in use. The comparison of the learning curve of

Para to Dynamic Brushes makes the depth of this challenge very apparent

and suggests that procedural tools that incorporate an external represen-

tation must also contain structures for visualizing and communicating

program functionality.

Fortunately, observing artists work with Dynamic Brushes provided insight

into what this feedback structure might look like. First, the system should

enable inspection of brush properties. On the most basic level, this would

involve numerical displays of the current property values of a brush when

it is in operation. However, a better approach would be to display these
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values graphically, in a manner similar to generator visualizations. Second,

the system should indicate the current state of an operating brush, both

in the authoring interface and the drawing interface. This could be as

simple as highlighting the current state block in the authoring interface

and displaying the name of the current state at the top of the canvas in the

drawing interface. Because some state transitions occur instantaneously,

the system should also indicate the previous state and potentially possible

future states. Third, because behaviors of Dynamic Brushes are time-

based, the system should provide artists with the ability to visualize brush

functionality as it changes over time. To achieve this, the system could

enable the artist to record their use of a brush, and then enable them to

view this recording step-by-step in conjunction with a visualization of

changes in state and property values in the behavior. The ability to record

and simulate execution is also important because it is often difficult to

simultaneously operate and debug a system in real time. Overall providing

feedback on the functionality of a tool or behavior is essential, not just in

supporting learning, but in furthering the creative objectives of the artists

who use the system.

6.1.3 Audiences and outcomes

Building effective systems is dependent on a good understanding of the

intended audience and a clear envisioning of the expected outcomes of

the system. Broadly, Para and Dynamic Brushes were developed to support

the practices of manual artists and the creation of artwork that combined

procedural and manual imagery and aesthetics. These objectives speak to

a wide range of potential audiences and outcomes. This section compares

the original objectives of each system, with respect to the kinds of people

who were actually invested in using the system within the studies, and the

types of artifacts they created.

Audience

Para ’s targeted audience was illustrators, graphic artists, and other 2D

visual artists. The system was intended to support the production of 2D

vector artwork. Dynamic Brushes was intended to be used by people who

create art by drawing with a pen, pencil, paintbrush, or stylus, and it was

expected that people would produce static bitmap drawings with the

system. Study results demonstrate how both systems were appealing to

people who were representative of the intended audience. It is important

to recognize that all artists in this research had prior interest, if not ex-

pertise, in procedural art and programming. This research cannot speak

to Para ’s or Dynamic Brushes’ appeal to people with no prior interest in
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procedural creation; however, this was never an objective. The studies do

demonstrate specific procedural applications that were appealing to differ-

ent kinds of manual artists, for example, color-blending experimentation

and physical paintbrush simulation for painters, and compositional rep-

etition and variation for illustrators. These applications provide insight

about future pathways for developing procedural tools for specific manual

domains. In addition, they suggest ways of communicating the affordances

and benefits of procedural tools to manual artists who are unfamiliar with

procedural art altogether.

Another way of describing the intended audience of Para and Dynamic

Brushes is: “manual artists who are interested in procedural art, but de-

terred by the challenges of learning programming”. Some might question

if this audience even exists. If procedural art is “art created through pro-

gramming”, why would it be of interest to artists who are not interested in

learning programming to begin with?

This question presents a fallacy, because assumes that the reason man-

ual artists avoid learning programming is because they are uninterested

in its applications. In reality, artists may avoid learning programming for

many reasons, including restrictions that existing programming systems

pose on established practices, cultural and social barriers in traditional

computer science education, and the perception that some people lack

the intellectual capacity to learn programming. The question also is only

valid if programming is framed exclusively as the process of writing a series

of instructions and hitting compile— a process that is directly in conflict

with manual creation. Yet this description of programming, while accurate

for some aspects of the practice, does nothing to convey programming

’s creative or intellectual opportunities. Programming also is a mecha-

nism to organize and manipulate complex systems, a means to construct

dynamic and generative artifacts, and a tool to support procedural and

abstract forms of thinking. Interviews with artists and depth-based studies

demonstrate some overlap among the creative, intellectual, and reflective

properties of programming and the perspectives and objectives of man-

ual artists. The appeal of the alternative procedural structures of Para and

Dynamic Brushes for artists who previously struggled with programming

reaffirms the capacity of computation to support a broad range of mind-

sets, processes, and values. Furthermore, it demonstrates the substantial

creative opportunities of developing procedural systems for people who

don’t fit the stereotypical depiction of a programmer.

Outcomes

Para and Dynamic Brushes were both designed to create 2D static art-

work. This objective was designed to reflect established forms of art in both
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manual and procedural domains, such as pen and ink drawings, digital

illustrations, and procedurally generated prints. Each system also was de-

signed so that artwork that was created using it could be incorporated into

works created with other tools. Para enabled illustrations to be exported as

SVG files and imported into other vector editing tools like Illustrator and

Inkscape. Likewise, Dynamic Brushes enabled drawings to be exported as

high-resolution transparent PNG images and imported into bitmap tools

like Photoshop or GIMP. Across the studies, artists successfully used both

approaches and created work exclusively in Para or Dynamic Brushes or

created work using the tools to generate assets that were further trans-

formed in third-party software. This demonstrates how Para and Dynamic

Brushes can function both as self-contained 2D art creation tools and as

components of a multi-tool workflow.

There also were applications of Para and Dynamic Brushes that emerged

beyond their original design objectives. Both artists in the Dynamic

Brushes study used the tool to create animations, and one artist used it

to create assets for an interactive web-page. Although none of the Para

artists used the system to produce animations, the systems ’ ability to flu-

idly control change in multiple objects by manipulating a single element

of a composition provided a strong suggestion of animation-based ap-

plications. The fact that both Para and Dynamic Brushes encourage the

creation of motion-based artifacts is not incidental. Rather, it speaks to the

potential of procedural tools to encourage liveness, movement and respon-

siveness even when these outcomes are not directly supported by a system.

Future work could examine how dynamic tool creation and dynamic direct

manipulation might broaden the practice and diversity of participation in

performative, animated, and interactive forms of procedural art.

6.2 Recommendations for Broadening Practice and Participation

in Procedural Art

Dynamic Brushes and Para were developed to explore three research ques-

tions. This section revisits each of these questions and outlines design

principles and recommendations for supporting manual artists in expres-

sive, accessible, and learnable forms of procedural art creation.
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6.2.1 How can we create procedural art systems that are engaging, ac-

cessible and expressive for people with experience in manual art?

Develop procedural systems that incorporate interface and interaction

paradigms from manual tools and practices.

Rather than introduce manual artists to entirely unfamiliar interfaces,

Para and Dynamic Brushes extended interface paradigms from manual

tools. This approach demonstrated several important benefits. First, it

aligned procedural functionality with prior skills and practices of manual

artists, enabling them to leverage established skills and working styles.

Second, introducing manual artists to procedural creation through familiar

interfaces can encourage exploration into unfamiliar functionality. This

was reflected by Fish ’s description of how the familiarity of the Dynamic

Brushes drawing interface instilled confidence when transitioning to the

authoring environment. Third, using established manual art tools as a

foundation can guide system designers in selecting procedural models

and interaction structures that are compatible with specific manual prac-

tices, as demonstrated by the design methodologies of Para and Dynamic

Brushes. This approach also has the benefit of making it easy to integrate

other components from manual tools in response to the needs of the artist,

such as when opacity control and blend mode was rapidly integrated into

Para. However, designers must also be careful in choosing to extend digital

interfaces and interactions. Some digital art tools, like vector editing, can

be restrictive for certain types of manual art. Designers should take care to

extend digital interfaces that preserve the kinds of manual expressiveness

important to their target audience.

Iterate on system functionality with the goal of supporting specific

artistic applications.

When attempting to develop expressive procedural tools, designers can

optimize for several different kinds of expressiveness. These include com-

putational power, the ability to produce a wide variety of artifacts and

outcomes, and the ability to produce diverse works in style and appear-

ance. As Para and Dynamic Brushes indicate, traditional computational

expressiveness is meaningless for manual artists if not directly linked to the

ability to create compelling artwork. Therefore, system designers should

evaluate and refine the procedural functionality of a tool by examining the

kinds of artifacts and aesthetics it supports.

The process of refining a procedural tool can be supported through sample

applications. Silver ’s (2014) concept of a sample project space is particu-

larly relevant here. Examples that are too similar will result in a system that

supports a limited range of outcomes, whereas examples that are visually
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impressive and extremely complex to create will produce a system that

is challenging to learn. Instead it is important to inform the design pro-

cess through a variety of different examples that demonstrate simple and

complex approaches to creating different styles and outcomes.

Recognize the importance of depth-based evaluation.

In the process of developing two novel software systems, this research

demonstrated an evaluation methodology where professional artists pro-

vide feedback on a system and contribute to its development by making

finished artwork. This depth-based approach presents many challenges. It

requires developing systems that are robust enough to support extended

professional practice, and it also involves additional engineering work dur-

ing the study itself. It also requires the participation of artists who work in

non-procedural domains and are willing to develop artwork with an ex-

perimental tool and document and discuss their experiences while doing

so. Despite these challenges, this research demonstrates how depth-based

engagement provides unique opportunities and produces forms of knowl-

edge not offered by other forms of evaluation.

In research where the objective is to understand the learnability and the

expressiveness of a tool, it is essential to observe people in different stages

of learning and practice. The extended study period enabled artists to

spend sufficient time learning the systems and master many aspects of the

tool. The effects of these extended learning periods were made apparent

through the major improvements in the sophistication of artwork created

in the second week of the depth-based studies compared to work pro-

duced in the first week. The work from the second week of each study also

more closely resembled each artists’ personal style than work from the first

week. Similarly the feedback artists provided about the relevance and chal-

lenges of each system reflected different levels of learning. Artists began

by focusing on challenges in the interface and struggles with procedural

concepts, and gradually transitioned to questions about the broader artis-

tic implications of the system, and reflections on the relationship between

programming and art production.

Depth-based studies also reveal limitations of a system that only emerge

through extended use. The Para study demonstrated how the system re-

quired alternative organizational tools once the artist’s artwork reached a

certain level of complexity. A short-term study may highlight initial learn-

ing challenges but will not demonstrate how tools enable artists to develop

expertise, nor demonstrate the kinds of opportunities and limitations that

emerge when practitioners have developed a degree of expertise.

Another advantage of the depth-based approach is that it can reveal new
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creative opportunities that were not originally considered by the system

designers. This was most clearly demonstrated in the animation and

motion-graphic work that emerged at the end of the Dynamic Brushes

studies. Furthermore, a focus on depth of engagement rather than breadth,

enables researchers and developers to rapidly iterate on the design of a

system in response to the objectives and needs of the people using the tool.

This process improves alignment of tools with specific art applications

and adds to the satisfaction artists can experience when collaborating with

programmers.

Depth-based evaluations result in a multi-dimensional understanding of

how a tool performs during extended use. Evaluating how people learn,

apply, and reflect on a creative tool over time is an essential component

of developing effective, engaging, and expressive tools for application in

communities of practice.

6.2.2 How can procedural art systems contribute to the process of learn-

ing and understanding representational tools?

As chapters two and three demonstrate, applying programming to art

creation is challenging. This difficulty can be described as two distinct

problems. The first is that existing languages and systems provide abstrac-

tions that are not effective or expressive for a given domain of manual art.

Strategies for designing effective abstractions for manual art are addressed

in section 6.1.1. The second problem is that programming itself is diffi-

cult to learn. Manual artists, like many people, lack experience with core

computational concepts and ways of thinking. In part, this is because pro-

gramming is not taught as core subject in most primary education in the

way that writing, math, and science, and to a lesser extent—art, are taught.

Not all artists need to learn programming, but many are interested in in-

corporating procedural techniques in their work. Strategies for designing

effective procedural art tools for artists without prior programming experi-

ence should therefore include support for the critical processes of learning

and understanding aspects of programming.

Enable complexity and diversity through recombination of a select

number of expressive building blocks.

Complex programming syntax conventions and lengthy APIs are partic-

ularly problematic for some artists because of the steep learning curve

they produce. When developing computational tools for young people,

Resnick and Silverman avoid the threshold issue altogether by arguing

that “a little bit of programming goes a long way” and focusing on tools
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that provide children with a small set of basic computational elements

that support a wide variety of applications (2005). In many ways Para and

Dynamic Brushes reflect a similar approach. Each system is built around

small number of procedural concepts that enable complexity and diverse

outcomes. In the case of Para, this approach reduced the learning thresh-

old in comparison to text-based procedural tools, while still supporting

meaningful creative outcomes for professionals. In Dynamic Brushes, the

focus on property mappings, states, and transitions enabled both simple

and complex behaviors to be created from the same basic building blocks.

This meant that artists were not required to learn numerous additional

computational concepts in order to explore increasingly complex behav-

iors.

Simple computational building blocks can offer a great deal of expressive

power, yet selecting the correct building blocks is a complex process. The

previous sections describe strategies for developing meaningful and ap-

proachable computational models for manual artists. These strategies are

most effective when applied through a process of iterative development

and evaluation. An inevitable part of the iterative design process is that it

often involves trying out things that end up not working. Prior versions of

Para and Dynamic Brushes contain procedural functionality that proved to

be ineffective when actually tested with people, and was subsequently dis-

carded. Within the broader context of research involving human-computer

interaction, discarding functionality can be anathema when accompanied

by the pressure to publish. Despite this, nothing reveals the learning chal-

lenges of a tool more quickly and clearly than actually observing people

interacting with it.

Introduce tools alongside other structures that support learning

Tools, valuable as they are, are only one component to support learning.

People learn in in different ways (Turkle and Papert, 1992), and effective

learning environments should provide a variety of resources and oppor-

tunities for engagement, instruction, and participation.Templates and

examples for representational programming can enable artists to quickly

begin creating projects and explore the applications of a tool without hav-

ing to understand all of the tool ’s functionality. It is also important to

identify the obscure computational concepts in a system and to structure

instruction sessions that introduce these concepts one at a time and let

people experiment in the presence of a facilitator. Introducing too many

aspects of a system at once can result in people becoming avoid becoming

overwhelmed and demotivated. As a side note, when working to identify

non-obvious computational concepts, it is helpful to consult with people

who are inexperienced programmers. State machines can seem like an

obvious concept to software engineers, but are often foreign to others.
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It’s also important to provide opportunities for learners to reflect and dis-

cuss their experience with other people. Incidentally, the regular interview

sessions with artists over the course of the study provided a space for this

reflection. At one point, Fish described how the conversations played an

important role in his learning process:

It was like meta reflection. You would point out things that I wasn’t

necessarily seeing.

Fish later compared our conversations to his experience of creating work

in a community of artists. He described how the ability to show work to

others and receive feedback yielded insights or revealed new aspects of

a piece that would not have occurred working in isolation. Learning via

dialog and reflection was a positive byproduct of the Dynamic Brushes

evaluation methodology. To better support artists’ learning in the future,

successive iterations of this methodology should seek to actively support

this process.

In considering other ways to support procedural learning, it also is im-

portant to reflect on how the progress of successful learning is evaluated.

Neither artist in the Dynamic Brushes study emerged with complete un-

derstanding of the system. This was not considered a failure. Because

learning abstraction takes time (Kay, 1993) it was assumed at the beginning

of the study that artists would not learn all procedural aspects of Dynamic

Brushes. More importantly, the study focused on other measures to indi-

cate successful learning. Observing people applying previously unfamiliar

procedural concepts to personally meaningful projects or expressing en-

thusiasm for continuing to work with a procedural tool are important

measures of a positive computational learning experience. As Brennan

and Resnick demonstrate, compelling projects, intrinsic motivation, and

an understanding of the relevance of programming to personal goals can

often be better indicators of learning and engagement than evidence of

computational thinking alone (2012).

6.2.3 How can we support different ways of thinking and creating with

representational mediums?

The overarching focus of this research was to broaden practice and par-

ticipation in procedural art by finding ways to support manual artists in

procedural creation. Efforts to diversify existing communities of practice

offer equivalent benefits for established practitioners and new partici-

pants. New practitioners in a community often enable a community as a
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whole to broaden perspectives and attitudes, and can lead to new types of

artifacts. Diversification is particularly valuable for artists and program-

mers because they are groups of people who focus on trying new things

and pushing the limits of existing structures. This final discussion sec-

tion describes approaches for fostering a diversity of ways of thinking and

creating with representational tools and mediums.

Foster ecosystems of tools

In light of the challenges of learning multiple tools or programming lan-

guages and difficulties working with multiple tools, it can be tempting to

try to design “one (computational) ring to rule them all”; in other words,

a system that enables expressive computational creation across a broad

range of domains and applications. This approach is theoretically ap-

pealing, but impractical and uninteresting when applied to real-world

creation. Computation as a whole is continually evolving and changing.

More importantly, people are continually changing, and different creators

expect different affordances from their tools. The rate at which new cre-

ative technologies are being developed and the diversity of individual

artistic practices suggests that one master model of interaction or one uni-

versal programming language is unlikely to scale for new people and new

technologies.

An better approach is to work to foster ecosystems of tools. This requires

developing tools that accept, and even embrace the fact that there are

trade-offs between different interface paradigms, interaction structures

and programming models. Doing so can enable the development of tools

that allow people to engage with computational creation at different levels

of investment, with different forms of complexity, and in ways that embody

different values. Domain-specific systems can enable specific forms of

expression which would be diluted or obscured by general purpose tools.

Therefore, rather than attempting to optimize tools across numerous

unrelated domains and practices, designers should develop tools with

respect to domain knowledge in a select number of interconnected fields.

The term ecosystem implies more than a diversity of computational tools.

It also involves developing methods to foster relationships between dif-

ferent tools. The design of new tools should demonstrate an awareness of

other tools and resources within the ecosystem. This doesn’t mean that all

software should be able to read and write to all possible file formats. Rather

designers should make deliberate choices about the ways in which creators

can transfer information in and out of a tool, and how these processes con-

nect to specific applications and workflows. Ecosystems also suggest life

and growth, therefore tools must be actively maintained and changed to

reflect the emerging needs of people who use them.
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It is important to emphasize that building and maintaining an interacting,

evolving system is contingent on empowering new people to build their

own tools. This can take many different forms. It includes building on

efforts to increase diversity in computer science, which can translate to a

better representation of different kinds of people in mainstream software

engineering. It also creating requires systems that make it feasible for

practitioners to make their own tools. At the end of the day, the person with

the best understanding of the creative needs of a particular artist is the

artist themselves.

Treat artists as collaborators, not users

As previously stated, creating effective tools requires an understanding

of the kinds of artifacts they support. Therefore, systems engineers must

devote a portion of their time to testing out their tools by actually making

things with them. It can be extremely challenging however to effectively

transition between tool creation and artifact creation. Despite the inter-

dependence between creating systems and creating artwork, these two

practices involve different skills, and require different forms of evaluation.

This tension is one of the reasons that evaluating tools with artists is so

valuable. As experts in artifact creation, artists can push tools to their lim-

its, apply them in unexpected ways, and reveal concrete affordances and

deficiencies.

In the field of Human-Computer-Interaction, it’s common to refer to the

people who test out a system as ”users”. In my conversations with Fish, he

described why he disliked this term:

It implies dependence. I think the people that use these tools are indepen-

dent and we have no business calling them that. We have no right to say that

we’re informing their experience. They create their experience.

Fish ’s statement demonstrates how the term user suggests that it is the

software that defines a person ’s experience, rather than the person them-

selves. Moreover the term user also reduces a person’s creative agency

within the context of human-computer interaction research by implying

that the only person engaged in a creative act is the researcher or designer

of the system. For the purposes of this research, that depiction is inaccu-

rate. Both system designers and artists possess different and potentially

complementary forms of expertise, and both are capable of meaningful

creative contributions over the course of the research. As the evaluations of

Para and Dynamic Brushes demonstrate, the artifacts produced by artists

directly shape future applications of the system. Furthermore, in-depth

discussions with artists about the process of using a system do more than

enable system designers to correct misconceptions or provide technical
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insights. They provide system designers with new ideas about making and

creativity, ideas that significantly improve the system designers’ abilities to

develop novel, diverse, and creative technologies.

An alternative way of framing the approach to system development that is

outlined in this dissertation, is as a creative collaboration. In this collab-

oration, the artist and the engineer work together to produce three out-

comes: a system, a collection of artwork, and a body of knowledge about

how programming can support creative practice. Framing the artist as a

collaborator rather than a user is more than a semantic nicety. The ways in

which people describe the roles of participants shape their perception of

what is and is not expected of them, and therefore, can affect the work they

produce and the statements they make. Similarly, the ways engineers and

researchers refer to the people who use their tools reflect their view of the

abilities and agency of those people, and therefore, affects the choices they

make in designing those tools. This generalization extends to reporting

results as well, where choice of words can influence how readers perceive

the value of different people ’s contributions to the work itself.
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7

Conclusion

The final chapter of this dissertation reflects on potential future projects

and discusses the contributions of this work to the broader field of sys-

tems engineering research. The chapter begins by looking at additional

domains of artistic practice that might benefit from the approaches of Para

and Dynamic Brushes, and proposes alternative design and evaluation

methodologies that may further enable the development of expressive

computational tools for manual practitioners. This is followed by a dis-

cussion of the implications of artificial intelligence for artists. The chapter

presents a series of questions that address how we might offer new cre-

ative opportunities through artificial intelligence without reducing human

artistic agency. The chapter concludes by demonstrating the value of mul-

tidisciplinary knowledge in systems engineering and advocating for the

importance of supporting people from non-traditional computer science

backgrounds in building systems of their own.

7.1 Opportunities for Future Work

In addition to enabling new artifacts and experiences, and contributing

new knowledge, another measure of a research project’s success is its abil-

ity to hint at new pathways for creation and investigation. In their current

state, Dynamic Brushes and Para offer meaningful forms of engagement.

However, the process of developing and evaluating both systems also

suggested opportunities for future research. This section describes three

avenues of future work: opportunities for broader deployment and eval-

uation, developing systems for dynamic artifact production, and artistic

production as research.
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7.1.1 Breadth-based Evaluation

The depth based studies had many advantages, yet they also had the lim-

itation of reflecting the viewpoints and experiences of a relatively small

number of artists. Going forward, it would be valuable to compare the

results of these initial evaluations with experiences from a broader com-

munity of practitioners.

This breadth-based evaluation could take several forms. One approach

would be to conduct in-person workshops with larger groups of artists.

This approach would enable the systems to be evaluated by a larger num-

ber of people, and hopefully produce a greater variety of finished artwork,

without requiring significant amounts of additional engineering. Further-

more, it would provide the opportunity to observe people working with

Para and Dynamic Brushes in a group, which would provide opportunities

for dialog between artists throughout the creative process, and potentially

enable additional forms of collaboration. Workshops could also be struc-

tured so that the same group of artists have the opportunity to work with

both systems and compare them.

Another opportunity for evaluation with a broader audience would in-

volve making the systems freely available general public. This strategy

corresponds with the approach of many prior creative coding tools and

frameworks. It’s important to point out however, that effective deployment

of a new system for public use requires many support structures. Public

deployment would require significant engineering efforts to make each

system more robust and compatible with different platforms and browsers.

In the case of Dynamic Brushes, it would require improving the server

architecture to support larger numbers of creators, whereas Para would

require better ways of saving and storing people’s artwork. Additionally,

public deployment requires the creation of online documentation and

tutorials, and involves providing channels for people to ask questions and

receive assistance. Finally, from a research perspective, public deployment

also requires developing mechanisms for collecting information from peo-

ple online, a process which brings up different concerns about privacy

and attribution. Prior examples of “in the wild” evaluation of systems and

hardware demonstrate the unique research opportunities of public de-

ployment (Buechley and Hill, 2010; Qi et al., 2016). Yet, this process also

requires laborious engineering of many standard software features, and

may require a lengthy period of initial development before useful infor-

mation is generated. Rather than release the system as a standalone piece
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of software, an alternative approach is to work with industry partners to

incorporate aspects of a system into existing software. Because Para and

Dynamic Brushes incorporate interface components from existing digital

art and design tools, they have the potential to be incorporated directly

into the systems that they extend. This approach would have the benefit of

reaching a large audience, because established software platforms already

have a large community of practitioners. The challenge of this approach is

that existing software platforms have established technical standards and

interaction paradigms that can conflict with the functionality of a system

developed in research. This is especially true for research that focuses on

innovations in interface and interaction design; it’s generally more chal-

lenging, and potentially more contentious to to adapt the interface of an

existing piece of software than to incorporate a new filter or effect.

Both stand-alone deployment or incorporation into existing software pose

challenges, but they also offer significant advantages. Releasing a tool to

the public offers the opportunity to generate feedback and and artwork

from a significantly larger community of artists and gain an understanding

of how a system performs in an ecologically valid context. Furthermore,

many promising systems developed in research contexts never see the

light of day. Investing the effort to continue past the stage of the prototype

would allow for a broader range of people to actively benefit from the

results of systems engineering research.

7.1.2 Dynamic Artifacts

Although Para and Dynamic Brushes were developed as a tools for creating

static artwork, they offer potential starting points for other forms of pro-

cedural creation. Parametric constraints are often applied to the design

of physical objects, therefore as a parametric tool, Para lends itself to CAD

applications. The familiarity of Para’s interface for people with experience

in vector graphics, combined with the system’s emphasis on producing

ornate 2D patterns, suggests the opportunity to apply Para to the design of

ornamental patterns and designs for physical objects. Textile and clothing

design might be a particularly fruitful domain of exploration.

Another potential domain is animation. Both Para and Dynamic Brushes

enable dynamic control over multiple visual elements. Furthermore, while

designed to support static artwork, the process of working with both tool

produces animation-like effects, and in the case of Dynamic Brushes,

encourages artists to produce actual animations. These qualities suggest

that both systems could be modified to support generative animation
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and motion graphics. Migrating either Para or Dynamic Brushes towards

animation would provide the opportunity to explore new ways of enabling

artists to dynamically control how artwork changes over time. Procedural

animation would also pose new challenges and raise new questions with

regards to integrating manual and procedural creation. Possible questions

include: What interfaces most effectively represent time-based procedural

relationships? How can procedural systems enable artists to preview the

effect of a procedural relationship over the course of an entire animation?

How can procedural models be designed that are both expressive and

approachable for people working in traditional forms of animation?

Perhaps the most exciting domains to consider are those that offer the po-

tential for entirely new art-forms. In both procedural and manual art there

are subsets of practitioners who engage in live performance. These artists

create drawings, paintings, or computationally-produced compositions

in real time in front of an audience. The liveness of the Dynamic Brushes

programming language, combined with the speed of stylus-based drawing

suggest the potential to extend these performance-based art forms, by en-

abling artists to create live compositions that blend procedural and manual

creation. Developing Dynamic Brushes as a performance tool would of-

fer the opportunity to incorporate other forms of sensors or input devices

that would enable artists to physically shape the artwork in real time, or

experiment with supporting multiple artists working collaboratively. Fi-

nally, applying Dynamic Brushes to performance would act as a forcing

function to modify the programming representation to the point where

artists can re-configure or build new tools without disrupting the flow of

the performance itself.

7.1.3 Artistic Production as Research

The design and evaluation methodologies of this dissertation stress the

importance of collaboration with artists. Any future research in applying

either system to other domains of artistic practice would therefore involve

collaborating with artists in sculpture, textile design, animation, and per-

formance. Collaborations with a broader variety of artists would provide

the opportunity to further iterate on and improve the depth-based study

methodology. Furthermore, additional development of either Para or Dy-

namic Brushes would likely lead to extended versions of the

depth-based approach.

In the Para and Dynamic Brushes studies, artists spent two weeks en-

gaged with each system. This represents a significant amount of time
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when compared to other approaches to system evaluation in human-

computer-interaction research. Yet in the real world, professional artists

often spend months, or even years developing and refining a single piece

of work. Developing and evaluating a procedural art system over a simi-

lar period of time would offer new research opportunities in comparison

to the two-week approach. These include: the opportunity to more thor-

oughly test the expressive limits of a system, the possibility of performing

more extensive iterations on system functionality in response to an artist’s

creative objectives, and the potential for artists to produce more mature

and developed forms of work with the system. When considering possible

approaches to long-term studies with creative systems, it may be useful

to build off long-term creative methods employed by professional artists.

To this end, here are several possible directions for long-term evaluation

methodologies that draw from methodologies in art:

• The 100 Day Research Project: The 100 Day workshop is a practice de-

veloped by the designer Michael Bierut, in which students are required

to repeat a creative task every day for 100 days (2011). 100 day projects

have since been undertaken by numerous artists and designers across

different disciplines as motivational tool and a means to push their

practice forward. The 100 Day Research Project would build on this idea

by having a systems researcher and an artist work together to use a pro-

totype system to create one piece every day for 100 days. The artist’s role

would be to create each piece, while the researcher’s role would be to

modify the system in response to the work and ideas of the artist. This

approach could reduce the pressure to create individual polished works

and serve as a forcing function to investigate the full extent of the tool’s

creative potential.

• Exhibition as Motivation: Artists often create work with the intention

of showing it to the public, a process which raises both practical and

conceptual concerns. These include: identifying the audience for the

work, determining the technical requirements for installing the piece,

and considering how the work will be preserved or documented follow-

ing the exhibition. The Exhibition as Motivation study method would be

aimed at examining how a system performs throughout the process of

conceiving of, creating, and exhibiting a work. At the start of the study,

the systems researcher and the artist would agree on a general goal for

the exhibition and a timeline for completion. This objective would be

revisited throughout the course of the study as both the system and the

artwork change in response to one another. Because creating work for

exhibition generally involves the use of multiple tools and platforms

this methodology would aid in understanding how effectively a system

performs in conjunction with other technologies and techniques. Fur-
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thermore, the exhibition itself would allow the researcher to observe

public perceptions of the artwork.

• Developing Domain Knowledge through Practice: The previous chap-

ter demonstrated the importance of domain knowledge when devel-

oping tools for artists. The approach taken in this dissertation to build-

ing domain knowledge involved interviewing a variety of professional

artists. However, as these conversations demonstrate, many aspects of

manual art knowledge are tacit, meaning they are difficult to express

through words and better understood through physical engagement.

In order to develop tacit domain knowledge, the Domain Knowledge

through Practice study methodology would have researchers work under

a professional artist directly to learn aspects of their craft. This learning

period could occur either prior to system development, or in conjunc-

tion with the development process itself. This methodology would

increase the time required to develop a system, but would also provide

the researcher with a greater understanding of the tactile and physical

aspects of the manual practice they seek to extend.

Each of these proposed study methodologies emphasizes the same basic

idea: developing effective tools involves making things. The inherent

tension between the mindsets involved in artifact creation versus those

involved in tool creation can make it tempting to remain siloed in one

space or the other. Study methods that push researchers to work in both

these spaces will result in better systems and more interesting artwork.

7.2 Creative Programming and Artificial Intelligence

Computation is a constantly changing field. One domain of computation

that suggests the potential to significantly reshape the field is artificial

intelligence. Online technology and ubiquitous computing enable the

generation and organization of extremely large datasets that cover a wide

range of human behavior, including products consumed, decisions made,

approaches to playing games, ways of accessing information, and cre-

ative processes. This data, paired with machine learning algorithms, has

been used to develop systems that appear to perform tasks previously only

performed by humans. From the wide range of emerging applications of

Artificial Intelligence, Artificially intelligent systems designed to produce

human-like artwork are of particular relevance to this research. A subfield

of machine learning called deep learning enables automated production of

illustrations or paintings within a specific style, novel music compositions,

and systems that auto-complete sketches and drawings. The rapid ad-
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vancement of this technology suggests that it will be possible to automate

other aspects of human artistic creation in the future.

The work described in this dissertation is motivated by the argument that

computation is a meaningful creative medium for human artists. As a

result, many of the contributions of this work focus on ways to mitigate

the challenges of applying programming or procedural techniques, rather

than eliminating them through machine inference and automation. For

some people, the growth of computational systems that autonomously

create artwork, suggests that programming itself may eventually become

an irrelevant artistic skill. However, the history of art, both computational

and manual, and the motivations of many artists strongly suggest that

while the form of programming is likely to change, advances in artificial

intelligence are unlikely to eliminate artists’ need or desire to program.

Many artists already incorporate aspects of automation in their work, yet

they generally retain some aspect of human creative control. This is be-

cause complete automation of a creative process trivializes the end result.

If anyone can automatically generate a painting in the style of Van Gogh or

a song that sounds like a composition of the Beatles, those artifacts even-

tually become uninteresting as artwork. As the interviews demonstrate,

the role of a computational artist is not just to use technology, but also to

twist it, subvert it, and reshape it to the point that it can be used to produce

critical, difficult, or unexpected outcomes. Doing so requires the ability to

program. Artists may push the edge of forms of production driven by arti-

ficial intelligence, and in fact, have done so already. But it is unlikely that

artists will ever be satisfied with outcomes from a system with which they

have no meaningful involvement.

When considering the implications of artificial intelligence and art, it’s

also important to recognize that artists almost always care equally about

process and outcomes. The artist Memo Akten described how artwork

produced with deep learning appealed to him, not for the aesthetics, but

for the processes involved in the algorithms themselves:

The aesthetic is interesting. It’s trippy, surreal, abstract, psychedelic, painterly,

rich in detail. But the novelty is likely to wear off quickly for most people ex-

cept for the [especially] dedicated. Using new datasets or learning to control

the output (so it’s not just puppy-slugs) can undoubtedly give it a new breath

of life. And there is potential to do very interesting work conceptually pairing

datasets with seed images. But it’s not the aesthetic that excites me. Instead,

like I said recently. . . the poetry behind the scenes is blowing my mind! (2015)
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This comment indicates that one of the engaging aspects of artificially

intelligent systems is not what they create, but how they create. Engaging

in the crafting of the functionality of these systems can reveal how their

functionality aligns with or diverges from the ways in which human artists

work, and can reveal patterns in human-designed artifacts that might not

be readily apparent. Artificial intelligence and machine learning involve

specific approaches to programming and debugging, and as these tech-

nologies continue to advance, they will continue to change how people

program. Yet no matter the form of programming, pushing the edge of a

technology, or understanding how it works require an understanding of

the code that comprises it. For artists interested in leveraging these tech-

nologies to produce artifacts or explore processes, programming is and will

continue to be an important skill.

The more complex, but perhaps more significant response to the question

of whether artificial intelligence negates the need for artists to program is

that it is not the right question. Similar to the introduction of the computer

itself, artificial intelligence has the potential to fundamentally change how

artists make things. While the scope of this change is still unclear, there

are important questions that systems engineers and researchers can begin

addressing to maximize the creative potential of this new technology while

reducing the likelihood that it will disenfranchise human creators. Possible

questions include:

1. What unique, new creative opportunities are offered by artificial intelli-

gence and what kinds of creators will these opportunities

appeal to?

2. What new implications for attribution and ownership will result from

this form of production, and how can human creators maintain control

over their own work at the same time they engage in the sharing of data

and information?

3. Humans and machines have different strengths when it comes to mak-

ing things. How can we build systems that enable both computational

agents and human creators to work together in ways that reflect the

strength of both parties?

4. What new approaches to learning are necessary to enable artists to

apply artificially intelligent forms of creation in personally meaningful

and expressive ways?
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5. In addition to providing new forms of art creation, how can artificial

intelligence support established domains of artistic practice without

eliminating forms of engagement that are important to artists?

The systems described in this dissertation do not incorporate machine

learning or artificial intelligence; however, the design methods and ap-

proaches to evaluation presented are relevant to creative tools regardless

of technology. Collectively, they provide a framework for developing tools

with emerging technologies that preserve human agency, style, and choice

while opening up new domains of computational expression.

7.3 Multidisciplinary Systems Engineering

Ultimately this dissertation is about two topics— building computational

tools that enable different kinds of people to make things, and supporting

thinking about making in new ways. When this research is presented to

software developers or researchers of systems engineering, a version of the

following question is often asked:

Do you really believe that artists will want to program?

At first, this question surprised me. Developers and software engineers

program on a daily basis and generally recognize the creative power of

computation. Why not naturally see the value of extending this power to

people in other domains? After reflection, I now believe this question has

little to do with a failure to recognize the creative potential of computing.

Instead, I believe it mirrors the distinction many engineers see between

their work and the work of others. This attitude possibly connects to broad

social and cultural perceptions that certain people are suitable for engi-

neering and programming and others are not (Wakabayashi, 2017). Unfor-

tunately, despite a great deal of evidence to the contrary, this perspective

also is often internalized by people who don’t fit within the stereotypical

norms of engineering, or who arrive to programming through unconven-

tional pathways (Margolis et al., 2010; Margolis and Fisher, 2003).

My experience of working with different people in different forms of pro-

gramming has resulted in a strong belief that anyone has the capacity to

program. Moreover, my transition from manual art to systems engineer-

ing research has taught me that programming skills are only one aspect of

building innovative, effective, and interesting computational systems. Di-

versity is another. Efforts to increase the representation of minorities and

women in computer science is an important step in diversifying the kinds
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of computational tools that are created. Encouraging diversity also involves

broadening conceptions about the skills, knowledge, and backgrounds that

are relevant to system engineering. As the work in this dissertation demon-

strates, building a piece of software requires some traditional engineering

skills, but it’s also dependent on knowledge and experiences in many

other fields.

An understanding of the principles and process of interaction design en-

ables the creation of systems that are not merely usable, but pleasurable,

engaging, and compelling. Knowledge of interaction design is also relevant

to systems engineers who work in collaboration with designers. It can help

them understand why a designer may push for features that seem inciden-

tal to the functionality of the system and are laborious to implement.

Teaching experience is also valuable. Engineers who have an understand-

ing of theories of learning or who have taught others can be better at rec-

ognizing the kinds of learning challenges a system may present and better

positioned to develop ways of scaffolding learning. Teaching can provide

engineers with empathy for the people who use their tools. It can also dis-

pel unconstructive attitudes towards learners by demonstrating that new

creators, while inexperienced, still posses strong design objectives, stylistic

preferences, and personal values.

The capacity to investigate the attitudes and values of different commu-

nities and individuals is also an important skill. Specifically, experience

with methods of social science research can help engineers understand

general values, practices, and attitudes of communities who use their sys-

tems. Practice in conducting in-person interviews can facilitate dialog with

individual creators and domain experts, and provide invaluable insight for

the improvement of a system.

Most importantly, in addition to people who arrive at systems engineer-

ing through established forms of computer science education, the field of

computer science could also provide support for people who arrive from

other domains. Moving from working as a domain practitioner to creat-

ing systems for that domain is an incredibly challenging process in itself.

Unfortunately, this process often is made more challenging by existing

standards and silos in computer science education and hiring practices,

which can limit participation to a few highly structured, traditional path-

ways. Future computational innovation is directly dependent on engaging

people who are not traditional computer scientists as systems engineers.

People who work in the arts, journalism, civic engagement, biology, and

other fields are uniquely positioned to develop effective, unexpected, and

domain-shaping tools for those fields. It is not coincidence that many of
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the most popular platforms for creative coding were developed by peo-

ple who went to art school. Not all practitioners need to create systems;

however, for creators who demonstrate an interest in building their own

computational tools, every effort should be made to support and encour-

age them along the way.
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